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Social screens bar BC investment in Sudan

buy text

By PilarLandon

NewsEditor
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Patrick Fouhy
Editor in Chief
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Though the April 16 tragedy
at Virginia Tech made all universities recognize the pressing
needfor emergency communication systems, the executive vice
president's office at BostonCol-

legehas been shopping for mass
communication technology for
more than a year.
Executive Vice President
Patrick Keating said that representativesfromMotorolahave
been at BC examining communications strategies for emergency situations. The University
is seeking a vendor that could
provide a mass text-messaging
service in a possible crisis, a
technology that Keating says

On this point, studentsand administrators concur: As a Catholic
and Jesuit institution committed
to social responsibility, Boston
College holds a special obligation to make sure itsinvestments
reflect its values.
But the agreements end here.
While administrators point to
the implementationof various
social screens to ensure socially
responsible investing, as per BC's
investment policy, students within
the Global Justice Project (GJP)
and BC Divest Darfur movement contend that thepolicy and
screens employed do not reach

far enough.
The policy, available online,
requires that BC's $1.6 billion
endowment "be handled in accordancewith the [ethical, social,
and moral] principles," which
provide the foundation for the
University. BC periodicallyreviews
its holdings to "ascertain whether
the firms [in which it invests]
engage in practices or procedures
opposed to the ethical, social,
and moral principles deriving
from BC's heritage," accordingto
the policy.
As conflicts in the Sudan,
especially Darfur, escalated into
state-sponsored genocide, BC
identifiedfive companies operating in that region and restricted

investment in these companies.
During the summer of 2006, BC
classified Sinopec, Nam Fatt, Oil
and Natural Gas Corporation,
PetroChina, and Tatneft as companies in conflict with its investment policy.
"What we've done is establisheda policy for specific companies that operate in the Sudan, so
we'veprohibitedfuture investment
in thesefive companies," said John
Zona, assistant treasurer and associate directorof investments.
To identify companies that
might possibly conflict with the
socially responsible investment
policy, BC employs an independent consulting firm called Institutional Shareholder Services
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"We learned from Virginia
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See Security, A4

Ly wins
Asian-American

and social screens conducted
by ISS inform BC's investment
management.

"We wantedto look at companies with significantoil operations
in the Sudan, and once [ISS]
came back with a list ofnames, we

had to systematically try to review
our holdings to see if we did invest
in them," said Zona. "In fact, we
did not." BC didnot needto divest
from those companies because it
did not invest in them in the first
place.
"The social screens we put in
place had worked," said University

speech at
Roggie's brought to
Racist

attention of manager
By

Grant

Hatchimonji

On April 15, Vivian, a Boston
College student, suffered at the
hands of racist speech. A BC
student of Asian descent, she
went to Roggie's Brew and Grille
in ClevelandCircle with herthree
roommates; there, theywereverbally harassed by one of the employees. The employee in question began to yell, "Chinatownin
thehouse!" loud enoughfor allof
the customers in the restaurant
to hear. According to Vivian, he
repeated the comment multiple
times while making eye contact
with the girls. Vivian complained
aboutthe commentsto theperson
who was taking her order, butfelt
that she didnot get an appropriate response since she never
i received an apology from the
employee.
Vivian then brought the
incidentto the attention of the
Office of the Dean for Student
Development, which promptly
contacted the manager of Roggie's, John Rogaris, and told him
what happened.
"He was astonished to hear
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Kuong Ly won for his academic and
extracurricular achievements.
By Pat Irish

'

Heights Editor
Mondayevening in the Yawkey
Athletic Center, the Office ofAHANA Student Programs hosted
the Asian-American Scholarship
Banquet, a night honoring five
outstanding students who have
demonstratedboth academic
achievement as well as continual
service both to theAsian-American andwider communities.
The evening's event honored
JaneLee, A&S '08; Rafael Quizon, By Tim
A&S '08; Danielle A. Cardona, Mooney
A&S '08; and Joanne Wu, LSOE Heights Editor
'08. The recipient of the scholWhen Steve
arship was Kuong Ly, A&S '08,
who is currentlystudying abroad, Aponavicius,
leavinghis friendChen Lim, A&S CSOM '09, took
'07, to receive the award from the field to kick his
University President Rev. Wilfirst extrapoint against
liam P. Leahy, S.J., and speak on Virginia Tech, his parents,
his behalf.
roommates, and teammates
Establishedin 1995,the scholheld theirbreath with the rest of
arshipprovides partial tuition for Alumni Stadium until the kick for the
senior year to juniors who have
split the uprights. Commentators Philadelphia
demonstrated a commitment called him an unknown quantity, Phillies. His story is the stuff of
to promoting Asian-American but for those fortunate enoughto feel-goodfootballmovies,but it is
awareness,maintainedimpressive know him, Aponavicius had been the persona behind it thatis truly
academic standings, and served exactly the opposite: an easygocompelling. " Steve-O" has made
Boston College and other coming, jovial guy with a passion an impression on fans, friends,

and mediaalike - allwhile
keeping the same affable demeanor before and after his
brush with fame
andfootball.
The Apo-

See Scholarship, A5

Update: Hate
Crime Protocol
Revisions to the first draft
have been presented
to the Diversity Steering
Committee. Representatives
of other faculty groups will
receive the protocol this
month. Implementation of
the policy will begin this
summer, and the document
will be available online in
the fall.

department's success over the

Assoc. News Editor

past decade inreceiving Fulbright

As professor Micheal Resler explained it, 2007 was a
"tsunami" year for the German
department at Boston College.
The tsunami that Resler was referring to was the record-setting
number ofFulbright scholarships
awardedfrom his department to
study in Germany this year - 13
in all. The number of Fulbright
winners eclipses the then-recordsetting amount of eight winners
two years ago, and highlights the

scholarships.
One of the smallest departments atBC, the German department has consistently ranked
among the top departments in
the country in the number of
Fulbrights, with approximately
68 winners over the past decade. The 13 Fulbright recipients
were: Atlas Anagnos, A&S '07;
Nathaniel Campbell, A&S '07;
Stefanie Casillas, A&S '07; Keith
Fleischer, A&S '07; Lauren Kestel, A&S '07; Christine Kochefko,
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about the incident," said interim
Dean of ODSD Dean Paul Chebator. Rogaris told Chebator
that he was unaware ofwhat had
happenedand sent this response
to him: "I held a meeting yesterday with my staff. I made it
clear that Roggie's has a ZERO
TOLERANCE towardthis type
of behavior. The individuals involved,whether it may have been
in a joking manner or not, have
been suspended."
"We try our best to look out
for students' best interests in
situations like this, but there is
nothing more we can do," said
Chebator. "Since Roggie's is a
private company, all we could do
was bring it to the attention of
the manager. His response was
appropriate, and we couldn't
have asked him to do more than
that."
Chebator went on to explain
that if a student in such a situation wished to file a civil rights
violation complaint, ODSD
wouldhelp.
"This is very important to us
because we have so many students here at BC that go to that
establishment, and they deserve
to be treatedrespectfully," said
Richard Jefferson, the executive
director of the Office of InstitutionalDiversity. "We are trying to

See Incident, A5

BC to limit student
printing to 500 pages

talented, driven,
and above all,
decent students of
Boston College who hope
for a chance at greatness. The
Heights is proud to name Steve
Aponavicius the 2007 Person of
the Year.

See Aponavicius, B9

German dept. sweeps Fulbrights
By Christopher Maroshegyi

See Investments, A4

navicius story
represents the

munities.

In order to qualify for the

Spokesman JackDunn. "Theyhad
precluded our investment in certain companies whose activities
are inconsistent with our values
as a Jesuit Catholic university,
andISS hasidentifiedcompanies
that we have instructed our fund
managers never to invest in."
But while thosefive companies
will notreceive future capital from
BC, StephanieAndrews, involved
in the BC Divest Darfur movement and A&S '08, said that the
restrictions should be extended
to more companies. Citing from a
list compiledby the SudanDivestment TaskForce andcorroborated
by analysis from the investment

ODSD intervenes
in off-campus affair

Asst. NewsEditor

Scholarship

INSIDE

(ISS). According to Zona, this
firm maintains a reputation for
expertise in the field of socially
responsible investing. Research

A&S '07; Patrick McGroarty,
A&S '07; Sascha Rubin, A&S '07;
Melissa Ruhry, A&S '07; Jennifer
Thibault, A&S '07; Lauren Tran,
A&S '07; Amanda Watral, A&S
'07; and Paul White, A&S '07.
Although the Fulbright Committee, whichawards the scholarships, does not keep track of the
statistics such as these, many
academic scholars believe that
this year represents the largest
amount of Fulbrights awarded
to one department to study in a

See Fulbrights, A5
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Printing in

O'Neill Library will cost 3 cents a page if students exceed the limit.

Alexi Chi
Heights Editor

By

Environmentalissues havebeen
aconcern of college students both
at Boston College and across the
country. With the fall launch of a
printing allotment program imminent, however,students willfeel
a little more pressure to reduce,
reuse, and recycle.
In an effort to eliminate the
waste of paper and the rising environmental and financial pressures
that come with it, BC will adopt
a printing allotment policy for all
public printing as of September
this year.
Each student will be awarded
500free pages ofprinting on public

printersper semester, with the allotment resetting every semester.

Should students use all 500 sheets,
which amount to a 20-poundream
of paper, theywill be charged three
cents per additionalpage used.
These additionalexpenses will
be charged to student Eagle One
cards or a "print card" that can be
purchased at the BC Bookstore.
The hope is that with the new
program, students will think twice
before printing something that in
the long run will waste unnecessary
amounts of paper as well as toner
and electricity.
Speaking on whether the typical student prints more than 500

See Printing, A5
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UNIVERSITIES
ON CAMPUS

Details arise in investigation of
former MIT admissions dean

New student group hopes to
place crosses in all classrooms

Afterthe recent discoveryofformer MIT admissions
dean Marilee Jones' false credentials, more details
have begun to emerge, according to The Boston Globe.
Althoughshe admittedto lyingabout threedegreesthat
she does not have, she doeshave a bachelor's degreein
biology from the College of Saint Rose, which she did
not list in herresume thatshe submittedto MIT in 1979.
Additionally,the college never appearedin any ofher
national speakingengagements. MIT officials havealso
stated that Jonesembellishedhercredentials a second
time once she was hired; she tacked on a degreefrom
the Albany Medical College to her resume.

A new student organization has been recently
formed to bring crosses and crucifixes to allofBoston
College's classrooms. On Monday, the Student Committee for the PlacementofCrosses in Classrooms sent
a letter to University President Rev. William P. Leahy,
S.J., andthe Christian Art Committeechairman, Rev.
T. FrankKennedy, S.J., to ask that crosses be placed in
allBC classrooms. "Everypublic school classroomhas
an Americanflag on the wall, and it seems only fitting
that BC, proud of its religious heritage, should place
crosses in classrooms as a way to provoke reflection
aboutlife's timeless questions," saidBrad Easterbrooks,
a co-founder of the group and A&S '07.

House fails to override
president's veto of Iraq bill

A Guide to Your
Newspaper

WASHINGTON (AP) - The DemocraticcontrolledHouse failed Wednesdayto override
President Bush's veto of an Iraq war spending
bill with timetables for troop withdrawals.
Democrats later met with Bush and emerged
undeterred in theirdeterminationto bring soldiers home. "Make no mistake,Democrats are
committedto endingthis war," House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi,D-Calif., said outsidethe White
House. "We hope to do so in unison with the
president of the United States." Congressional leadersfrom both parties went to the
White House to discuss follow-up war funding
legislation, a day after Bush vetoed the first
version because it would require U.S. combat
troops to begin withdrawingby Oct. 1. ..."Yesterday was a day that highlighteddifferences,"
the president said. "Todayis the day wherewe
can work together to find common ground."
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NATIONAL

The Higher EducationOpportunity Program at Columbia University is giving disadvantaged studentsthe
opportunity to stillreceive a full college education.Each
year, the state ofNew York gives Columbiaand Barnard
University $500,000 and $400,000, respectively, to
run the program, which helps students who may have
below-averageSAT scores and grades asa resultoftheir
families' financial issues. Students who are enrolled in
the program must be NewYork stateresidents and have
"potentialfor success at ColumbiaUniversity," saidthe
university's directorof opportunity programs and undergraduateservices JasonCollado in a U-Wire report.
These students' tuitions are paid for, and they are given
money for books, tutors, and housing.

Christopher Wilson-Byrne, A&S '07, received an
NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship on Tuesday. Both Wilson-Byrne's academicrecord andhis athleticachievements fulfilledthe criteriafor the award. Wilson-Byrne
is also a member of Boston College's Presidential
Scholars Program. Additionally, Wilson-Byrne is an
eight-time recipient of the BC swimming and diving

James J. Kane Awardfor Academic Excellence, which
is awarded to the members on the team whopossess the
top five GPAs. This is the second year in arow thatthe
swimming and diving program has had an NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship recipient. Last year, Elizabeth
Byron, BC '06, was arecipient ofthe award.

UNDER REPORTED
LOCAL

Britain to air new reality series

Deval aiming for overhaul of
public state education funding

targeting obesity epidemic
The British willbe launching a new reality series,Fat
Teens Can't Hunt, to help combatthe issue ofoverweight
teens in theircountry. For the show, 10 overweight teens
from Britain will be shipped to theAustralian Outback
to live and eat with remote Aboriginalcommunities. The
teens will survivefor a month on "bush tucker" - including witchetty grubs, local berries, and grasses - or go
hungry. "Britainhas thefattest teenagers in Europewith
one in three overweight or obese. Doctors warn that if
we don't tackle this problem, generations of kids face
a drasticreduction in the quality and longevity of their
lives," said producer Bridget Sneyd.

After a slew ofrecent interviews and public statements, Massachusetts GovernorDeval Patrick seems to
be preparing for an overhaulofstate educationfunding,
according to a BostonGlobereport. He appearedbefore
the Massachusetts Associate of School Committees
yesterday, where he expressed concern over the state
no longer being able to pay for public education with
localproperty tax. "It seems to me the time is at hand,
and the appetite is right among you and the folks you
represent and so many others, to getback to basics and
figure out how to do this right," said Patrick.
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News Tips
Have a news tip

or a good

idea

for a story? Call Pilar Landon,

News Editor, at (617) 552-0172, or
e-mail news@bcheights.com. For

future events, e-mail, fax,

or mail
a detailed description of the event

and contact information to the
News Desk.

Sports Scores
Want to report the results of a
game? Call Jeff Weinstein, Sports
Editor, at (617) 552-0189, or e-mail
sports@bcheights.com.
MICHAEL E. PALMER, TUSCALOOSA NEWS / AP PHOTO

Train carrying shuttle
parts derails in Alabama
DEMOPOLIS, Ala. (AP) - A freight
train carrying segments of the space shut-

tle'ssolidrocket boosters derailedWednesday after a bridge collapsed, authorities
said. Six people were reported injured.
NASA sent teams to check on whether the
equipment was damaged, space agency
spokesmanKyle Herring said. It was the
second time in less than a week that the
train jumped the tracks while carrying the
booster segmentsfrom the manufacturer in
Utah to Cape Canaveral,Fla., Herring said.
The segments weren'tscheduledfor use during the next shuttle flight, but for missions
in October and December.The cause ofthe
bridge collapse was under investigation. The
Alabama Emergency Management Agency
said that none of the cargo spilled.

Arts Events
The Heights covers a multitude of
events both on and offcampus - including concerts, movies, theatrical
performances, and more. Call Stuart Pike, Arts and Review Editor, at
(617) 552-0515, or e-mail review@
bcheights.com. For future events,
e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed description of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.
Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its
readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If you
believe we havemade a reporting error, haveinformationthatrequires a
clarificationor correction, or questions about The Heights standards
and practices, you may contact

Patrick Fouhy, Editor-in-Chief, at
(617) 552-2223, or e-mail editor©
bcheights.com.
CUSTOMER SERVICE

Police Blotter

Voices from the Dustbowl

4/26/07 - 4/27/07
Thursday, April 26

Friday, April 27

9:16 p.m. A report was filed at Conte Forum
regarding a verbal dispute between several
parties. Theofficerintervenedand the parties
were dispersed from the area.

12:23 a.m. A report was filed at the Lower
Lots regarding an intoxicatedunderageparty
who was taken to a medicalfacility.

?

?

1:23 a.m. Areport was filed at Conte Forum
regarding an intoxicatedunderageparty who
was taken to a medical facility.
?

9:35 p.m. A report was filed at Conte Forum regarding a BC student who was placed
under arrest for being a disorderlyperson at
a concert event. He resisted arrest and was
additionallycharged with the offense.
?

11:17p.m. A report was filed at ConteForum
regarding a party who was issued a trespass
warning and was ejectedfrom a concert event.
He stated that he would return and he did.
He was placed under arrest for trespassing
at that time.

8:39 a.m.
A report was filed at the Commuter Lot regarding a minor motor vehicle
accident. There were no injuries reported.

11:29 p.m.

?

?John Spatola,

?

Advertising
The Heights is one of the most effective ways to reach the BC community. To submit a Classified,
Display, or Online Advertisement,
call our Advertising office at (617)
552-2220 Monday through Friday.

A&S '10

2:54 a.m. A report was filed at McElroy Hall
regarding found property.
3:58 a.m.
A report was filed at Boston
College Police Headquartersregarding an
injured employee who was transported to a
medicalfacility.

?

"Going to a Halloween Gong
Show."

?

9:40 p.m.
A report was filed at Conte
Forum regarding a party who trespassed and
ejected from a concert event. He stated that
he wouldreturn.
?

"What was yourfavorite memory or experience
from this past year?"

Delivery
To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distribution problems on campus,
contact Lauren Sottile, General
Manager at (617) 552-0547.

"Seeing the CSA andKSA
culture showfor thefirst

The Heights is produced by BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays during
the academic yearby
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2007. All rights reserved.

time."

?Jason DeConti,
A&S '09

CORRECTIONS

?

"Walking across Reservoir
when it was frozen."
BenBroadmeadow &
Eric Johnson,

Areport was filed at Conte Fo-

?

rum regarding an intoxicated underageparty

who was taken to a medical facility.

A&S TO & CSOM TO
?

Source: The Boston College
Police Department

Please submit corrections
to editor@bcheights.com
with 'correction' in the
subject line.
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'On the Other
A look at the American Catholic
Side of the Desk'
I have anywhere
else that I've lived," said Conrad.
But Conrad sees this as a chance
While student membersofthe for education. "Having so many
GLBT/Q community and their students I interact with here, I
have a great opportunity to teach
supportershave beenvocal in discussing issues that concern them, students acceptance not tolerfaculty membershave historically ance."
All the panelists hope to crebeen less so. But a panel Monday
night changed just that, as eight ate a community that makes it
gaymembersofthe BostonCollege easier for students to come out of
the closet. "I try to be a resource
faculty delivered a panel discussion on facing injustice from their for my students because I know
point of view. The panel, titled how hard it is to be a lesbian in
"On the Other Side of the Desk: our society and, even more so,
The Experience of Being Gay howdifficult it might be to be in a
Faculty at Boston College," was community that may or may not
presentedby theLesbianand Gay support you So I'm just here to
Faculty, Staff and Administrators support and relate," said Conrad.
Association at BC (LGFSAA).
A key issue the panelists adJohn McDargh, a member of dressed was the duality of their
the theologydepartment for 28 role at BC. While many said they
years, moderatedthe event, which love BC, they are also pained
had guests squeezing themselves by their experiences and the
administration's treatment, or
into every corner of the room.
lack thereof, of issues within the
He explained that these faculty members had come together GLBT/Q community.
Chuck Morris, a professor in
because they felt that it was finally
communications department
the
up
their turn to step andbe heard.
He said they hoped to create an and BC '91, spoke out strongly
angle of vision that that could against the BC administrationand
contribute to the university's its treatment of GLBT/Q issues.
"missionin theCatholic and Jesuit "Mycomplicityin the homophobic
culture has made me a prisoner
tradition."
The faculty detailed their in my own body," said Morris.
"The closet will not protect us
struggles withbeing gay at a Catholic university. They discussedthe tenured faculty must take the
injustices that they havefaced and lead on the front lines to make
the troubling emotions they have BC a safe place for the GLBT/Q
been forced to deal with because community."
In her 40 years at BC, Nancy
of the lack of acceptance of their
Veeder,
an associate professor
sexual orientation within the BC
in the Graduate School of Social
community.
David Scanlon, a member of Work, has struggled mostly with
the BC community for 10 years whatshe refers to as "the complete
and an associate professor in the disconnect," between the values
Lynch School of Education, said of social work at BC and the lack
that he and many of his GLBT/Q of support given to the GLBT/Q
colleagues feel that they must community. "Unfortunately, the
act with caution when it comes social work professional stance
to GLBT/Q issues. He noted that in relation to GLBT/Q issues is
while there are many courageous at odds with Catholic teachings,"
membersof theLGFSAA, they are said Veeder.
MichaelResler, a faculty memalso very fearful. Many members
ber for 31 years in the German
are uncomfortable meeting on
campus, he said, and they "risk Studies program and current
chairperson of the department,
isolation because of associadiscussed his belief that the adtion."
Ricco Siasoco, a professor in ministration at BC can act quite
the English department, noted hypocritically.Resler commented
on how BC students and faculty
that despite struggling with being both Asian and gay, he tries have worked to end this. "But if
to increase his visibility through the administrationstill doesn't
his teachings and participation get it what has changed is our
in programs similar to Monday's refusal to stand on the stage and
panel discussion. "We live in a play a part," he said.
All panelists agreed that the
veryheterosexist society wherewe
assume thatpeople are straight...
University and its students need
it's important for me to be a gay to confront the issues facing the
role model," he said.
GLBT/Q community. Theresa
Hammond, an associate profesRuth Conrad, a technical susor in the accounting department
pervisor within the theatre deand faculty member at BC for 17
partment for the past year, discussedthe new uniques challenges years, said, "it'sthe silence of the
that Boston presented."I have good people that upsets me the
encountered more discrimination most." \u25a0
By

Jamie Fleming

in Boston than
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Rev. Kenneth Himes, O.F.M, examined the compatability between Catholicism and being American duringC-21's popular Agape Latte event.
By Alexi Chi

HeightsEditor

Despite the looming exams
that are sending Boston College
students running to studylounges,
the last "Agape Latte" of the
semester filled Hillside Cafe to
the brim.
The well-knownRev. Kenneth
Himes, O.F.M. and chairman of
the theology department, spoke
animatedly on the topic of the
night; "Being Catholicand American: Compatible or Conflicted."
Whether being a Catholic and
being an American are compatible, said Himes, is a question that
has prevadedthroughouthistory.
Himes referenced three specific
moments in Americanhistory that
have helped to shape the answer
to this question.
Before elaborating on these
moments Himes described how
Catholicism was viewed in 18th
and 19thcenturies.
"The thing to understand
about American Catholics is that
they saw themselves as a minority within the greater Protestant
America. Catholics were looked
down upon," said Himes.
In the 1800s, massive waves of
Irish, German, Italian, and Eastern European Catholics flooded
the country. And so, the Catholic
community became one of immigrants.

The Catholic faith became
something "foreign," and the
Protestant fear in immigrants was
transposedonto the Catholicfaith
as a whole.
As Catholics assimilate into
American culture, the church
feared that this new identity
would bring a loss of faith. And
so, they created institutions that
allowed them to assimilate into
the community on their own
terms: Catholic school systems,
Catholic healthcare, andCatholic
charities. A parallel culture to
the Protestant community was
created.
With thisbriefhistoricalbackground in mind, Himespresented
theforemost event shapingAmerican andbeing Catholic identity:
the 1924 passage of the Johnson
Immigration Act, in which the
government set quotas on immigration into the United States.
Prior to this, "Catholicsmaintainedthe image of beingan eth-

nic,blue-collar, urbanchurch. The
first generations ofCatholics were
assimilating, but new ones were
still coming in, whichperpetuated
this image," said Himes.
The second important historical incidentwas the combinedeffectsofthe 1944GI Bill andWorld
War 11.
"Protestants were thrown into
the war with Catholics, and they
found out, 'Gee, they're not odd.

They're not sending telegrams

gious freedom and political free-

back to the Pope,'" said Himes.
"A blue-collarchurch churned
out white-collarmanagerial people. The educational standing and
thus the economic standing of
Catholicsimproved... past WWII,
there was an easy wedding with
the Catholic faith and American
culture," he said.
The third shift in American
Catholic identity came with the
Civil Rights Movement, theVietnam War, the sexual revolution,
and the Roe v. Wade decision.
These movements leftpeoplewith
the uneasy feeling that there was
an inherent, violent aggression
withinAmerica'simperialistic and
racist tendencies.
"Just as Catholic and American values started assimilating,
people started questioning the
American story," said Himes.
Fromthe left, said Himes,came
the thought that "maybe this is a
culture thatCatholics don't want
to blend in with. The Catholics no
longer stood out on these issues,
something that used to be apoint
of pride," said Himes.
These issues bred people like
DorothyDay who suggested "the
only way to be Catholic is to oppose American culture. America
is at war with Catholic values,"
said Himes.
Thefactremained thatpeople
came to America not only for reli-

dom, but for economicalfreedom
and to live a better lifestyle than
they might have in their country
of origin, however.
In the mid-1900s, these things
seemed to be coming true. People
wereliving better than theirparents had, so they were not willing
to make the strong critiques of
Americanculture put forth by the
extreme right and left.
"Given this history," said
Himes, "the question we can push
ourselves to answeris, 'how do we
relate our faith to our culture? Is
it supportive, or inimical? Do we
needCatholic institutions, or can
we work with existing ones?"
Himes alsorelatedthis historicalbackground to the new wave of
Catholic immigrants coming into
the country today. These immigrants, however, are coming not
from Western Europe, but from
places such as the Caribbean,
Central America, and Asia.
Catholicsimmigrating into the
country today are "mostlypeople
of color, poorly educated,who are
much worse off financially [than
Catholics in America today],"
he said.
This gap creates a conflict between Catholics. This, said Himes,
raises the question: "can minorities effect change, or do they water down their message and join
forces with the majority?" \u25a0

WHI-sponsored panel examines the lack of women's health resources
By Meghan Michael

Heights Staff

BostonCollege's health service
policies, which the University
claims adhere to Catholic teachings, have left some students
feeling that their interests and
needs are not beingadequatelyaddressed.To explore theseconcerns,
which some people believe fall
within therealm of personalrights,
several campus groups held a panel
discussionMondaynight.
"Your College, Your Health:
A Discussion of University Policy
and Students' Rights" was sponsored by the African and African
diaspora studies program and the
Women'sHealth Initiative(WHI),
a self-proclaimedgrassroots group
that is unrecognizedand unfunded
by BC. The panel consisted of

Katie Simpson, Northeast coordinator at Planned Parenthood; Dr.
Aimeevan Wagenen, professor of
sociology; and Veronica Joseph,
president of the GLBT/Q Leadership Council (GLC) and A&S '07.
The discussion was moderatedby
Katherine Adams, A&S '07.
While the panel addressed
many topics, it primarily focused
on the lack of information and
options theyfelt BC studentshave.
As a Jesuit university that follows
Catholic teachings, BC does not
makecontraceptives or emergency
contraceptives available to students on campus, although it does
providefor confidential counseling
and treatment for sexually transmitted infections (STI) and free
pregnancy tests. Van Wagenen said
that this is not enough.
"What interests and really

disturbs me about BC's [health]
policy is the limited extentof their
services," said van Wagenen. "University Health Services is a series
of silences and prohibitions - the
'just say no's."
The panelists criticized BC's
policy of only promoting abstinence as a means to prevent STIs
and claimedthat BC's health educationalmaterial was not adequate
on this subject. They pointed to
the fact that the health education
page on BC's Web site states that
engaging in a "risky sexual situation" may lead to an STI, yet it
does not describeall of the specific
situations thatcouldbeincludedin
this category.
Although the panelists may
have criticizedBC's health education services, Dr. Thomas Nary,
directorof University Health Ser-

vices, said BC does a good job of
balancing its Catholic tradition
and the needs of its students.
"I think that the educational
materials here do address many
of the behaviors people have,
Catholic or otherwise," said Nary.
" [Students] dohave to understand
though that this is a Jesuitinstitution and there are some limitations."
In addition to addressing specific BC healthpolicy, thepanelists
also discussed what theyfelt were
the deeper problems it allegedly
stemmed from and the problems
they said it created.
According to Joseph, such
policies stem from a system that
does not support women in general, and they have many negative
results, including lack of support
for students whobecome pregnant

atBC.
Joseph described her experiences as a resident assistant and
how she felt she would have been
inadequatelyprepared to address
issues regarding contraceptives,
sex, and rape. While she said sex

is a realityamong college students,
neither it nor its potential consequences are openly talkedabout.
"I go to a Jesuit college where
apparently sex and pregnancies
never happen," said Joseph. "In
college, if you are pregnant you
have to 'disappear.'"
The panelists criticizedHealth
Services' treatment of pregnant
women, andboth Simpson andAdams said that it was doing women
a disserviceby not discussing with
themthe option ofabortion.Adam
also claimed that Health Services
falsely informed and intentionally

misled women regarding the risks
of abortion.
Baker confirmed the fact that,
in accordance with BC policy,
Health Services is prohibitedfrom
referring pregnant students to
places thatconduct abortions, but
denies that they even discuss such
procedures, much less falsely inform women about them. She also
explainedthat pregnant students
do not have to "disappear," Baker
said. "No one is ever encouraged
to leave."
Baker said thatthere are many
avenues of support available to
help pregnant women, and offcampus housing will make arrangements for women and their
babies to live.
"Obviously, you don't want
newborn infants living in the
Mods," said Baker. \u25a0\u2666\u2666

U.S. policy toward Palestine fuels anti-Americanism, says BC alum
Heights Staff

view some Hamas officials, and
she marveled at how democratic
the process hadbeen.

Boston College alumnus Jay
Hayden spoke Tuesday evening
about the"The U.S. Boycott of
Palestine and its Fallout" in an
event sponsored by the fine arts
department, the sociology department, and the Global Justice
Project. Hayden, who is Jewish,has
made numerous trips to Palestine
to document the progress of the
conflict in the region and to speak
with Palestinians.
Hayden spoke last April after
she visited Israel immediatelyfollowing the Hamas victory in the
Palestinian election. At the time,
she had the opportunity to inter-

Most Palestinians sought
American support to find a solution to their situation at that
time. Hayden cited her view of
the typical Palestinian reasoning:
"The only waythings could change
is if the U.S. stands up andplays a
significant role as arbiterbetween
Israel andPalestine.When I came
back, everyone had given up on
the U.S. People seemed to know
that the U.S. was not going to do
anything - probably because of
theboycott against the Hamas-led
government."
Yet whenshe returned afterthe
Israeli, United States, and Euro-

By

Michael Madormo

pean boycott against the Hamas-

led government, opinions about
the United States had changed.
Few Palestinians had confidence
in the United States to be unbiased and to solve the crisis under
just terms.

When Hayden suggested to
of her Palestinian friends
that President Bush might attack
Iran and asked for their opinions,
they responded that they didn't
think he was "that stupid." Yet
when they were pressed further,
they said they hoped that "Iran
whips the U.S." Haydenpointed to
the boycott of Hamas that lead to
significant hardship as the cause
for the anti-American sentiments.
Hayden showeda series ofPalsome

estinian cartoons that she thought
represented the Palestinian perspective on the situation. One
cartoon depicted an Israeli soldier,
with blood on one hand and a gun
in the other, being photographed
by an American camera.
The photographthatthe American camera produced depictedan
Israeli soldier with a clean hand
and an olivebranch. Palestinians
feel that the American media is
more sympathetic to Israelis and
reluctant to be critical of the oc-

cupation.

Hayden provided some of the
economic statistics that portray
the effects of the boycott against
Hamas (deemed a terrorist organization by the Israel, the United

States, and the EU): 40 percent of
Palestiniansin the West Bank and
80 percent in Gaza earn $1 a day,
the boycott caused huge budget
cuts, and unemployment is at 40
percent. She questioned whether
Hamas could succeed: under occupation; in extreme poverty and
unemployment,upon rejection by
Israel, the United States, and the
E.U., with lack of support from
Arab states; and in internal chaos
and conflict.
In addition, Hayden saw the
problems caused by the wall that
has recently been erected, along
with the checkpoints and Israeli
settlements.She said, "Third-party developers, sometimes American, willbuy houses in Palestinian

landand then sellthem to Israelis.
They put up flags to symbolize
theirpresence. Surveyors comeby
and say 'Israelis are living there,
we wont demolishthat.'"
Still, Hayden offered some
more positive observationsas well;
"Sometimes we only look at the
situation through a political lens.
The situation is politically dire,
economically dire, but Palestinians are human and they are very
resilient. Life is still going on at
many different levels.
"Thereis some tension between
Christians and Muslims, but they
are running together and going to
school together, and dealing with
the tension within the community,"
he said. \u25a0
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'Investments reflect BC's values'

"We strongly recommend that students register
their cellphone numbers to enable us to
communicate with them in the event ofan
emergency"

Investments, from Al

ways consistent with its values."
Peter Lynch and Mario Gabelli uses the broadest screens availserve on BC's Investmentand Enable, which are updated regularly In fact, BC has had to divest in the
management firm Calvert, Anby ISS.
dowment Committee.
past because of conflicts between
drews identified at least 15 other
For companies identifiedby the companies' operating procedures
According to Zona, BC employs
companies.
approximately 75 independent social screens, BC reevaluates the and University values.
Nick Salter, member of the management firms that each have company's disclosures and proxWhile divulgingof specific comGJP andA&S '07, saidthese other a separate mandate. Each firm ies to see if there are significant paniesremains out of the question,
invests in thousands of different reasons that would preclude incompanies have their hands in ofZona maintains that the office of
fenses just as grievous as the five securities, resulting in an extremely vestment. In most
the treasurer will
restrictedby BC. "The social screen diverse portfolio. "We have lots of cases, said Zona,
accommodatedi"Our academic
on Darfur is a loose one," he said. complex strategies across domestic BC finds "another
alogue with sturesearch won't
"By mentioning thesefive compaequities, international equities, side of the story"
dents interested
nies, BC is acknowledging that its emerging markets, privateequities, - a counterargugive them any new socially responinvestments could be doing harm. venture capital,hedge funds, and a ment that clears
sible investing,
I don't provided
the stuThey should consider addingother myriad of asset classes," saidZona. the company.
oil companies to thosefive."
"Thefirms allocate capitalaccordknow why it's the
dents have con"Rarely do
Zona plans to meet with Salter ingly across these classes."
we see an unamducted research
students' responsibility regarding
and Andrews tomorrow to discuss
The funds in which BC invests biguous case of
the ispolicy specific to the Sudan. Acinclude many components, resulta company that to provide a research
sues. "We have
cording to Dunn, the additional ing in thousands of individual would affront the
paper on why an issue a mechanism for
research brought forth by Salter companies in the University's values of the Unistudents or others
is questionable
and Andrews wouldbe taken into portfolio. "Some companies we versity," he said.
who make inquiconsideration. "No one is opposed hold directly, and some we hold "We're very careries with regard
investing"
to taking researched information indirectly through commingled ful; we don't want
to our holdings.
and running it by our managers," funds or hedge fund accounts," to restrict investBut when stuNick Salter,
he said.
said Zona.
ment in securities
dents inquire, we
Zona said the decision to reBut even in its indirectly con- if indeed it may
ask them to pick
A&S '07
strict against
a specific social
trolled holdings, not be worthy of
"We considerpolicy like
investing in a
mutual funds, a restriction." This caution in issue to stay focused," he said.
certain compato restrict or prohibit BC does not invest restricting investments, he said,
Salter saidhe andAndrewssubis a common practice across unia 30-page report earlierthis
ny is made only
in
thefive
identified
mitted
investments only
in cases where
oil companies. "The versities.
semester. "Our academic research
rarely, when the
a "clear and
social screens preWhile Salter and Andrews will won't give them any new informaunambiguous"
clude
investment
address
other issues pertaining to tion," he said. "I don'tknow why
evidence is clear and
conflict exists
in any form," said BC's investments, like the role BC
it's the students' responsibility to
unambiguous. The Dunn. "We value plays in the overseeing of proxy provide a research paper on why
with BC's values
asan institution. situation in Sudan
the information votes by its money managers, the an issue is questionablefor invest"We consider
provided by ISS, University will never fully disclose ing."
this profile"
While transparency is stratepolicy torestrict
and our investors its investment strategy. "Public
or prohibit inuse this company universities are required by law gically undesirable, the fluidity
vestments only
to review social to make their holdings public," of the investments also makes it
?John Zona,
screens that are set
rarely, when the
said Dunn. "But very few private logistically difficult, said Zona.
Assistant Treasurer and in
evidenceis clear
place to make universities do. We chose not to Not only do BC's investments enAssociate Director of
and unambigusure investments
because providing the detailsofour compass thousands of securities,
Investments
ous. The situare consistent with
investment strategy would put us at the allotment of its assets change
ation in Sudan
our values as a
day to day.
competitive disadvantage."
fits this profile, as genocide conCatholic university."
Salter advocated for a reconDunn said the proof of a "wintinues to occur that is sponsored
The social screens essentially sideration of the current policy, ning strategy" is in what BC has
by the government," he said. "If act as filters, assessing companies which has not been revised since been able to do with its endowyou look at oil revenues, it is a based on criteria established by
1990. "The endowment then was a ment. "There are 20 universities
major source of income for the ISS. They can be formatted to fraction of whatit is now," he said. in the United States that meet full
government, which funds military focus on specific issues, from en"It has grown in areas without the demonstratedfinancial need of all
operations."
vironmental affairs to workplace policy changing. The policy recits students andthat are also need
BC's investments are controlled policies, andBC uses thisinformaognizes the need for investments blind in admissionspolicy," hesaid.
by a hierarchical structure that tion to further examine the ways in to meet the moral mission of the "We are one of them. By far we're
ensures diversity and dispersion which companies operate.
University, but is vague enough to the poorest. But we're able to do
of its multi-billion dollar assets.
"The social screens are used as allowfor investment in companies it because we have built successful
The Investment and Endowment a starting point to systematically that couldbe doing great harm."
investment strategy,because we are
Committee, on which eightpeople evaluate our holdings," saidZona.
Zona said an investment policy the best managed university in the
sit, oversees the implementation "But justbecause a security shows of some form has been in place United States. We don't apologize
of BC's policy through the hiring up ona screen doesn't mean we're since the mid 1980s. "That's 20for having a f 1.6 billion endowoffund managers andthe dissemigoing to automaticallyprohibit -plus years that the University has ment. It makes that financial aid
nation of assets. Financial giants investment in it." He said that BC
been concerned with investing in possible, among other things." \u25a0

?Pat Keating,
Executive Vice President

Alert system
would use texts

information.

Security, from Al

event of an emergency."

Incoming freshmen will be
asked for theircell phonenumbers
at orientation. The remaining
students will enter theircellphone
numberson Agora, wheretheywill
bekept confidential.
"We will not use it for advertisements or any other University
business, but rather just to alert
students in case ofan emergency,"
said Keating.
way to campus.
The University is also evaluatWhile most BC students do ing its internal communications
systems for essential faculty and
live on campus, e-mail is an insufficient way to communicate administrators.
with students in emergencysituSatellite phones will play an
ations.
integral role in communication
among top administrators, said
In the case of a campus emergency, the Office of Public AfKeating. The phones do not use
fairs would send a message to all land cellulartowers and can funcstudents alerting them to stay tion even during catastrophic
in buildings or not to leave their infrastructure failure, providing
dorms.
communicationfor contingency
According to Information planning.
Technology Services, "Many stuPriority cell phone designadents use Gmail or do not check tions may also be purchased for
theirBC e-mail," said University other essential administrators
and the police force. The UniverSpokesperson JackDunn.
"We're evaluating different sity could pay a vendor to have
systems for faculty and adminpriority line considerations duristrators. Most don't use their ing overload times, which would
cell phones like students do," provide a higher probability of a
said Keating. He said that many dial tone to essential personnel.
administrators carry Blackberry Radio technologies are also being
devices and that faculty would evaluated.
be better alerted using an e-mail
While sirens and loudspeakers can't penetrate building walls
system.
"What we're most concerned effectively in all situations, the
about is gathering student cell University is looking into installphone numbers. We have some ing loudspeakers on certain buildbut we are going to ask students ings on campus.
to voluntarilyprovide them via
"No one mechanism is effecAgora starting this week," said
tive. A series of possibilities and
Keating. "We strongly recomalternatives are needed."
mendthat students register their
Keating hopes to have a vendor
cell phone numbers to enable us selected for the text messaging
to communicate with them in the service by the summer. \u25a0
Tech that while e-mail and the
Web are important, they are not
the [ideal communication systems]," saidKeating.
At Virginia Tech, students
received e-mail alerts two hours
afterthefirst incident tookplace;
however, many off-campus residentsdidnot receive the messages
because they were still on their

for
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Be heard.WeVe listening.
Online Course Evaluations.
Make a Difference!
Complete your course evaluations from May 2 through May 16 at 11:00 p.m.
It's easy, convenient, secure, anonymous, confidential, fast (a total of 5-15 minutes to
complete all evaluations), and important!

There's more!
Students who complete all their evaluations will have access to their grades beginning May 8.

Don't forget...
?
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May 2-May 16, Online course evaluation survey period.

?

May 16, Last day to complete online
course evaluations.
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Visit the course evaluation website (www.bc.edu/courseevaluations) for more information.

www.bc.edu/courseevaluations
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Finalists

Printing to be
limited in Sept.

LEGAL PROSPECTS

active
on
campus

printing. The swipes haveworked.

Scholarship, from Al
scholarship, students must adhere
to four requirements.
First, they must be full-time
BC juniors. Secondly, applicants
need to be citizens or legal permanent residents of the United
States.
In addition, there is an academic requirement enforcing
a minimum cumulative grade
point average of 3.3. And finally,
what often makes the difference
between applicants and nominees is the requirement stating
that students must be "active in
community service to the AsianAmerican and wider communities on and/or off campus." Each
finalist fulfilled this in their own
unique way.

"On campus, I do a lot through
theKorean Students Association,
which I will be the president of
next year," explainedLee. "For
example, we volunteer at Rosie's
Place, Wide Horizons Culture
Camp, andHamilton Olympics."
Many students, likeLee, began
theirinvolvement early.
"My freshman year, I got involved with the Philippine Intercollegiate Network Dialogue,
which encompasses all the Philippine cultural clubs in New
England, where I served as the
national director and co-chair.
In addition, I'm a member of
SEASA," said Cordona.
"On campus, I've been an
active member in the Philippine
Society of BC and other culture
clubs," added Quizon. "I'm also
on the Executive Board of SEASA. In the greater Boston area,
I've volunteeredin the St. Francis
House and at service programs
through PSBC."
Two alumniwho were scholarship recipients in the past also
spoke, includingAnnie Le, LSOE
'07, last year's recipient who discussed her experience and what
the scholarship means to her.
A topic of discussion and
debate on Monday evening centered around the fact that the
Asian- American Scholarship is
one of the few scholarships on
campus yet to be named after an
influential individual.
One of the names that came
up as a possible candidate was
Yuri Kochiyama, a civil rights
activist who worked closely with
MalcolmX. Other names included
Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, Maxine
Hong Kingston, and Carlos Bullosa. After a dinner consisting of
dumplings, Curry chicken, and
chocolate cake, everyone involved
left in high spirits.
"For me personally, being
made a finalist is an honor and
it's so encouraging. The award
itself sets a bar of excellence
for people in the Asian Pacific
American community to strive
for," said Lee.
"This year, everybodydeserved
to win. Definitely felt good to be
nominated; I've wanted to dothis
since my sophomoreyear," said
Cordona. \u25a0

testedhowpeople wouldapproach

Printing, from Al

MICHAEL J. CLARKE/ HEIGHTS EDITOR

Wayne Budd Former assoc. U.S. attorneygeneral and BC '63, moderated a panel discussing careers in law Monday.

'Tiny' program honored
Fulbrights, from Al
specific country in the 60-year
history program.
"It's off the charts. We were
trying to make up a word for in
German to describe this, but no
phrase is as good - they were
simply off the charts. Nobody
has sent this many students to
one singlecountry in a year," said
Resler, thedirector ofthe German
department and mentor to many
ofthe Fulbright awardees.
Perhaps most tellingabout the
department's feat is the department's relatively small size and
its lack of a graduate program.
According to Resler, many other
universities have a graduate and
doctoral programs in German,
which lends to a high rate of
Fulbrights something that BC
lacks.
"BC has three different size
departments,large departments,
medium, and small. We are the
tiny one. But that's probably an
ingredientto our success. Because
we are small, we able to build a
?

lot of tender loving care for our
students," said Resler.
The Fulbright winners couldn't
agree more. White, who willbe researching Germany's preemptive
decision to recognize Croatia in
1991 as wellas ongoing arms trafficking in the Balkan Peninsula,
noted the department's family
atmosphere as a catalyst to the
number ofFulbrights the department is consistently awarded.
"Despite being a prominent
research university, the BC faculty is incredibly available to its
undergraduate students. [The
application] absolutely turns on
the tight-knit family thatprofessor Resler cultivates in the German departmentyear after year,"
said White.
"Because the department is
relatively small, I get the impression that the German faculty is
better equipped to engage their
students both inside and out of
the classroom. This translates
into better applications," said
White.
White said his ability to culti-

vate personal relationships with
faculty members was key to his
personal and academic development, emphasizing the guidance
he received fromResler and pro-

fessor Timothy Crawford of the
politicalscience department.
In fact, many of the students
in the department attribute the
Fulbright success in part to the
advising process they receive
throughout the application.
Campbell, who will be studying
at the University of Munster in
Germany, emphasized this point.

"Boston College, especially the
Germanstudies department, have
become very good at pinpointing
what factors are necessary to
produce a successful proposal,
and much of our success has come
from the fact that our advisers
have 'figured out' the process,"
he said.
Resler, is quick to deflect the
praise: "It's all the students.
Ultimately, they get it on their
own - they wouldn't get it if they
didn'tworkhard. They deserveall
the credit," said Resler. \u25a0

Theactual mechanicsof whathappened has been in the CTRC for
over a year," said Corcoran.
The new system will be simple
to navigate and will not require
any additionaleffort fromstudents
wishing to print more thanthe allotted pages, as swiping an Eagle
ID cardis alreadyrequired to print
from a public station.
"Printing will work the same
wayit works now. You go up to the
device, and when you arrive, that's
when you swipe your card. You'll
be ableto see yourpagebalance in
Agora, and when you run against
your limit, that's when you'll be
charged," said Corcoran.
In addition, the remote printogy department.
ing system, which allows students
With broader enviromental to print to BC printers directly
issues in mind, the concern for from their dormrooms, will not
be affected.
paper waste on the BC campus is
a legitimateone.
"If you're in your dormroom
"At a time when the University and you want to send something
is planning for its future through to the print cue, when you show
its campus master plan, we are up wherever you're printing, you
beingrequired by local state and simply release the job with your
federal governments to find ways card," saidCorcoran.
of achieving sustainability.
Students should not face issues
with paying for misprinted pages
At the same time, we're looking at any way to cut wasteful or paper jams. "If any student
spending. And so, with these has an issue," said Corcoran, "we
environmental and financial conwill work with the student at the
cerns guiding us, we decided that
location, in the lab. If the paper
we wouldimplement this program
bunches or the printer jams, we'll
beginning in September," said be able to fix that and take care of
Dunn.
the situation."
The Campus Technology ReBC is one of the last among its
source Center (CTRC), the main
peers to implement such a policy.
source for public printing on "The Universitybeganto consider
[printing allotment] this year in
campus, as well as other key locations such as O'Neill library, have light of thenumber of universities
nation-wide that have embraced
already been outfitted to accommodatethe new system.
the policy," said Dunn.
Attached to each printer is a
Corcoran agreed, saying, "Aldevice that will allow students most everybody uses a similar
to pay for printing through their policy. BostonCollegeis one of the
Eagle ID accounts. Currently, last to take a look at doing this."
students swipe their Eagle cards
"Our sense is that studentswho
in order to activate BC campus
are often suggesting ways to be
more sensitive to environmental
printers.
"We'vehad the swipes in place concerns will embracethis program
for quite some time. We tested as they have at other universities.
traffic at the printers, and we That's our hope," saidDunn. \u25a0

pages in a semester, University
Spokesperson Jack Dunn said:
"Our sense is very few. But the
policy as a whole helps to codify
our commitment to eliminating
waste and making the campus
more environmentallyfriendly."
Over the past decade, paper
waste has increased drastically.
"The amount of printing has grown
tremendouslyin the lastfew years.
The main reason has been the
dependenceon Web-based material for courses, sort of a shift in
the way classroom materials are
distributed," said Mary Corcoran,
executive directorof support services in BC's InformationTechnol-

ODSD reacts to incident
Incident, from Al
facilitate a meaningful response to
this eventby increasing the amount
of communication with students
and student groups. This is going
to require the work of everybody
in the University." He added that
he hopes to work directly with
Roggie's to help create a proper
response.

Stella Chin, also of the OID,
said that a meeting was held on
Wednesdaywith the Asian Pacific
IslanderEmployees ofBC, in which
they discussed the incident and
decided to come to some sort of
resolution for it.
"We will continue to monitor
this particular case, but we hope
to prevent future incidents concerning discriminationbased on
race, gender, sexual orientation,
etc," saidChin. Accordingto Chin,
the OID has not spoken to anyone
at Roggie's, but she did say that
Rogaris issued an apologyto the
studentwho was harassed.
Chin stated that in addition to
being in touch with the AHANA
Leadership Council, the OID organized a meeting that willbeheld

today with students to offer them
with support, not only in light of
this particular incident but also
because of therecent Virginia Tech
shootings.
Given that the shooter at Virginia Tech was Asian, Chin said
that there have been incidents of
backlash all across the nation.
"We have to be proactive," said
Chin. "Because of the employee
group we have here at BC, we have
an awareness about these sorts
of issues, but we need to form a
cohesive group on campus that
includes students, employees, and
faculty."
Jefferson, however,saidthatthe
office has no specific plan of action
for thefuture. "Each incidentmust
be responded to separately," said
Jefferson. Nevertheless, he said
that he hopes students will come
to the OID for support in regards
to such incidents.
"We will do everything necessary to see that these things are
handled appropriately in the future," said Jefferson. "This kind
of treatment is not appropriate
for anyone inside or outside this
campus." \u25a0

Seniors & Out -of-state students
Do you have families coming for a visit?

YOUR FUTURE IS WITHIN REACH
And so is the money to pay for it

Why stay at a hotel when your family can
stay at a nearby beautifully furnished
rental home with 3 bedrooms and 2 Vi
baths at a lower rate.
For more info, please visit
www. NewtonLuxurylnns.com or
call Rosana at 617-680-2335.

College expenses should not be a roadblock for your future. Stay on track with
an alternative loan from Campus Door. Get up to $250,000 to pay for college
and make no payments until 12 months after you graduate. Apply online today
at campusdoor.com to receive an approval usually in less than a minute. Spend
your time planning for your future, not worrying about how to pay for it.

You have the will. We have the way.
campusdoor.com
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All loans are subject tocredit approval. Programs, rates, terms and conditions are subject to change without notice. Other restrictions apply.
Trade/Servicemarks are the property of Campus Door Inc. and/or its affiliates. Lender is Lehman Brothers Bank, FSB. ©2007 Campus
Door Inc. All Rights Reserved. Equal Opportunity Lender,
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

For Aponavicius, a
P.A.T. on the back

"The summer night is like a perfection of thought."
?

Wallace Stevens

THE ISSUE: Aponavicius named Person of the Year
WHAT WE THINK: His "underdog" story inspires
TheRoncalli Hallincident. Scan WilBut in the end, some kid with a yellow
liams and Akida McCain's suspensions sombrero stood out from the crowd.
and dismissals. Another heartbreaking
Steve Aponavicius'story is whatBC is
loss in the nationalchampionshipfor the all about. He came from the stands and
hockey team. A drug bust in Gonzaga. shocked us all when he stepped up to
World-class speakers that included John replace Ryan Ohligher. Our hearts raced
McCain, Chris Dodd, and SamBrownback. as he put his first extrapoint through the
The stabbing in Vanderslice.The Carroll uprights. Aponavicius succeeded beyond
School ofManagement'scontinued rise to allof our wildestdreams.He proved that
nationalprominence. The reaction to the a kid in the stands couldbecome a scholshootings at Virginia Tech.
arship athlete on a nationallyrecognized
While this year's news stories were Division I team. Steve is an example of
how anything is pos-

certainly unique, they

were marked by the
same triumph, tragedy,

Our hearts raced as
he put hisfirst extra
point through the
uprights. Aponavicius
succeeded beyond all of
our wildest dreams. He
proved that a kid in the
stands can become a
scholarship athlete on

sible with hard work
anddedication.
It is alsoundeniable
that Aponavicius' story
was the biggest to hit
the mediafromBC this
year. National television crews from ESPN
to CNN focused on the
rookie kicker. TheEllen
DeGeneres Show called.
Sports Illustrated wrote

and community we see
at Boston College every year. Students celebrated victories and
gathered together in
solidarityduring times
ofloss.
We saw BC at its
best this year, but at
times, we also saw it at
away.
its worst.
When The Heights
More remarkable
sat down to decide a nationally recognized than his athletic feats
upon 2007's Person of
anddedicationto acaDivision I program.
the Year, we thought
demic work has been
about Dean Andrew
his humility. He has not
gone "Hollywood" as so many would when
Boynton and CSOM's surge in therankings this year. We thought about Laura put in his situation. To his friends, he is
Hopps,LSOE '07, and ChristineRupport, the same old Steve that would randomly
A&S '07, andthe nonprofit they founded pop out of the "cave" he createdaround
to help the underprivilegedin Nicaragua his bed with a blanket in Kostka to greet
We thought about Dean Joseph Quinn themwhen they enteredhis room.
andallhis hardworkfor the advancement
At BC, we are taught to excel in evof the College ofArts and Sciences. We erything we do. We are also taught to
thought aboutNick Salter, A&S '07 and give back and remain grounded. Steve
his dedication to activism and change Aponavicius embodies these ideals.
at BC. We thought about Annie Chor,
It is for those reasons that The Heights
CSOM '07, and the microfinance service is proud to announce Steve Aponavicius
as its 2007 Person ofthe Year.
trip she led.

.

BC prepares in the
wake of tragedy
THE ISSUE: BC plans emergency text message plan
WHAT WE THINK: Students encouraged to cooperate
The tragic events that transpired
at Virginia Tech on April 16 spawned a
debate about the preparedness of our
nation'simiversities shoidd such a devastating occurrence befall their campuses.
Many oftheseinstitutions haveproposed
revamped emergency

plans, as is the case at
Boston College. The
Executive Vice President's Office is planning to institute a mass
communication system
that, in themidst of an
emergency, wouldsend

warnings to students
via text message.

mation is dispensedpromptly to students,
giving themthe opportunity to seek refuge
if necessary.
TheUniversity will not give these numbers to corporations or any organizations

thatwouldsolicit students.
Other universities
share BC's sentiments
Although e-mail is
and have taken similar
action. Boston Unia reliable
versity, for example, is
communication,
considering a similar
system thatinvolvesthe
it is not dependable
sending of mass text

often
of

form

in times of crisis. The
planproposed by BC
will ensure that latebreaking information is
dispensed promptly to
students, giving them
the opportunity to seek
refuge ifnecessary.

The plan hinges on
students voluntarily
giving the University
their cell phone numbers. Some students
may be hesitant in divulging this smallpiece
of information, but the
University would only
use their numbers for
emergency purposes. It is in their best

interest to cooperate.
Although e-mail is often a reliable
form of communication, it is not dependable in times ofcrisis. The planproposed

messages in emergency

situations.But BU facthe same problem:
It must first obtain all
the necessary numbers
from its students.
One cannot predict
the events ofthe future,
es

nor can one guarantee

the safetyofindividuals
increasingly uncertain times. BC hasbeen

in

extremely nroactive in

making its campus secure for itsstudents.
In turn, students must realizethat this is
a necessary precaution - one that should
be adhered to andrespected.

LUCIA BENAVIDES/HEIGHTSILLUSTRATION

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Adviser: GLC's public misrepresentation has 'diminished trust'
As an assistant dean in the Office
of the Dean for Student Development
(ODSD) and advisor to the GLBTQ
Leadership Council (GLC), I must
admit I was quite surprised to see
the recent letter in The Heights, dated
April 26, from Chris Young, titled
"BC's Betrayal of GLBTQ students."
While I understand that Young was
respondingto InterimDeanfor Student
Development Paul Chebator'srebuttal
to his previous letter in The Heights, his
blatant andpublic misrepresentationof
our discussionmakes it challengingfor
me to advocate on behalf of the GLC.
That he did not accurately portray
discussionsbetween us, as well as with
other administrators, is troubling. To

quote me as saying "Miceli insisted

havebeen clear that Boston College will

that theadministrationdealtus a dirty
hand" because, in their opinion, we
disrespectedUniversity President Rev.
William P. Leahy, S.J., is simply not
correct. The choice of words "dealt us
a dirty hand" is not my language, but
rather theirs.
Furthermore, the statement "all
claiming to be acting in the name of
'Catholic doctrine'andthe University's
mission whileinsisting thattheir actions
andwords were obligationsforced upon
them by their administrativepositions"
is clearly an inference, not something
that was said by me nor by other
administratorswho were present at our
meetings. The truth is all administrators

upholdits Catholicand Jesuittradition
with regards to GLBTQ advocacy on
campus.

I was truly disappointedthat Young
chose to misquote me in a public forum.
The adviser/adviseerelationship needs
to bebased on trust, and with this letter
much has been done to diminish that
trust. That being said, I dolookforward
to a positive and fruitful working
relationshipwith theGLC next yearand
sincerelybelieve that we can establish
a rapport based on mutual trust and
respect.

Mark Miceli
Assistant Dean, ODSD

O'Brien's selfish act should not derail Glasper's NFL career
It is with greatoutrage that many of
us learnaboutTom O'Brien's treatment
of RyanGlasper. I cannot say that I was

unhappy when he departed Chestnut
Hill in December, but my qualms with
him were solely based on his coaching
style.
Many fans, like myself, felt that he
simply lacked the motivation to bring a
National Championshipto the Heights,
and continuallydisappointedthe fans.
However, I always respected O'Brien
as a man.

As evidencedby the highgraduation
rate, and good conduct of the football

team on campus, I feel althoughwhilehe
may not havebeen a BCS-caliber coach,
he was a good man with the interests of
his players at heart.
Fast forward to Draft Day. Sunday
comes and goes, andRyan Glasper goes
undrafted.We all learn that not only was
he playinghurtlast year, but he was not
even cleared to play by the physician

who performed his surgery. Why?
Because O'Brien would not grant
him a medicalredshirt year. He was
told to hurry back, as he only had
eight games left in his college career.
I have wonderedfor months what type

of reception O'Brien would receive on
September 8. This should answer the
question.

I personally cannot wait to boo him
upon his return, assuming hestillhas a
job at NC State.I alsoknow I am not the
only one who wishes Glasper the best.
He has been a big part of Boston
Collegefootballover the past four years,
and I do hope that this selfish and
senseless act ofO'Brien doesnot derail
what couldbe a great NFL career.
Michael Smith
A&S '08

BC's talented a cappella groups overlooked in Arts coverage
I am writing thisletterinresponse to
the content of the Arts& Review section
ofThe Heights on Monday, April 30. To
say that I was disappointedwouldbe an
understatement. Let me explainwhy.
As a memberof one of Boston College's
many talented a cappella groups, I
performed in my final show with the
group Saturday night, along with the
five other senior members graduating
next month. The six of us have spent
the last four years here rehearsing and
performing for our fellow students,
hoping that all the hard work we put
into what we love is appreciated and

enjoyed by our audiences.
It was certainly disheartening to
open the pages of The Heights and find

that our final show, along with the
last shows of the year for two other a
cappellagroups and one comedy group,
went unnoticed.
This is not to say thattheweekend's
performances that were reviewed
are in any way undeserving of their
coverage, but I believe those of the
aforementioned groups are just as
worthy of being reviewed.
Not only were the talents of these
students overlooked,butwere replaced

by a second article about the Spring
Concert featuring Third Eye Blind, an
event alreadycovered on thefront page
of the News section. Let me be very
clear about my reasons for conveying
my discontent.
I write this

letter not for my own
sake, but on behalf of the 19 seniors in
the Acoustics, Bostonians, Dynamics,
and Asinine who have expressed their
amazing talents to the BC community
and deserve to be recognized for that.
Megan

Jackson

A&S'O7

Interested in voicing your opinion to
thousands of readers next semester?

by BC will ensure that late-breakinginfor-

Become a columnist for The Heights.

What do you think?

E-mail Phil at

Write your own letter to the editor.

dumontet@bc.edu.

READERS NOTE:
The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200 words
and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for its op/ed

/

editor@bcheights.com
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OPINIONS

A reality check on WMDs
Andrew Kaplun
Tobe quite honest,I'm not sure if it's
even possible to calculate the number
of times the words "weapons of mass
destruction" or "nuclear" (or should I say
nucular?) have left the lips of President
Bush over the past six years. I would
think that a calculationofthat sort would
require an effort ofHerculeanproportion,
as perhaps no other threat besides
terrorism has been invoked as often
by Bush. Certainly, given the time and
energy that the administration devotes
to weapons of mass destruction, it could
be guaranteed that the single program
initiated by our government to secure
unguarded materialsthat could be used
in the developmentand use of weapons of
mass destructionwouldbe fully funded,
and certainly, the devastating impact of
these weapons on our world would be
clear for all to see, as would the moral
superiority oftheUnited States on issues
of weapons proliferation.
If you possessed the logic and sense
that most people would hope to see in a
presidential administration,you probably
believed that at least one of the above
were true, but, quite unfortunately,
neither of themare. While the cost ofthe
war in Iraq is quickly approaching$500
billion (Dec. 31, 2002, pre-war estimate
by the White House: $50-60 billion),
we have found none of the weapons of
mass destruction that, according to
President Bush, threatened our very
existence. During this time,NorthKorea
and Iran have rapidly expanded their
weapons development programs. But,
during the last two fiscal years, the Bush

administration has cut funding for and Iran, as utterly ineffective as their
the Nunn-Lugar Cooperative Threat real actions may be.
Reduction program from $454 million
But the oft-ignored truth about
to $348 million, and, since the CTR's weapons of mass destruction is that
inception, the funding level, adjusted since 1945, not a single person has been
for inflation, has been cut in half. Surely, killed in an attack with weapons of
the decision to reduce these monies mass destruction, and in the entirety of
in such dramatic fashion reflects the human history, the only nation to ever
failure of the CTR to do anything to use weapons of mass destruction is our
reduce the threat posed by weapons of own. In what was argued as a military
mass destruction in the former Soviet necessity (obviouslythe dissentingviews
Union.
ofthird-ratemilitary mindslike Dwight
Surely, funding for the CTR did not Eisenhower, Douglas MacArthur, and
result in a program under which 6,312 Chester Nimitz didn't hold much
nuclearwarheads were deactivated, 128 importance), the United States killed
bombers and 27 nuclear submarines over 200,000 Japanese in the only
were destroyed, 208 metric tons of use of weapons of mass destruction
bomb-grade,
highly enriched
uranium were

ever, despite

A 2003 State Department study
indicated that at least halfof all
terrorist attacks worldwide in
that year were conducted with
the use of small arms.

the fact that
Japan was

ready and
willing to
surrender.
Not only that,
within proper
in the postWorld War
protective
facilities, and
II period,
58,000 former
the United
weapons scientists left the military to
States has either assisted or condoned
engage in peaceful enterprise. Accept the development of weapons of mass
thatall of the aboveis true, and a 15-year destruction by questionableregimes,
investment costing less than 5 percent
including the apartheid government of
of the entire war in Iraq has perhaps South Africa, the military dictatorship
done more to prevent proliferation of ofArgentina, and, believe it or not, Iraq
weapons of mass destruction than any under SaddamHussein.
other endeavor by our government.
What we never hear discussedare the
So often, the Bush administration weapons that truly cause destruction
has spoken out against the development and wreak havoc all around the world,
and use ofweapons ofmass destruction from facilitating genocide in Darfur to
by other nations aroundthe world, and strengtheningdrug cartelsin Colombia.
one need only to look at our current Every year, half a million people are
discussions (or lack thereof) with Iran killed by small arms worldwide, and
to see howmuch this issue can dominate the United Nations, with the support
and affect an internationalrelationship. of the vast majority of the world's
Quite honestly, I applaud at least the nations, has attempted to fight the
intent of the administrationfor its
proliferation ofsmall arms. One would
attempts to prevent the development think that our supposedwar on terrorism
of destructive weapons by NorthKorea would motivate U.S. involvement in
neutralized,
260 tons of
fissile material
were secured

stopping the proliferation of small
arms, especially considering that a
2003 State Department study indicated
that at least halfofall terrorist attacks
worldwidein that year were conducted
with the use ofsmall arms, and similarly,
would also think that regimes such as

China, Cuba, Iran, and Venezuelawould
be vocal in opposition to these actions,
and they'd be correct. They'd also be
correct if they identified the United
States as one of those nations, making
us strange bedfellowswith the countries
we so often criticize.
Graham Allison, a former dean of
the Kennedy School of Government
and one of the world's pre-eminent
experts on defense issues, once said
that a nuclear attack is "the ultimate
preventable catastrophe." Obviously,
his status as a scholar makes his words
anathema to the White House, which
seems to be completely unconcerned

with taking measures that actually
prevent the proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction, improving America's

moral standing, or doing anything
about the kinds of weapons that are
used on a daily basis to commit acts of
terrorism and cause tremendous actual
destruction. The maxim that with
great power comes greatresponsibility
is never truer than when it comes to
weapons of mass destruction, but the
United States has been nothing but
irresponsible. Until we decide to get
serious about reversing more than a half
century of actions that are militarily
unwise, ethically unjustified (if not
morally reprehensible),and destructive
to our country and ourworld, our deficit
of leadership will represent a massive
failure on one of the definitive issues
of our time.
AndrewKaplun is a Heights staff columnist. He welcomes comments at kaplun@
bcheights.com.

Common ground on Iraq
several years ago, and he has been able
to bring several children over to receive
Republicans and Democrats seem medical attention - most recently a sto be divided on every aspect of the year-old Iraqi boy named Omar.
war in Iraq, from its intentions to its
Omar was in a car with his family on
consequences. As the war drags on,
the way to Baghdad to celebrate Eid, a
Americans are growing tiredof it, and it religious holiday, when they were fired
seems thatthere are few strategic aspects
upon by American troops. Their car
of the war that they can agree on. They burst into flames. Omar's father was
areready for positive news to come out of able to save him and his brother, but
Iraq, and a group of students at Boston Omar's mother died and Omar suffered
Collegehas decided to do theirpart.
devastating burns over more than half
By invading Iraq, U.S. troops put ofhis body.
hundreds of thousands of innocent
Omar is collateral damage.
civilians
SeveralBC
in harm's
students, led
The goodness in people bridges by Alexandra
way. This is
Saieh, A&S
unavoidable partisan and sectarian divisions
'09, and Sarah
in anywar, and
is referred to Whatever you think about the war, Alsamarai,
as "collateral helping its most innocent victims A&S'O9, have
been visiting
damage."
is a worthy cause.
No More
Omar whilehe
Victims is a
is in Boston
humanitarian organization that brings receiving cosmetic and reconstructive
Iraqi children innocently caught in the surgery at Children's Hospital. By the
crossfire to Americanhospitals to receive time his treatment is over, he will regain
rehabilitative care. Cole Miller, a regular full use ofhis hands and regrow hair on
guy from California, began the charity
theburned halfofhis head.Omar andhis

By Joshua Darr

...

father will return to Iraq, and Omar will
be able to grow up with minimal lasting
effectsfrom his injuries.
Omar and Cole came to BC several
weeks ago to make a presentation and
let students know how to get involved.
That night, we agreed to contact and
help an injured child of our own: 18-year-old Maha, who is paralyzed fromthe
waistdownfrom shrapnelwounds. We are
workingto get her an electricwheelchair,
home care, and transportationto medical
attention in Syria.
Maha was injuredbecauseofAmerican
actions. Getting her the resources she
needs to be healthy is not a Democratic
or Republican issue, it is a human issue.
It is an issue of taking responsibility for
our nation's actions and showing thatthe
goodness in peoplebridges partisan and
sectarian divisions.Whatever you think
about the war, helping its most innocent
victims is a worthy cause.
America's image in the world is not
at its best, but we have shown Omar and
his father that the American people are
inherentlygood.
One child at a time, you can make a
positive differencein the worldregardless

PHOTO COURTESYOF SARAH ALSAMARAI

Omar, pictured above with his father,
suffered from burns on more than half
his body after his car was fired upon by
American troops in Baghdad. A group
of BC students has been visiting him
in Boston, reflecting the wider mission
of the No MoreVictims organization,
which brings innocent Iraqi victims to
American hospitals for treatment.
of your political views. In a divided
and depressing time, that should give
us all some hope.
JoshuaDarr is a sophomore in the College ofArts & Sciences.

Getting the most out of BC
some solid techniques.
I now offer some unsolicited advice
to my fellow underclassmen on how to

those things with you.
And on that note... make a real effort.
time at BC.
I knowwe'reallbusy andoverstretched
Appreciate everything each day at BC, but take it from a guy who's made
brings - even the challenges. I wrote themistakebefore: Don'tlet the million
last week aboutthelessons I've learned different things you've got going on
cause you to lose
from failing and
the importance of
Appreciate everything sight of the few
ones.
being courageous
each day brings and come important
when struck with
It's far easier to
adversity. "Fall clean with those you love put offthings - and
people - and forget
seven; stand eight."
That's the only
that relationships
mentality that can turn things around. are like flowers that need to bewatered
Following that span of failure, my and cared for. One of my best friends
fortunes were reversed. I was selected and I agreed to go out to dinner and
as asummer Appalachialeader, chosen spend some quality time together way
to participate in a Pedro Arrupe trip, back over winter break. We'restill "too
and received a lot of messages and ebusy" or "havetoo muchwork" to spend
mails congratulating me on what was time together.
Our relationships, with God or with
apparently my "best column."
Choose quality over quantity. The others, are often the most important
Facebook-friend-tally is a dangerous parts of our life. We take them for
thing. InhisNicomacheanEthics, Aristotle granted when we put themon the backwrites at length on the importance of burner and naively think they'll never
"friendships of excellence," the kind fade.
that comes from people because of the
Lastly, come clean with those you
goodnesstheypossess, not because you love. We all have a friend, roommate,
are searching for anykind ofself-benefit.
professor, or mentor of some kind who
Aristotle says thatifwe are honest with has touched us in a special way. Too
ourselves, we'll see that this kind of often we forget to say "thank you," and
friendship takes time and energy and can
the most important people in our lives
only be had with a handful of people.
neverknowwhatthey mean to us. This is
A realfriend is a person you can call the worstregret to have. I'm guilty of this
at 3 a.m. just because you're having in abig way. On two separate occasions
a rough night or feeling lonely. A real this year I had planned on nominating
friend is someoneyou call to share your Mark O'Connor, a senior in CSOM, for
make the most out of the remaining

Matt Carroll

May should be a time filled with joy
and excitement for me. I turn 21 in 10
days, finals will be over soon, I'll get to
see all my friends back home, and I'm
returning for whatpromises to be another
unforgettable summer as an Orientation
Leader.
But as I sit and type my last column
of the semester, my stomach twists in
knots tighter than the lid on a jar of
Kairos secrets.
You see, after this incredible summer,
I'll be a senior, and that scares the
Ignatian out of me. Like the rest of my
classmates, I don'twant to leave college
(or life, for that matter) wondering "what
if ..." or thinking "damn, I should have
done this ..." This time next year, I want
to be with my closestfriends celebratinga
fully-livedfour years on the Heights.
Thus far, I've been fortunate enough
to have few regrets. I got to go on Kairos,
Appalachia trips, attend countless
concerts and performances, and have
been genuinely changed for the better
by my education. It'sreflecting on these
experiencesthat I started thinking about
whatelse I could do to ensure thatI leave
Boston College without any doubts or
missed chances, and I think I've devised

joywith, not just your problems.Lastly,
friend is someone who can do

a real

a student leadership award and on two
occasions I was "too busy."
Servant-leadershipcanbepersonified,
and it is in Mark. An Appalachia trip
leaderand vice presidentofthe Campus
SchoolVolunteers, Mark is constantlyat
work to makeBC andour worldakinder,
more understanding, and more just
place. He leads by example. He's never
the guy barking orders or bossing others
around, but he's always the first to grab
a shovel or quietly initiateconversation
with someonenew.
On Marathon Monday, there was a
shortage of drivers to take the runners
for the Campus Schooloutto Hopkinton.
Rather than stay in bed (or get up and
start his own marathon), Markhopped in
avan at 5:30 a.m. to take us to the start.
He's so dedicated to his Appalachia
community of Weirwood, Va., that he
and some friends went down on their
own two summers ago to volunteer in the
town, paying their own transportation
and lodging costs.
Mark is the JasonVaritek of BC: He
doeshis job without complaintand never
receives the recognition he deserves. We
allknow someone like him, and it would
be a crime to not tellthemwhat they've
meant before they go.
To Mark and all of my friends in the
class of 2007,1 sincerely thank you and
wish you the best ofluck.And that takes
care of one more potentialregret.

Matt Carroll is a Heights staff columnist.
He welcomes comments at carrolmx@
bcheights.com.

BC's top
student
ripoffs
Nidia Fevry
On thatshamefulwalktoLyons Hall to
pick up yet anotherEagle-One card, does
anyone ever wonder if Boston College
has a loan taken out on the machinethat
makes them?If not, my confusion about
why they find it necessary to charge the
painful $20 for a reissue is legitimate.
Those cards cannot possible cost 20
whole dollarsto make.
Thosethat cannot seem to keep track
of them (like myself) are takenadvantage
of, since they end up having to dish out
multiple 20s, on top oftheir tuition, for
these new cards.
I understand that the high price
probably stems from an effort to deter
those that wouldbe careless about their
IDs to be more cautious.
That does not mean that I, and
those that suffer with me, cannot be
bitter about losing my card six times! I
wonderif that is a record for new cards
reissued.
Other than this swipe-card scenario,

$20 replacement Eagle
IDs, no meal plan

refunds, and potential
fees for printing
exploit students to
raise University profits
I'vefound thatthere are other ways that
BC finds to make additional profits on
its enrolled students, one ofwhich being
the mealplan.
There really is no differencebetween
Eagleßucks and dining bucks because,
when it comes down to it, we paid cold
hardAmericandollarsforboth. To ensure
everyone is well-nourished, BC charges
$1,925 for a mandatory meal plan (for
those that live in residence halls where a
mealplan is required).
Many people do not deplete it. The
residential dininghallWeb page explains
the rip-off quite well: "Any remaining
fall semester funds will be carried over
to spring semester in the same academic
year.

Balances remaining at the end of the
academic yearwill be forfeited."
I do not understand the logic behind
mandatinga mealplanpackage that does
not fit the lifestyles of all students, then
refusing to offer studentsthe money back
that was originallytheirs.
Eagleßucks and dining bucks are
synonymous since you paid for them in
the same way, students should have the
liberty to choose betweendifferent mealplanpackages.
Of course, BC offers you the option
of purchasing optional dining bucks to
supplement your meal plan, but they
do not offer the option to decrease the
originalpackage.
Inthe end, those studentsthatchoose
to find alternate food sources, like
people that live close to home or those
who regularly order out, are forced to
forfeit their money or to buy food for
other people that have depleted their
accounts.

Call me disgruntled, but it is frustrating
to think about all that money and food
going to waste simply because someone
wants to make an easy profit.

Lastly, recently I have noticed a new
phenomenonat the printer stations in
O'NeillLibrary.
They have revamped the system so
that a student is only able to print what
they have sent over to the printer from
their own personal username. This,
however, is not my concern.
Although there is no charge to your
student account to print, I have noticed
that there is actually a listedprice on the
screen when you do go to print. I asked
someone at the deskwhat this means and
he replied that it was no concern to me
this year but it is somethingthey might
use later.
Charging students to print out
homework and projects on top of the
hefty tuition wouldbe thebiggest rip-off
and disregard of students' needs ever.
IhopeI never haveto write about such
an unfair scenario.

Nidia Fevry is a Heights staff columnist.
She welcomescomments atfevry@bcheights.
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AMANDA SHORT and BRAD EASTERBROOKS

Being a proponent for conservative valcan be tough on a campus where many
students and faculty don'tidentify with your
political views, but according to Amanda
Short, president of the College Republicans,
and Brad Easterbrooks, former editor-inchiefof the Observer and vice president of the
College Republicans, it is worth it.
"Thereare a lot of hard times," says Short,
CSOM '07. "But being at BC where the majority of the campus is not conservative and
actuallyhaving to stand up for what I believe
in the face of challengeshas personally grown I
me more than anythingelse at college be- E
ing challengedon everyview on anythinghas I
made me so much stronger in my views on I
things and even changedmy views on certain I
issues."
Easterbrooks, A&S '07, agrees that advocating for conservativeissues on campus has
been valuable,even if it was far from easy.
"CollegeRepublicansis a vehicle to expose
therest ofcampus to conservative viewpoints
they are normallynot exposedto in the classroom," says Easterbrooks. "Most students
respect conservatives and will readthepaper
and come to events. There are a minority of
liberalstudents, however,who are so passionate about their beliefs that they have made
conservatives students some form ofenemy to
be hatedon campus. They'llcall us names and
try to disrupt our events, but I attributethese
ues

I
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Peoplewere seeing discriminationhappeningI
and an attackon personalrespect."
With or without student antipathy, Easterbrooks thinks that conservatives havebeen
effective at getting to the ear of administrators,particularlythrough the medium of The
Observer.
"I feel that I helped make the paper relevant consistently," he says. "We had a lot of
issues, especiallywhen I was editor my junior
year, that consistently got the attention of
students andadministrators and even on occasion affecting BC's policy on some areas."
Easterbrooks said that The Observer has
been effective in getting the Gay Resource
Center dismantled, ensuring that University

Health Services was not directing students
to Planned Parenthood, and pressuring administrators to cancel the Women's Health
Initiative event on SamuelAlitoand women's
health - in some cases, even before publishing an article.
He urges conservative activists not to be
discouragedby liberal groups that lash out
at them.
"You can always judge your success by
how angry the other side is at you," he says.
"You should always make sure to never be
unnecessarily offensive, but the best way to
know if you're not winning the argument is if
you're getting Valentinecards fromleft-wing
activists."

There are no available contraceptives at
University Health Services - and don't even
think aboutbuying condomswithEagle Bucks
at Campus Convenience. Overlookedby many,
these issues spurred a group ofwomen tostart
a discussion about women's health issues at
BostonCollege. So fearful were they ofcensorship, however, that they met off campus.
"At the end of my sophomoreyear, a small
group of women, maybe five of us, started
meeting in a veryclandestinewayoffcampus,"
says Katherine Adam, A&S '07. "We were
really, really nervous about being shut down
before we really started and so we started
meeting offcampus because theseissues were
very important to us."
Adam was a sophomore when these meetings started. She saw the movement growfrom
small, secret meetings to a vocal, if unofficial,
group on campus. The Women'sHealthInitiative(WHI) has held avariety of events, ranging
from vigilsfor women hurt by illegalabortions
to a Boston-wide photo project thatraised
awareness for the global gag rule restricting
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pro-choice and proud
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personal attacks to theirlack ofphilosophical|
attacks on our arguments."
I
Easterbrooks and Shorthave playeda nuancedrole in the campus political discourse, |
putting on controversial events and printing provocative articles while attempting
to engage their political foils. Easterbrooks
participated in a panel on affirmative action
and spoke at a town hall meeting with the
AHANA LeadershipCouncil and the GLBT/Q
LeadershipCouncil, while Short spoke at the
UNITY Rally this fall after theracial incident
on CollegeRoad.
This incident provedparticularlymeaningful, as Short, who focused on the needfor personalrespect andthe hurtfulness ofoffensive
language, endured jeers from the crowd.
"When I originally got up on stage and I
heard those people booing, I don't know if
people could tell,but I was crying. I think the
people in front of the stage weren't thrilled
that I was up there and were hoping that
anotherTRUTH memberwas goingto speak
instead. That shook me up a littlebit, but I'm
glad that I went through with it,"says Short.
"It was heartening for me. I received several
e-mails after the event that said T justwant
you toknow that I personallyrespect you, and
when I heard thesepeople use those words, I
personally was offendedand toldthemto shut
up.' That was encouraging, because people
were seeing what UNITY Day was about.

not afraid to be Republicans

abortionsabroad.
The WHI sparked controversy last year
when its event discussing the implications of
Samuel Alito's appointment to the Supreme
Court was cancelled by administrators who
calledit unbalanced.Adam callsthis a turning
point, bringing students to her defense.
"I think that evenstudents whodon't agree
with WHl's positions stillunderstand theneed
for this voice to be represented," says Adam.
"I think progressive and conservative students
alike at BC are both anti-censorship. Somuch
ofwhathappenedwithWHI hasn'tbeen about
the issues and has been about the University
asserting control over the students."
Adam points to the revised University
speaker policy which allows the school to
review events held with student activities
money and ensure they respect the Catholic
mission of BC, as the continuation of this
assertion ofcontrol. While Adam considered
this a setbackfor academic freedom, she says
it is a testament to the indefatigablespirit of
activists on campus.

"I think people of my era have really surprised BC in how much time andeffort we are
willingto dedicate to ensure that these issues
are discussed. BC only changed the speaker
policy this year...because activistswere getting reallygood atreading the speakerpolicy
carefully and putting on events by the book,
but the way they wanted to do it. We actually
forced BC to change the rules," says Adam.
Adam says she doesn't worrythat growing
administrationscrutiny will quash the WHI.
"With issues related to censorship, there
is such a huge disconnect between how the
administrationfeelsandhowthe vastmajority
ofstudents and faculty feel," says Adam. "As
much as the administration tries to suppress
thefeminist voice on campus, it is justgoing
to get stronger and stronger. You can't turn
the clock back on progressivism."
That said, she reminds students to care
about campus issues.
"Don't let anyone tell you that you don't
have a stake in what happens at this university," she says. "As students, this is our university and we have aright to fightfor policies
that we think are just."
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NICK SALTER and Katrina Quisumbing King
From its annual distribution of "Freshman
Disorientation" packets to its Career Fair
protests, the Global Justice Project (GJP) has
consistently proved to be the most outspoken,
radical activist group on campus. Since the
group lacks University recognition - or even
a hierarchical structure - one activist pointed
out that "GJP is a strange thing to say you are
a memberof."
But the lack of formal leadership positions has not stopped Nick Salter andKatrina
QuisumbingKing, both A&S '07, from taking
regular and visibleroles in theGJP's activities.
Working behind the scenes in meetings and at
public demonstrations, Salter and King have
been instrumental in giving a voice to liberal,
social justice-based issues both within and
beyond the borders ofChestnut Hill.
The sometimes in-your-face nature of this
movement has made some studentsand administrators uncomfortable. Salter andKing, however, defend the GJP's intensity as an important
addition to the campus discourseand a valuable
approachto publicizing often-overlookedissues
ofsocial justice.
"I think activists on this campus are pretty
civil," says King. "At other universities, they
barge into officesand chain themselvesto desks.
On this campus, the ROTC building was lit on
fire and burneddown in the 19705. We talka lot,
but in terms of the things that we do, I think
we are pretty respectful of the administration
and students."
"Strong activism is important because
students may be apathetic and not educated
about issues," says Salter. "Part of being an
activist is about wakingpeople up to realities.
I don't think you can do that with just films
and lectures. The point is to challenge people
in their daily lives."
Salter points to the GJP's die-in at the
Dustbowl andCareer Fair protests to illustrate
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getting radical

his point: "These are people who are going to
lunch and not thinking about the war," he says.
"In the Career Fair protests, these are people
who are looking for jobs. I think it's important
to encourage students to think critically about
what they've learnedat BC andif they want to
put that towardbuilding bombs."
The GJP has always sought to root its demonstrative action in academics. Salter and
King are quick to note that many on-campus
activists are among the most distinguished
scholars among Boston College undergraduates.

Salter has been awarded a prestigious Truman fellowship, which he plans to defer to
work in the interim. King will be working on a
fellowship from the Center for the New American Dream to study the effects of pollution on

marginalizedcommunities.
Despite their academicachievements, Salter
andKing have had to fight for the right to protest. The GJP made headlines at the fall 2005
Career Fair, when its protest of U.S. military
contractor Raytheon was cancelledby administrators shortly beforethe event.
Both say that the Universitymisses the mark
in such actions. What has been absent from I
dialoguewith administrators, they say, is an I
understanding of the great pedagogical value |
of protest.
"The University does not recognize the aca- I
demic and intellectual component of activism 1
and demonstration," says Salter. "I've been I
threatenedwithsuspensionmultiple times, and I
most recently, delaying my degree as a result |
of being a student leader who's an activist on
this campus."
"The GJP believes that protest and actions
are a form of dialogue," says King. "It's a way
of furthering a conversation about a specific
subject. It's a wayyou can doeducationoutside
the

plassroom
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OMOLARA BEWAJI

seeking the truth
After advocating for black students
at her all-girls Catholic high school in
Washington, D.C., Omolara Bewaji,
A&S '07, came to Boston College and
found an entirely new range of issues

facing students ofcolor.
"For me, it was completely revolutionary to grasp the AHANA
concept," says Bewaji. "Here, the
strength is drawn not just from the
black community, butfrom thewhole
community ofstudents ofcolor. That
goes across raciallines. This brought
anew perspective to my goalsbecause
I eventually started to see how my
issues were similar to those of other
students of color.
Bewaji's focus on these issues resulted into her eventual involvement
in the AHANA Leadership Council
(ALC). As the president of the ALC
in her junior year and the directorof
academicaffairs for the Undergraduate GovernmentofBostonCollege this
year, Bewaji has made diversifyingthe
core curriculum her passion.
"When I was presidentof the ALC,
that's when things became so much
more real to me," says Bewaji. "The
idea of diversifying the history core

only helps more people understand
their own identity but allowsstudents
to identify structures ofinjustice that
exist in the world, says Bewaji.
"I believe that the beginning of
change should start at the core of the
University, and that is academics. If
this is an institution for higher learning, then cute diversity programming
and fun, jazzy'we are theworld'efforts
do nothing if the academics of this
university continue to be so biased,"
says Bewaji. "Ifyou give students the
power to identifythe roots of racism,
of oppression, of heterosexism, then
everything else will come from that.
If students are educated, I wouldn't
doubt that this university would

change because I know that students
would demand it."
The policies at the school shape
its culture, says Bewaji. This is what
has led her to be a strong advocate
for AHANA issues on campus, particularly after the racially motivated
incident on CollegeRoad this year.
"[This year] I started to see how
these instances ofracial discrimination, whether they be in academia or
in the policies of the school, have reallyreal impacts when they are played
out in dynamics between students,"
she says. "That couldn't have been
proven any more real than whenthere
were allegationsofhate incidents occurring."
After graduation, Bewaji hopes
to continue to advocate for fairness
in society, bringing her activism to
Columbia University where she will
study law.
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sounds abstract, until you're sitting
in front ofadministratorswhobelieve
that there is no reason for non-European cultures to be discussedwith the
sameintensity thatEuropean history
is privileged. Andwhen you hear those
words, it stops being a project and
becomes a way of living at BC."
Bewaji says thatthediverseidentities and perspectives of the students
need to be borne out in the classes
that the University offers. This not

Comingfrom a diverseandmultiracial community in Connecticut, Noelle Green, A&S '07,
was troubled to come to Boston College and
discover that race carried a set of preconceptions amongsome ofher classmates.
"I was appalled when I didn't fit in here,"
says Green. "I was like, I like Dave Matthews
and you like Dave Matthews, why do you think

it's weirdthat I do? That feeling of alienation
spurred me to try to find a place where I didfit
in; that turnedout to be in activist circles."
In her sophomore year, Green got involved
in a myriadof student groups that ranged from
the GlobalJustice Project to the Women's Resource Center. She found her activist calling,
however, in the AHANA Leadership Council
(ALC), and was elected vice president for the
2005-2006 academic year and then president
from 2006-2007.
The task wasn't always easy for Green and
her colleaguesin the ALC. When asked what
major obstacles she faced in her position as a
leader in the AHANA community Green says,

"Being a lady, ofcourse."
In an organization with a recent history of
male leadership, Green says that she and her
fellow female activists had to overcome their
gender to gain the trust of their constituents
and the ear ofadministrators.
"A lotof men don'tlike hearingthings from
women on campus," says Green. "Ifeellike [past
male presidents] got a different reaction when
they went into meetings than we did.Administrators aren't afraid ofus. That is an obstacle.
I'm a fan of being blunt and to the point. I
don't want to have to play a game because of
my gender.I wishthat other girls wouldbe the
same way."
Green's admittedly "blunt" form of activism
has often led to conflict with administrators.
She explains her aggressive tactics with school
administrators as an attempt to bring change
in the short term.
"They do a very good job keeping you
running around thinking you are going to get
something done," says Green. "Administrators

love to tell us that change takes longer than
four years, but my point of view is, 'OK, then
don'tbe surprised when I push you as hard as
I can whileI am here.' If it takes longer, what's
the point; why not be as big of an a as I can
be It is just a reallysad situation thatmakes
people go more berserk than I wish we had to.
I'm really not this crazy."
Green says that she sees the potential for
BC to be a place ofgreat learningfor allkinds
of people in everythingfrom its architecture to
its religious values.
"The Jesuit Catholic tradition is always
something to holdpeople up to. The point of a
JesuitCatholic school is to promote dialogue,to
say 'let's open the door to talking,'" says Green.
"I lovethis place. It lookslike an idealNewEngland college campus. When I got here I was like
'Oh my God, It is likethe Harry Potterschool! I
can learn so much in these wizenedcorridors!'
It can be so inspiring. The schoolhas the image
thing going for it, which couldbe a positive ifwe
iust talk about what's underneath it."
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SOUNDING OFF
By Tim Mooney
Special Projects Editor

The past four years at Boston College have seen mass movements and largerallies, impassioned discourseanddemonstrative protest. Campaigns covering everything from weapons
manufacturers at career fairs to equality for GLBT students
have become a regular sight on campus.
University students have always shown their abilityto transfer
academic experienceinto activism. The class of2007 has taken
particular advantage of its unique forum and become major
players in campus-widedebate.Perceiving inequalityon campus
and in the world, they have used public demonstration as an
important complement to their academiccareers.
"My wholeperspective is shapedby what I've read, andwhat
Iread is informed bywhat I see in the world," said Noelle Green,
current president of the AHANALeadership Council and A&S
'07. "So when I'm doing my academicwork I'm always thinking
about ALC, and when I do ALC, I'm thinking how I can prove
to people what I'm talking about."
But it's not alwayseasybeing in the public eye. As these activists have assertedtheir opinions in the public sphere, they have
found themselves clashing with administrators and students

JOHN HELLMAN

standing up for himself
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alike. All the students profiled in this project agreed that their
efforts were worth it, but that didn't stop many of themfrom
feelingfrustrated with what they saw as a lack ofresponse from
school administrators.
Dean ofthe Office for Student DevelopmentPaul Chebator,
who has dealt with many of the issues surroundingactivism on
campus, affirmed theplace for activists at BC while defending
the administration.
"Questioning authority is part of what college - and this
college - is all about," said Chebator. "When you are only here
for four years, I understand that the pace of change can be
frustrating, but it takestime. It is because of the Nick Salters
on this campus that we are pushing and we are changing - just
not as quickly as he may want."
Shapedby the spirit ofthose whohave come before, thisclass
of activists hasleft its mark on campus. Before they walk down
Linden Lane, The Heights sat downwith nine ofBC's most visible
activists to hear what they've learned in theirfour years, what
advice they havefor younger students, andtheirfinal messages
to the BC community.

John Hellman, A&S '07, cried when he
found out that Boston College was on the
Princeton Review's top 20 most homophobic
schools before his freshman year. Coming
from suburban Dallas to Massachusetts, he
had hoped to escape the homophobia ofhis
high school - onlyto find that "BostonCollege
was not Boston."
"I was scared out of my mind when I got
here," says Hellman. "I had no idea what I
was doing, so I would just go to class a lot.
I wouldbe that kid sitting by himselfin the
dininghall."
After finally finding a group of students
that shared his experience, Hellman helped
create the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender/Queer Leadership Council (GLC) and
servedas its first president in 05-06. Hellman
spoke of a constant struggle to advocatefor
GLBT/Q issues on a Catholic campus.
"Gay people aren't in the mission of the
school. They aren'tin the future of the school,
they aren't in Father Leahy's seven-point
plan. There isn't an investment for Boston
College to make sure that gay people come
here and gay people stay here and that they
flourish here," says Hellman.

I

Hellman speaks of his "mixed feelings"
towardthe administrators with whom he has
worked over the years.
"Our relationship was so love hate," says
Hellman. "It'sweirdfor me, because growing
up in Texas, my mom always told me that you
need to be nice to everyone andlove everyone;
I don'twant to be mean to people,I just want
to be like, 'hey y'all, what's up, let's just talk
about whatever and not really do anything.'
There are a couple administratorsthat Ireally
like, and I want to be nice to them, but at the
same time I leave every meeting just pissed.
When they tell us allthis bad stuff, it's just so
offensive to hear.Whether or not theyactually
reflect that position I can't answer at all, because they have conflicting interests. I'm not
sure I want to give them thatexcuse, because
it sucks to hear these things."
The GLC was cast into prominence last
year when its AIDS Benefit Gala was cancelled. Hellman considers this a defining
moment in his career as an activist; a time
when he felt students were beingput through
a runaround.
"We've had dances at this school before.
The last one happenedin '98 or '99. What

CHRISTIAN CHO
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Since he emerged as a public figure on
campus, Christian Cho, A&S '07, has endured

allkinds of abuse.
"I definitelywasn'tready to be a public figure," says Cho. "I was criticizedand attacked
andcalledracist - all thesethings. The second
I spoke up, I came under so much attack. It
put me in a difficult position because I felt
what I was doing was right. I'm understanding more and more that that is part of being
a public figure, and that when people talk
about me, it's not really about me, it's more
about them."
For Cho, the abuse becomes easier to
endure when he sees the way he has affected
younger students, something he says has
been the most rewarding part of his college
career.

"I've been thinking a lot more about the
effect I have on underclassman students, because a number ofthem have come up to me
and said I've changed them or I've influenced
them in ways that I hadn't imagined," says

Cho. "That is reallypowerfulbecause I didn't
even expect that to happen. That's when I
realize that the struggles I've gone through
weren't in vain."
As a resident assistant and orientation
leader, Cho has left his mark on younger
members of this campus.
"I definitely used the time that I was an
OL and an RA to both make students feel
comfortable, but also to challenge them," he
says. "There is this air about OLs and RAs,
especially in first-year areas, that they are
super leaders, that they are therefor areason,
and that they have some wisdom to share."
As the chief of staff of the GLBT/Q
Leadership Council and a public figure in
the TRUTH movement, Cho has challenged
other students with plenty of issues. He has
also helped to shapepolicy in theseadvocacy
groupsby speaking out on whathe considered
fundamental issues. A self-described "idea
person," Cho says that he likes to make noise
and then move on.

"I always see myself as the person who
and shouts something and then runs
out," says Cho. "My work can be finished in a
year if I can spark those key questions. When
it's clear to me that I've struck a chord with
people, then it's time for me to move on."
Cho will be continuing his studies at Boston College in the Lynch Graduate School of
Education and hopes to work as therapist
focusing on identity-and history-basedtreatment in lower-income areas.
He describes himself as student-teacher,
something that manifests itself in his career
as an activist and mentor and which he says
roots him in time, connecting him to both
past and future.
"I've always been and I always will be both
a studentand a teacher.That connects me to
everybody. That connects me to my ancestors
and it will connect me to mydescendants.Not
even my direct ancestors and my direct descendants,but to peoplewho were herebefore
me and people who will be here after me."
runs in

are we doing in this meeting if we are talking about the same thing every four years?"
says Hellman. "We were even told that they
depend on the cycle. There will be two classes
that will be really mad at the University and
will yell and march and go to meetings, but
then there will be a lull. They are expecting
when 2007 leavesthere will be a drop in that.
They rely on that. It will be the same issues
next year. Theywill say 'foot in the door'and
'babysteps' again. What is missing is areally
sustained effort to increase the pressure on
the University to fulfill our demands."
It is maintaining this sustained effort,
Hellman says, that makes the GLC so important both for the GLBT/Q community at BC
and for himself personally.
"I'mmost proud ofbeing able to say that I
was a part ofthe newly createdGLC's history
because I can't really point to something I
got done," says Hellman."Now we have something that students created [to advocatefor

GLBT/Q issues on campus]. I'mreallyproud
to finally be empowered evenjust as a person.
This has really been the first opportunity for
me to stand up for myself; to not have people
call me faggot and me just sit there."

student teacher
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Politics
\u25a0 President Bush urged
Congress yesterday to give
ColombianPresident Alvaro
Uribea fair hearing and approve a free-trade deal with
his government. The deal is
now stalled in Congress due
to Democratic concernsover
Colombia's human rights
record.
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\u25a0 House Democrats failed to
override PresidentBush's veto
of a $124 billion war spending
bill yesterday that included a
deadlinefor U.S. troops to pull
out of Iraq.
Science
\u25a0 Arctic sea ice is melting
at a rate far quicker than the
predicted by climate change
computer modules and could
disappear completely before
the middle of the century, scientists have warned. Retreating Arctic ice is a key indicator
of globalwarming's effects.
\u25a0 Los Angeles has the worst
air pollution in the nation, according to the American Lung

Association's most recent survey. Nearly half of the U.S.
population lives in counties
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with unhealthy pollution.

Technology
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The U.S. Army is tightening its existing restrictions
on soldiers' blogs and other
Web site postings to ensure
sensitive information about
military operations does not
leak into thepublic realm. The
restrictions affect soldiers in
\u25a0

war zones and those who have
returned home.
\u25a0 Steve Chen and Chad
Hurley, the co-founders of
YouTube, were among the
winners of the annual Webby

online achievement awards
announcedTuesday. Theywere
also named People of the Year
for creating a site creditedwith
transforming Internet culture.

Business
\u25a0 Wind and solar energy
could supply up to half the
nation's current electricity
demandand 40 percent of its
transportation fuel demand
by 2025, according to a report
fromthe American Council on

Renewable Energy. To do so,
the government wouldhave to
commit to long-term policies.
\u25a0 Next fall, Cablevision will
divideinto two companies: Cablevision and Rainbow Media
Enterprises. The former, which
willcover traditionalNew York
City-area cable, will be run
by Jim Doland and the latter,
which will cover satellite TV, by
Chuck Dolan.

by the

Numbers
5 billion
Amount of an offer made
by Rupert Murdoch, the
head ofmedia empire News
Corporation, to buy Dow
Jones & Company, the
publisher ofThe Wall Street
Journal.

218 to 208
Voting distributionin the
House of Representatives
on Aprd 25 in favor of the
proposedwar spending
billthat requires troop
withdrawal from Iraq.

22210 203
Voting distributionin the
House of Representatives
on Wednesday; Democrats
failed to overridePresident
Bush's veto oftheir $124
billion war spending.

QUOTABLE
"President Bush calls the
Democratic plan to change
direction in Iraq a prescription
for chaos and confusion.But if
there is one thing we know for
sure, it's thatthe man responsible for chaos and confusion
in Iraq is the president, who
has yet to demonstrate competence or command," said
RepresentativeRahmEmanuel
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Hours, not minutes

In the future, doctors willbe able to revive people who have suffered heart Gas efficient cars
attacks hours after they have died, says Michael O'Brien. B2
Apple innovating once again
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Soon, we might survive hours after a heart attack
Michael O'Brien
One subject that fascinates
me is death. I know that's pretty
morbid, but I don't think I'm
in the minority. Death has

captivatedhumanity ever since
it became conscious of the concept. Early humancivilizations
hadrituals surrounding death;
naturally, theologyandreligion
have always been intertwined
with such practices. Humans, for
various reasons, seem perplexed
by death.To most people, the
chance of a life after the present
one helps diminish or annul a
potentiallypointless or hopeless existence. These concerns,
however, are somewhatprosaic
and antediluvian - thekind of
questions that will keep theologians andphilosophers occupied
for eternity.
Nonetheless,a much more
concrete take on death is being discussed in the sciences,
particularlyin medicine. The
current definitionof "clinical
death" - when theheart stops
beating and the brain shuts
down - is becomingpolemically
out-of-date.
Dr. SherwinNuland published a book in 1993titledHow
We Die, in which he explained
that a death caused by a heart
attack is the death ofcells - not
the heart stopping or brain shut-
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One way to prevent a heart attack is by removing the intracoronary thrombus. Doctors, however, are currently revising other techniques like injectingepinephrine that flood the cells with oxygen.
ting down.
In a recent Newsweekarticle
titled"Doctors Change the Way

They Think about Death," Jerry
Adler exploresthis phenomenon. "The patient couldn'tbe
revived because the tissues of
his brain and hearthad suffered irreversible damagefrom
lack of oxygen," he writes. "This
process was understood to begin
after justfour or five minutes.
If the patient doesn'treceive
cardiopulmonaryresuscitation
within that time, andif his heart
can'tbe restarted soon thereafter, he is unlikely to recover."
Thisremainedmedical dogma until scientists examinedthe
"dead"heart cells with a micro-

scope: After anhour, there was
no evidence that they were dead,
The question then remains: If a
person is in this state, why can't
a doctor bring him or

her back

to life? Scientists explainthat

if the cells havebeen deprived
of oxygen for more than five
minutes, they die once the oxygen supply is continued. "The
research takes them deep into
the machinery of the cell, to the
tiny membrane-enclosedstructures known as mitochondria
where cellularfuel is oxidized
to provide energy," writes Adler.
"Mitochondriacontrol the
process known as apoptosis, the
programmeddeath ofabnormal
cells that is the body's primary

defense against cancer."
According to Dr. Lance
Becker, an expert on emergency
medicinefrom the University
of Pennsylvania, the "cellular
surveillancemechanism" apparentlyfails to distinguishbetween
a cancer celland a cell "reperfused" with oxygen.
Thus, it appears that current
emergency procedures are outof-date. For instance, a victim of
cardiac arrest will immediately
receive CPR to continue his
bloodcirculationuntil he gets
to a hospital, where he can be
rehabilitated. Inbetween the
heart attackand the patient's
arrival at the hospitalis an
undeterminedamount of time

- no fewerthan 10 minutes
- duringwhich his heart will not

havebeaten once. At the hospital, doctors give him oxygen by
shocking his heart withpaddles
and shootingepinephrine into
his heart. The heart muscle,
however, is "flooded" with oxygen - thus causing cell death.
Becker, on the other hand,
advocates that hospitals should
"reduce oxygen uptake, slowmetabolismand adjust the blood
chemistry for gradual andsafe
reperfusion." Medical scientists
are still figuring out the logistics
of this. "A study at four hospitals, published last yearby the
University ofCalifornia, showed
a remarkablerate of success

in treating sudden cardiac
arrest with an approach that

involved,amongother things,
a 'cardioplegiablood infusion
to keep the heart in a state of
suspended animation. Patients
were put on a heart-lungbypass

machine to maintain circulation
to the brainuntil the heart could
be safely restarted. The study
involvedjust 35 patients, but 80
percent of them were discharged
from the hospital alive. In one
study of traditionalmethods,
thefigure was about 15 percent,"
writes Adler.
Michael O'Brien is a staffcolumnist
for The Heights.He welcomescomments at obrienm@bcheights.com.

Top ally of Israel leader calls for his resignation
By

ARON HELLER
Associated Press

placed to replace him, met with
him on Wednesday, and party
officials said she would urge him

JERUSALEM (AP)-A top
lawmaker in Prime Minister
Ehud Olmert's party demanded
Wednesday that he step down
over a scathing report on his handling oflast year's war in Lebanon. Olmert, stuggling to keep
power, toldrivals to "slow down"
before trying toreap politicalgain
at his expense.
Foreign Minister Tzipi Livni,
a popular politician in Olmert's
Kadima Party whowouldbewell-

to resign.

Livni scheduled a news conference after the meeting, where
she will make her first public
comments since the explosive
report on the war was released
on Monday.
Meanwhile, confidants of Defense Minister Amir Peretzsaidhe
was considering resigning. They
spoke on condition of anonymity because no decision has been
made, andtherewas no confirma-

PROFESSIONAL CAREER
COACHING
ARE YOU CONCERNED ABOUT ENTERING
THE BUSINESS WORLD? COACHING CAN
REPOSITION YOU AND EQUIP YOU TO HIT
THE GROUND RUNNING WHEN YOU UNDERSTAND MORE ABOUT THE DYNAMICS OF
WHAT IS EXPECTED OF YOU AND WHAT TO
EXPECT, IN THE WORK PLACE. WHETHER
YOU WANT TO ENRICH YOUR POSITION
AND CAREER STATUS OR POLISH YOUR
PROFESSIONAL ETIQUETTE, OUR YEARS
OF EXPERIENCE CAN HELP PREPARE YOU
MORE EFFECTIVELY. CALL:

ELYSIUM MANAGEMENT
CONSULTING

AT 617-283-2755.
REACHING PEOPLE TOGETHER.

spokesmen.
The war probe also criticized
Peretz's performance, and his
popular support has dropped to
the point that four people will
be challenging his leadership
of the Labor Party in late-May
tion fromhis

primaries.

Peretz'sexpected ouster could
be followed by a Labor pullout
fromthe current coalitiongovernment, something thatcould cause
the government to fall.
The 34-day war against Hezbollah guerrillas hasbeen widely
perceived as a failure. Monday's
report said Olmert bore ultimate
responsibility, accusing him of
poor judgment, hasty decisionmaking and lack of vision. The
harsh languagehas fueled growing
calls for Olmert'sresignation from
thepublic, his party, and members
of his coalition, in addition to
politicalrivals.
A defiant Olmert opened a
special Cabinet session by hinting that reports of his political
demisewerepremature: "Tothose
who are eager to take advantage
of this report to reap certain politicaladvantages,I suggest'slow
down.'"
Two new polls published in
Israeli newspapers Wednesday
said some two-thirds of Israelis
want Olmert to resign immediately. The surveys indicated
that the hawkish former prime
minister, Benjamin Netanyahu of
the oppositionLikud Party, would
likelywin handily if new elections
were held.
Since the report was issued,
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Olmerthas struggled to hold his
coalition together. One minister
from the Labor Party, Olmert's
main coalition partner, already
has quit, and therehave been increasing signs oferoding support
within Kadima.
In anew blow, the chairmanof
Kadima's parliamentary faction,
Avigdor Yitzhaki, called for the
prime minister to step down?the
highest-ranking official to do so.
"He has to take this responsibility andresign," Yitzhakisaid.
Yitzhaki said if Olmert failed
to do so immediately he would
resign as coalition chairman.
On Tuesday, another Kadima
lawmaker,Marina Solodkin, also
urged Olmert to step down.
Livni, theforeign minister, was
emerging as the biggest threat
to Olmert's survival. Livni is
Kadima's most popularpolitician
and may be the party's best hope
ofretaining power.
Media have also said veteran statesman Shimon Peres of
Kadima, an 83-year-old former
prime minister, was a possible
replacement.
At the three and a half-hour
Cabinetsession, ministers agreed
to carry out the war report's recommendationsfor improved decision-making and crisis management, and to set up a committee
to oversee the implementation,
Cabinet SecretaryIsrael Maimon
said.
Olmert told ministers that his
government would best remedy
the mistakes it made.
"We could make life easy and
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I was proud to public support, high in the early
Israel,' and go," days of the war, nose-dived after
the
State
of
serve
Maimon quoted him as saying. the fightingended withoutIsrael's
"But I knowfrom past experience achieving the two goals he dewith such reports that no other clared - crushing Hezbollah and
government will implement this recovering the captured soldiers.
Kadima could stillpotentially
(report), only this government."
Demands that Olmert quit replace Olmert without elections,
began shortly after the costly but but the front-runner to replace
inconclusive war, in which almost him, Livni, could encounter dif4,000 Hezbollahrockets landedin ficulty in keeping the current
Israeland 158Israeliswere killed. coalition together.
More than 1,000 Lebanese civilThe ultra-Orthodox Shas
ians and combatants also died, party would have trouble serving under a woman, while the
according to Lebanese officials.
The war broke out July 12 after nationalistYisrael Beiteinu party
Hezbollah guerrillascrossed into may be wary of cooperating with
Israel, killed three soldiers and Livni, who is more dovish than
captured two others. Olmert's Olmert. \u25a0
say 'Thank you,
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Olmert's 34-day war with Hezbollah has been regarded as a failure.
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Tech Journal

iTunes paves the way of thefuture

Hardcover Nonfiction

Bestsellers

This
Week

Last
Week

Weeks on
List

1

The Secret. Rhonda Byrne.
Beyond Worlds, $23.95.

1

15

2

Einstein. Walter Isaacson.
Simon & Schuster, $32.

2

2

3

The Weight Loss Cure "They"
Don't Want You to Know About.
Kevin Trudeau Alliance, $24.95.

4

8

4

Paula Deen: It Ain't All About the 2
Cookin'. Paula Deen. Simon &
Schuster, $25.

21

5

The Cardio-Free Diet. Jim Karas.
Simon Spotlight, $23.

-

1

6

Everyday Pasta. Giada Dc
3
Laurentiis. Clarkson Potter, $32.50.

6

7

A Long Way Gone. Ishmael Beach. 5
Farrar Straus & Giroux, $22.

3

8

Women & Money. Suze Orman.
Spiegel & Grau, $24.95.

6

6

9

You: On a Diet. Michael F. Roizen. 12
Free Press, $25.

9

10 Where Have All the Leaders Gone? 7
Lee A. Lacocca. Scribner, $25.

34

Go Put Your Strengths to Work.
Marcus Buckingham.
Free Press, $30.

4

11

8

Irace

This July will mark the sixth
anniversary of the deathof the
originalNapster, the pioneer of

Internetfile-sharing. Although
many imitation programs have
come and gone throughout the
years, friction has remainedhigh
between the Recording Industry
Association ofAmerica (RIAA)
and downloaders(or "poor college students," who am I kidding?)
whoremain unsatisfied with the
currently available options for
legal music downloads.
While Ruckus has become increasinglypopular among college
students, users remain extremely
hinderedin what they can do with
the music. Likewise, while the
iTunes store accounts for over 80
percent of online digital music
sales, password protection and
limitations on how many computers can play one's songs have
scared away many would-be-buyers.

12 Me to We. Craig & Marc
Kielburger. S&S, $23.

10

23

13 Chasing Life. Sanjay Gupta.
Warner Wellness, $24.99.

-

1

14 How Doctors Think. Jerome
15
Groopman. Houghton Mifflin, $26.

2

11

21

15 Crazies to the Left of Me, Wimps
to the Right. Bernard Goldberg.
HarperCollins, $25.95.

Bryan

*Indicates title has been reviewed
by The Heights.
Compiled from datafrom independent and chain bookstores,
book wholesalers, and independent distributors nationwide by
Publisher's Weekly.

Digitalrights management
(DRM) is the umbrellaterm used
to describethesekinds ofrestrictions placed on digital music
purchases. Though opponents
complain that DRM infringes
on private property rights, it has
hardlybeen a controversial issue
throughoutthe years. It seemed
for quite some time thatreaching
a middle groundwasn't anywhere
within reach, but now a major
breakthrough is actually aboutto
come to fruition. Steve Jobshas
recently announced that by the
end of 2007, he expects over half
the songs sold on iTunes will be
availablewithout DRM.
Sound too good to be true?
This certainly doesn't seem to be
the case. Initial reports state that
DRM-free songs will cost $1.29,
as opposedto the standard 99
cents per song. Aside from simply
being a song without limitations, however, the "premium"
versions will be encoded at 256
kilobytes per second, providing

Interested in politics, business,
science, or technology?
Then write for Marketplace!

PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIPEDIA

July 2007 will be the sixth anniversary of Napster's demise. In its wake, iTunes has become the most popular client.
higher quality audiothan the
standard 128kbps tracks.Full
albums that have already been
purchased will be upgradedto
the premium version for free,
whileindividualtracks can be
upgraded for a 30 cent difference in price. The firstbatch of
unrestricted songs is expected
to become availablethis month.
Thus far, there has been no word
ofremoving DRM from iTunes'
video content.
You might be wondering
what exactly has prompted
this significant change to the
iTunes Store's already successful
business model. This February, Jobs, an outspokenDRM
critic, reached out to the four
major record labels and urged
the removalof DRM from their

products. EMI, thethird largest
label, has reached an agreement
to join alongside Apple in paving
the way towardsthe future of
digital music purchases. Apple
is hoping this move will pressure the other three major labels
(Universal, Sony, and Warner)
into following suit, although
Warner has remained steadfast
in their backing of DRM. In fact,
Warner recently filed a lawsuit
against AnywhereCD.comto keep
themfrom distributing MP3s
to customers who buy the CD
that those songs are on. In my
opinion, this is exactly what's
wrong with the current state of
the industry.
If someone who buys the
album, the ultimate way of
showing support for a particular

musical artist, doesn't deserve
MP3s of the very songs they
paid their hard earned dollars
for, who does?
Removing DRM from its
products would seemingly make
the iTunes Store the standalone
favorite amongonline music
retailers, unless other providers
see the light andbegin to follow
in Apple's footsteps. Amazon
has already announcedtheir
adoption of a similar program,
also expected to debut this
month, as Apple's innovative
nature is once again causing
a ripple effect throughout the

industry.
Bryan Trace is a staff columnistfor
The Heights. He welcomes comments at iraeeb@bcheights.com.
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Gas-efficient cars are on the way
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For years, America has promoted gas-guzzling automobiles like Chevrolet's Suburban, but with rising gas prices, gas-efficientcars are becoming popular.
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For the better halfof a
decade, Toyota and Hondahave
dominatedAmerican car manufacturers in one particular segment (among others): hybrids.
Yes, it seems that in a society
where 20 miles per gallonis
considered economical, American manufactures never really
had the desire or the foresight to
design andproduce any hybrid
vehicles. While their Japanese
rivals were focusing on more
economicalvehicles in the early
21st century, American manufacturers such as General Motors, Ford, andChrysler opted
to go the SUV route. Hindsight
is 20/20, but now it is 2007 and
gas prices are wellover $3 per
gallon.So American manufacturers are in a bit of trouble. In
the last year alone, more than

halfof the hybrids sold in the
United States were producedby
Toyota.
It is no secret that we Americans have an insatiable desire
to drive around in enormous
vehicles that guzzlegasoline
by the barrel.But with gas
prices on the rise, fewer people
are willing to breaktheirbank
accounts to fill up their tanks.
Not to worry, though; General
Motors and Chrysler seemed to
have found the perfect medium:
Full-size hybrid SUVs
Insteadof producing compact hybrid vehicles to compete
with the Toyota Prius and Honda Civic Hybrid, the American
manufacturers chose to develop
a more familiarproduct. In a
joint venture, General Motors,
Chrysler, andBMW co-developed a new two-modehybrid
system that can be used with a
regular gasoline engine. General
Motors will be releasing the new
system in the Chevrolet Tahoe
Hybrid and GMC Yukon Hybrid,
while Chrysler will be integrating
it into their Dodge Durango and

Chrysler Aspen SUVs.

get almost 19.General Motors

These hybrid SUVs will have
a standardgasoline engine
coupledwith a patented hybrid
electric motor. This will allow
the engine to work in two different modes. A sophisticated
computer controller decides
which system to use based on
driver input. The first mode
operates at lowspeeds and city
driving.
The car will run on either exclusive electricpower or a combination of electric and engine
power. The second mode will be
for more strenuous driving, such
as hard acceleration,passing
or towing. The eight-cylinder
gasolineengine will be utilized
to provide maximumpower for
these situations.
Althoughthe new SUV
hybrids will certainly have
improvedfuel efficiency, don't
expect them to be getting 40
miles per gallon. While the
standard, Hemi-poweredDodge
Durango and Chrysler Aspen get
less than 15 milesper gallonin
the city, the hybrids versions will

claims that their vehicles will
see a 25 percent increase in fuel
economy.

That being said, the improved fuel economy doesn't
come at the sacrifice ofless
power, something that the
manufacturersfeel that consumers will not be willing to give up.
With the General Motors
SUVs slatedto go on sale later
this year andChrysler is arriving
early 2008, it seems that soccer
moms around the country will finally have their own opportunity
to help save our environment.
But with gas prices that could
be heading to $4 per gallon,will
19 miles per gallonbe efficient
enough?
That remains to be seen,
but one thing is for certain: If
GM's andChrysler's gamble goes
south, both companiesmight be
in real trouble.
Matthew Struzzerio is a staffcolumnist for The Heights. He welcomes
comments at struzzm@bcheights.
com.
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Hot Import Nights reveals tuner culture
By Paul Symansky

incredibly high-performing specimens can always be
found at HIN.
One of the challenges of the
Every year in April, Boston's
Bayside Expo center undergoesa hobby is extracting the greatest
radical transformation.The lights amount ofpower from arelatively
are dimmed, lowbass notes thump
small engine. To set a reference
on enormous speakers, and hunpoint, 160 horsepower (hp) is a
dredsof heavily modifiedcars are standardpower output for a modput on display. The whole scene ern productioncar with a modest
is a chimera of sorts: A nightclub four-cylinder, two-liter engine.
and a racetrackall under one roof. Intuitively, larger engines generFor nine years now, Hot Import ally output more power. Many
Nights (HIN) has been coming cars at HIN this year, however,
to Boston and other cities across featured 2.0Lpowerplants, and
the country. While some may see quite a few of them produced
the event as a hapless corporate upward of 600hp. Larger six and
eight-cylinder engines there proattempt to infiltrate a highlyprofitable demographic, HIN affords ducedwell past l,ooohp.
Horsepower literally isn't evmany a glimpse into a subculture
that's only beginning to gain erything, as there are otherfactors
mainstream attention.
that dictate an engine's capacity.
Yet horsepower is probably the
Car modifyingbecamea prominent hobby as early as the '50s
single most noticeable perforand '60s when powerful and fast mance aspect. There are several
muscle cars were in vogue. The methods for pushing a small enmodern import scene, however, gine to such extents. Without
first developed in the late '80s delving into the complexities of
among Asian-American youths
engine design, one of the most
popular options is forced inducin Southern California. Frontwheel drive imports, likeDatsuns tion. Most engines operate as
or Hondas, were the platform of an air pump of sorts. They suck
choice. They were cheap, light in air through the intake, mix it
in weight, and widely available. with fuel in a very specific ratio,
The car modifiers would hack, ignite it, then blow it out the
bolt, weld, and borrowparts from exhaust. This action creates a
other cars, and even trucks, to vacuum at the inletofthe engine.
The process of pulling in air is
make their cars as fast as posthe responsibility of the engine's
sible. These early "tuners" established an underground street induction system.
As previously mentioned,air is
racing culture that wouldn'tgain
mainstream attentionfor another mixed withfuel in a specific ratio
inside the engine. The proporLAN THOMAS / HEIGHTSPHOTOS
decade.
In fact, it wasn't until 2001, tion of air to fuel cannot safely 'The Fast and the Furious' is partially responsible for the rapid surge of interest in import cars in America, despitethe hobby's roots in Southern California.
when movies such as TheFast and deviate the total amount of air
the Furious ostensibly explored and fuel can change - this is how manufacturers have been using distributing it to the wheels. As gest, the engine's power is either area ofcontact betweenthebrake
this subculture, that the hobby more power is made. There are a turbochargers since the '50s just you can imagine, most modificadistributed to just the rear two pads and the rotor. Using logic,
to increase fuel efficiency to an tions to the drivetrain deal with wheels, or allwheels. Outofall the one of the most common upgrades
swept America and caught the multitudeofcomplexmathematical equations to describethe proeye of large aftermarket parts
coping with the power increase options, front wheeldrive (FWD)
includes converting the stock
acceptable level.
manufacturers. Today, import cess, but in layman's terms, more
The "air" part of the air-to- from the engine. The clutch, cars face the most tractionissues rotor to a much larger size, then
fuel ratio is now accounted for, which transfers motion from the due to simple physics. As the converting the calipersto accept
tuning captivates a much greater air and fuel create more power.
proportion ofAmerica. The term Forced induction systems literbut what about the fuel? Thankengine to the transmission, must car begins rapidly accelerating, largerpads. These larger rotors,
"import" has even evolved to ally force air into the engine, by fully, almost all production cars be upgraded significantly to avoid inertia forces the weight to shift pads, and calipers are often sold
include small, domestic cars creating positivepressure, rather today use electronicfuel injection slipping.The axles, whichtransfer toward the rear. In FWD cars, in kits, appropriately known as
systems. In these systems, a small, motion from the transmission to the absence of overhead weight "big brakekits." The actual mate- i.e., Chevrolet Cobalt,Cavaliers, than a vacuum.
Dodge Neons, and so on.
Turbochargers and superyet quick computer controls the wheels, must be upgraded to pushing the tires to the ground rials used to make the rotors and
This widespread popularity, chargers serveas the centerpieces electronic valves, which inject a avoid breaking.
leaves the wheelsfruitlessly spinpads are also quite important.
precise amount of fuel in order
Often, when dealingwithlarge ning. This phenomenon, however,
The suspension system is inunfortunately,has caused dissent in most forced-induction systems. Superchargers are nothing to reach the perfect air-to-fuel amounts of power, traction beamong the die-hard enthusiasts.
works with a RWD system, and credibly complex, however; most
Just like any fad, a majority of more than belt-driven fans. The ratio (AFR). Often times, these comes a serious issue; especially doesn't significantly impact an modificationsconsist ofstiffening
the newest generation's tuners belt is connected to the engines computers can compensate for for front-wheel-drive cars, where AWD system.
the car's frame to improve hanare considered "posers," as their crankshaft, andthe fan forces air greater air flow as found in forced all the power is distributed to
Now that the power is there, dling while cornering. Another
intentions are antipodal to the through the induction system.
induction systems to an extent, only the front two wheels. One it's time to think about handling technique involves replacing the
Turbochargers work similarly, with only minimal modification. common, but expensive, remedy and braking. After all, what good struts and springs withupgraded
true nature of the hobby: Perforhowever; rather than being beltmance. While style and flair have
A few of the more popular platto this problem is a limited slip is going fast if you can't stop? The versions to alter how high the
car sits off the ground. In some
always been elements of tuner driven,a second fan is spun using forms have quite a few options differential (LSD). The LSD mebraking system is largelyneglectculture, the main goal has always exhaust gases. Turbochargers when the capabilitiesof that stock chanically senses which wheel, at ed by amateur enthusiasts, howcases, lowering the car shifts its
and superchargers are some of computer are exceeded, such as any given time, has more traction. ever, it's one of the most critical center of gravity, also improving
been performance. Non-performance orientedmodificationsare the most ingenious mechanical performance-oriented downIt then proportionately distrib- systems. Many cars are equipped handling while cornering. Alterdeemedby many serious tuners as devices ever designed as they loadable programs. The more utes more power to that wheel. with disc brakes today. Disc ing a vehicle's height, however, is
"rice," a derogatory term coined extract otherwise-lost power unlucky platforms frequently In stock systems, the reverse brakes use a fixed caliper which an often misunderstoodprocess.
and energy from an engine. In opt for standalone replacement happens, which results in loud squeeze brake pads containing Lowering a car doesn't always
during the golden age of tuning.
most cases, they can even imRegardless of the various percomputers, the advantagebeing screeches and smoke, but not a temperature resistant friction improve handling, andif there are
ceptions, trends, and attitudes, prove fuel efficiency; however, complete control over all engine lot of net movement.
materials against a disc, or rogainsto be realized, the modificaevents like Hot Import Nights
the host of other performance parameters.
Many high-end sports cars, tor, that spins in unison with the tion must be carried out correctly.
still have value. They serve as options typically associated with
The drivetrain, whichincludes several of which were featured wheel. Through this mechanism, Anything less than quality parts
important venues for spreading forced induction systems usually the clutch, transmission, and axat HIN, utilizedrear-wheel drive the car is graduallystopped.
and an intimate knowledge of
new and original ideas. Despite
negates the increased efficiency. les, is responsible for managing (RWD), or all-wheeldrive (AWD)
Braking power and efficiency the suspension system can mean
the overwhelming "show car" In fact, many large diesel truck all this newly created power and systems. Just as theirnames sugare primarily determinedby the unfavorable handling. \u25a0
presence,
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Sailing an unsung
BC powerhouse
By Nick Tarnoff

Asst. Sports Editor
The Boston College sailing team rarely gets the
attention it deserves.
Despite being ranked in the top five in thenation
and having qualifiedfor the national championship
for two straight seasons.
The team competes throughout both fall and
spring, staying on-campus for almost the entire
month of June to practice and train for the national
championships, yet there is no buzz aroundcampus
about the sailing team.
"It's kind of weird; a lot of people don't know
what sailingsall about anddon't really concede it as
a varsity sport or anykindof sport. It's morepeople's
perception ofit than anything else. Hopefully if we
win nationals, that will start to change," said team
captain Alan Reid.
The women's and co-ed teams have had tremendous success over the past few years, and the
program continues to grow,both within in the school
and on a national stage. BC has had to overcome
the disadvantageofpracticing in poor, coldweather
and not beingable to begin practice until theteams'
spring break trip to either Florida or California.
The Northern teams have been helped recently by
NCAA rules that restrict the number of practices
each squad is allowed, but still, the weather is not
conducive to sailing.
"Being up here in the cold, all the regattas are
here, allthebig intersectionalregattas are here and
every team has to dealwith the cold eventually," said
Reid. "I guess it is knowing that you have to go out,
andpractice, andthat if you don'tpractice when its
MICHAEL J. CLARKE / HEIGHTS EDITOR
10 degrees out, thenthe teams downsouth are going
Laura Georges, a regular on the French women's national team, had a stellar career at Boston College and is now preparingfor a lengthy international career.
to get more of an advantage."
BC has thrived recently; in the past three years,
the team has heldthe No. 1ranking. Theco-edteam
finished the fall seasonranked No. 1 and the women's
squad finished ranked No. 3. They compete in the
[national team obligations] during the week and portive and when I come back to BC, I have my New EnglandIntercollegiate Sailing Association, a
By Joseph Gravellese
was only supposedto play for my club team on the 'second family' here - my teammates, my friends, conference that includes Dartmouth, Harvard,Vale,
Heights Staff
Tufts, and other NewEngland-based schools, and is
weekends."
even the employees at Lower andHillside - I get to
in
and
BC's
all
me
and
the best sailing conference in the nation.
really
game
give
is
she
did
the
know
themand
Fortunately,
play
they
your
support
Laura Georges not
ordinary studentme the energy to do this."
The women's squad has already qualified for
coaches immediately noticed her talent and apathlete.
Academically,likeall student-athletes,she faced nationalsfor a second straight year, and the co-ed
For that matter, The Heights' Female Athlete of proached her shortly thereafter.
the challenge of'jugglingschool and athletics, but in team will look to qualifyfor a third-straight season
"They asked me if I wouldbe interested in playthe Yearis not your ordinary athlete.
in
[would
the
United
States
and
I
said
that
I
her circumstance it was particularly taxing.
this weekend with a top-four finish in the United
ing
senior
communication
from
major
Georges, a
States CoastGuard Alumni Bowl regatta.
"I've had some attendance issues in my comVersailles, France, began playing in the French be]." She said that she had "always loved learning
"We've actuallyonlysailedone fleet racing event
and speakingEnglish" and was interested in coming munications classes from missing classes due
national program at age 16 and made her first apto having to fly to Europe to play for the national this spring, and we got second two weekends ago
pearance for the French women's national team at to BC to get a great education.
down at Coast Guard," said Reid aboutthe familiar
Georges was also contacted by Rutgers before team," she said.
age 17. Since then,the defenderhasbeen a mainstay
"and that's where New England's are going
BC,
venue,
where she came to
"Some professors are really great and undermaking an official visit to
with "Les BleuesT
[the
act]
all
the
on
but
others
to
be
held.
We've won the last two years in biggest
girls
balancing
as
one
"lovethis
the
and
about
place,
atmosphere,
standing
She was named
ofthe 20 finalists for the
the team." She was also impressedby therecruiting sometimes think that [student-athletes] are putting regatta of the fall and that's been there [Coast
FIFA world Women's Player of the Yearaward.
process, which is something that "doesn't happen their sport aheadofschool work, andthat it's just a Guard]. We definitely feel comfortable at Coast
For three years, she performed her world-renowned magic right here at Boston College, striking in Europe. It was definitely a differentexperience," 'hobby.' But playing for thenationalteam,you know, Guard and hopefully we'll win New England's for
she said.
it's not a 'hobby,' it's an honor.
the first time ever, I don't think BC's ever won New
fear into the hearts ofACC attackers.
England's. We're definitely one of the favorites, us
"In Europe, it's a lot different...Youdon'tneedto
"Educationis really important to me," she conWith her graduationlooming, she is on the verge
study in school to play soccer, you playfor a women's tinued. "If I didn'twantto go to school, I would have and Dartmouth."
of an exciting future in soccer.
club team. I was doing my studies independently
"I don'tthink there'sanythingthat's evena quesstayedin France to play there. I wantedto get a good
continue
the
playing
Not only will she
for
tion, we are going to win," said junior Reed Johnson
French national team - whose qualification quest On the club teams, you play with 30 year olds. The educationand a greatexperience here at BC."
Alongwithpursuing professional soccer options about the team's chances of victory this weekend.
for the 2009 European Championships will begin [positive] to this is that you get the chance to play
[with
school]
in
if
"Rightnow we're feelingpretty confident in our fleet
America,
after
done
but
after
you're
graduating, Georges hopes to use her communishortly alter this summer's FIFA Women's World
cations degree fromBC to eitherfurtherher studies racing abilities,that as a team we have a really good
Cup, which France is not a part of - she also has a you'renot [signed by a club] or picked for internathrough graduate school or obtain a job in the field chance to step up andshow everybodywhat we can
chance to playprofessional soccer bothabroadand tionals, you're done playing," said Georges.
Georges
BC,
Soon
after
to
realized
that
of communications or marketing.
do because we missed out on qualifying for team
coming
in the newly reformed WUSA, which will relaunch
it woiddbe difficult to have to go through the heavy
For now, though, Georges has a bright future in racing last weekend."
in America next year.
The women's team and the co-ed team have a
the beautiful game - one that could land her right
What brought this world-class soccer player to burden of adapting to a new culture and a new lanfriendlyrivalry, pushing eachother everydayin pracBC all the way from France? A stroke of luck, for guage, attending classes, studying, and playing for back here in America next summer.
the Eagles - allwhileflying to Europe several times
With the recent announcement that women's tice. They cheer for each other both as teammates
both Georges and BC.
professional socceris returning to the United States, and friends, and are motivatedby the fact that both
"BC came to France to play an exhibition against a year to play for the French nationalteam.
"It'sbeen hard to have to travelbackandforth so Georges is now seriously considering a future playteams have been to nationals two straight years but
my club team,Paris St. Germaine," recalledGeorges,
she
said.
in
have yet to win a national title.
ing
often.
That's
been
the
America.
biggest
challenge,"
a freshman attendingLeonardo dcVinci University
Last season both teams finished seventh out
She is quick to point out, however, that her
"Even when I was back in France it was always
in Paris.
"I wasn't even supposed to play in that game," support system here at BC and at home makes it a dreamto play professionallyin theUnited States. of 18 teams, and the year before the co-ed squad
Now, that dreammay come true." \u25a0
finished 13th.
said Georges. "It was a weekday game, and I had possible. "Myfamily back home has been very supLast season the co-ed squad went into nationals ranked second in the country, but the squad
did not finish with theresults they were hoping for.
This year's team is more prepared for the challenges
Write for SPORTS.
ahead and has multiple standout sailors ready for
the task.
Meetings are at 5 p.m. on Monday in the
"Reed Johnson and JulieHowe should be ailEagle's Nest. E-mail sports@bcheights.com
Americans this year," said Reid of his teammates.
with any questionsorconcerns.
"Adam Roberts and Aly Whitehead will also probably get Ail-American; they were All-American's
last year andReed was honorable mention last year.
Brian Kamilar and Andrew Schneider should get
honorable mention or full Ail-American."
The women's nationals will be held at Old Dominion University in Norfolk, Va., while the co-ed
nationals will take place at the end of May at the
Naval Academy in Annapolis, Md. While the rest of
the student body at BC starts to prepare for exams,
the BC sailing team willbefighting hard for another
shot at a national championship. \u25a0

Laura Georges: Female Athlete of the Year
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Choose to learnfrom one of the best and most experienced family therapy faculties in our new two-year
Master's in Family Therapy program. Council for Relationships - for 25 years a leader in the field - has joined
with Tnomas Jeff erson University-oneof Philadelphia's most respected healthcareinstitutions -to provide
students with a diverse and stimulating learning environment. You'll learn from, and work closely with,
experts in thefield of couple, family and sex therapy. Be part of the excitement- and together,
let's write the next chapter!
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For more information, Call 1-215-503-1044
orvisitwww.jefferson.edu/mft
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COMMUNITY
APPOINTMENT SETTERS. GREAT
JOB FOR STUDENTS. PART-TIME
JOBS AVAILABLE. EARN HOURLY
RATE PLUS BONUSES. FLEXIBLE
HOURS. LOCATED IN CLEVELAND CIRCLE. CALL FOR MORE
INFORMATION: ASK FOR DARCY
617-731-0300.
Secure your future. Only a few
individuals will understand the power
of this business opportunity. To learn
more: 1-800-287-0905 / www.the-

freedomexpress.com

Professional Career Coaching.
Are you concerned about entering
the business world? Coaching can
reposition you and equip you to hit the
ground running when you understand
more about the dynamics of what is
expected of you and what to expect,
in the workplace. Whether you want
to enrich your position and career
status or polish your professional
etiquette, our years of experience can
help prepare you more effectively.
Call Elysium Management Consulting at 617-283-2755. Reaching
People Together.

| STUDENT

-

Have you heard about
Halftime?Sign up forthis FREE,
year-round, three-day retreat
to explore where you've been,
where you are, and where you
are going. Log onto www.bc.edu/
REWARD: Gray North Face fleece halftime to register!

Happy Birthday to all of our
Heights readers with summer
birthdays! Have a great summer
- see you in the Fall!

Looking for long-term baby-sitting/
tutoring commitment for Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday afternoons from
2-6 p.m. for smart, easy-going, and fun
first grader and kindergarten kids living
in Brookline 5-6 MBTA stops away from
Boston College in the Coolidge Corner
area. If candidate meets all commitments
and job requirements including three recent work and/or schoolreferences, mom
\u25a0will offerflexibility, extra hours, and endof-year bonus. Kids attend the Lawrence
School in the Brookline medical area.Pay
starting at $15 an hour based on experience and good references. Valuable
skills include a student engaged in an
educational/teaching or child psychology
degree or program. Spanish-speaking
skills and a valid driving license and car
are a plus but not required. Don't let this
stop you from applying if you dolove kids
and want to be part of a loving and caring, child raising and educational shaping
initiative with a family. Contact: Elena
617-947-2855 or elena.fernandez®
comcast.net and elena_fernandez@
us.ibm.com

taken from locker in Plex. $100
reward if found, no questions asked.
Call Matt at 954-913-1053.

-

$40 REWARD No questions asked.
Lost brown Ray-Ban sunglasses inside
mail room on Tuesday. Call Matt at
207-664-4225.

Always on Facebook? Friend
"BC Heights" for updates about
your favorite student newspaper.

Waitstaff Wanted at the Weston
Golf Club. Experience preferred;
$10-14 per hour. Full and part-time

positions available. Call 781-894-2503 or e-mail pierpont3@aol.com
for questions or if interested.

APARTMENTS!
EXCELLENT SOUTH STREET LOCATION
ON THE BC SHUTTLEBUS
ONE STOP ON MB LINE
WALKING DISTANCE TO BC (7 MINUTES)
BUILDING IS ALL BC STUDENTS
AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 2007!

ROOMMATES WANTED 33
Kirkwood Rd. Looking for five
roommates for 2007-2008 school
year: single rooms ($BOO per
month) or doublerooms ($6OO-675
per person per month) available!
Parking spots available; nice
kitchen, four bathrooms. Rent
includes Internet, cable, heat,
We have a spacious eight- electricity. Contact Jeff at 617-240bedroom, four-bathroom -4657 or e-mail chinjk@bc.edu
house on Kirkwood Road in
Brighton and we have 5 rooms OFF-CAMPUS SUMMER
availablefor summer subletfrom HOUSING; 32 Leamington Rd
the end of May to the end of looking for five subletters. One
August. Rent is $600/ month plus block from Blue Stone Bus/T
utilities. E-mail mayhi@bc.edu stop. Available May to the end of
August. Five bedroom, three bath,
29 Colborne Rd. Apt. 3 needs two kitchens. Plenty of parking.
subletters! Three bedrooms, $650 a month. Contact Joe at
kitchen, living room area, two 508-838-0797.
bathrooms, and an outdoor
patio, all for $1695/ month (ut. Five spaces availablefor sublet
not included). Close two-blocks spring semester 2008 on Gerald
to the Green Line T stop (B) Road. Very close to campus. Will
and one T stop away from a rent separatelyor to a group.Two
supermarket.Please email double rooms, one single room.
leexe@bc.edu or shinmb@ Contact: barrycl@bc.edu
bc.edu if you're interested or
need more information.
96 Chestnut Hill Aye. first floor/
basement. Includes spacious
HUGE three bedroom, one kitchen with granite countertops,
bathroom condo: 2003 parking space, washer/dryer,fully
Commonwealth Aye. Full furnished. Two full bathroomsand
kitchen, 65" TV, high speed one 1/2 bath in the basement.
Internet, utilities included. Two Would be joining four guys who
males looking for at least one live there now. Near Moogy's.
roommate; no cat allergies. $640/month. Available second
Three-waysplit about $760; four- half of May until Sept 1. Contact
way split about $575. Available Dave at 701-793-7022 or e-mail
second half of May until Sept. 1. at unhjem@bc.edu
For more information: curzan@
bc.edu

'
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BEDROOM APARTMENTS!
From $1,100 & up!
(includes heat and hot water)

LARGE EAT-IN CABINETKITCHENS WITH DISHWASHERS,
REFRIGERATORS AND STOVES
PRIVATE PARKING AVAILABLE ON SITE
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Summer Sublet Available
Two Bedroom Apartment at
2003 CommonwealthAye. Two
bedrooms, spacious common
room, bathroom, kitchen, closets.
Includesrefrigerator, dishwasher,
garbage disposal. One of the
bedrooms can stay furnished
if you'd like; the rest of the
apartment will be unfurnished.
Located right at theSouth Street
T stop on the B line and 10-minute walk (two-minute bus
ride) to the Reservoir T stop on
the D (green)line. Rentis $1,450/
month plus utilities.Sublet would
go from May (negotiable on
date, could be half of May) to
August 31. Parking spot behind
the apartment for additional
payment. If interested, please
contact Laura Guarino at 978-502-8877 or guarinla@bc.edu

Summer Sublet Available
JUNE 1. All Utilities Included
H/HW, Gas, Elec, TV, High
Speed Wireless. Three
Rooms avail. $6255/700/$775,
depending on the room. Free
Non-Permit Parking, steps to T
and BC Campus, fast access to
Cleveland Circle and Downtown.
Possibility to renew. Call Matt to
see the rooms: 617-416-4901 or
Matt. Greenline@Gmail.com

-

Summer Sublet neededASAP.
Available June 1-August 31.
We are both graduating seniors
and the place will be available
anytime after graduation (May
21) for moving in early. You will
be living with two males (a BC
gradwho will be working full-time
and a BC student taking summer
classes). They are both very easy
to get along with and outgoing.
Rent is $675 for one room and
$550 for the other (both singles).
We will rent to a group of two or
seperately. The apartment is at
1705 Commonwealth Aye. right
next to the BC Bus Stop and
Sutherland Road T-stop on the
B line (green). The apartment
also is located by a convenience
store, laundromat, and local
restaurants. Kitchen, living
room, two full bathrooms, and
four single bedrooms. There is
also a washer and dryer in the
basement. Contact Michael at
401-477-0634.

lop?

BOfiTON CAMPUS

1-800-357-3210

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT!
Our Gates Are Open

=

Double/single on Gerald Road,
available for summer sublet.
Large kitchen, living room, dining
room, back porch, free parking,
two showers. You'll be sharing
with three friendly roommates.
Call 617-552-0169 for info.

www.bostonbartender.com
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Need a place to store your stuff this
summer? Store it with us!

l\

Eats flies. Dates a pig.

Hollywood star.
$3Mil- Private Showingby Karen Fish-Will

\u25ba We sell moving & packing supplies
\u25ba State ofthe art facility \u25ba Drive up units
,
\u25ba Month to month leases
j

5479.000+

\

\
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Pass It On.
at chestnut hill

2420 Beacon Street, Chestnut I [ill, MA
Exclusive showings by appointmentonly
% 617-731-9200 ? Kveatwaterworks.com

B

Simply Self Storage - Brighton
145 N. Beacon Street Brighton, MA 02135
(617) 779-0005

M
THE FOUNDATION IM A BETTER LIFE
www.forbetterlife.org
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The award is named for Al Arbour, who played
and coachedin the NHL and was at coachedthe New
York Islanders during their infamous dynasty.

Nick Tarnoff and Jessica Isner

Brian Boyle starts out hot for Monarchs

Glasperangry with O'Brien

MICHAEL J. CLARKE/ HEIGHTSEDITOR

JohnnyAyers has perhaps the busiest schedule of anyathlete at Boston College, playingboth football and baseball.

Ayers strikes a balance
Ayers, from B8
But picking betweenfootball and baseball was
Ayers was concerned.
"I signed here during [basketball season of my
senior year] knowing I was goingto play both. I had
signed a football scholarship, but I met with both
coachesandworked out the scenarioofhow I would
playboth. All the coachesinvolved - Coach O'Brien,
Coach Hughes, Coach Jags, Coach Aoki - have all
been tremendouslyunderstanding in giving me this
amazing chance to play both."
"There are definitely times where I just wish I
could have a weekend off to go home, or just relax
and be a normal college student. If I didn't love
playing the games so much, it would definitely be a
lot harder, but right now I'm just having fun getting
to do something only a handful of kids get to do,"
said Ayers.
Think about how many double-sport athletes
there are at Division I schools. (Hint: there aren't
many.)
Then, think about how many of them go to a
school as academically rigorous as BC. The job
isn't easy.
never an option, as far as

But Ayers isn't asking for any timeoff.
This summer, as soon as BC's baseball season
ends, he'll head downshore to play for YarmouthDennis in the CapeCodBaseball League. When that
ends in August, it's right back to BC to get ready for
his last collegefootball season.
Obviously, he can'tplay both sports forever.
The choice must be made, sooner or later - but
when the time comes, will he choose the pigskin or
the cowhide?
"Ever heard of Bo Jackson?" he deadpanned.
"Just kidding. If I could play either sport at thepro
level, that would be an amazing opportunity and
truly a blessing. Post-graduation, I'm not close to
100 percent sure on what I want to do. I'll have to
see what opportunities are presented to me, and if
[sports] aren't the route I want to travel,I'll end up
in New York on Wall Street."
Typical CSOMer.
But as long as we're talking aboutopportunities
maybe somebody can arrange for Randy Moss to
pretend to be a kick returner for a day in this year's
NFLpreseason, and Ayers can send him his first-ever
kick in a Patriots uniform.
And maybe he'll drop it.

...

Boston College hockey captain Brian Boyle has
quickly established himself as a top scorer at the
professional level, tallying six points in his first nine
games with the ManchesterMonarchs. Boyle played
in the Monarchs' last two regular season games
without tallying a point, but in the first round of
the Calder Cup playoffs, Boyle has made his presencefelt.
The former Eagle hasnotchedtwo goals, four assists, and a plus-five rating in the playoffs, including
the game-winning goal in Game 6 to send Manchester into the secondround. Boyle's game-winner came
at 9:37 into the second overtime period, breaking a
2-2 tic and sending Manchester to the Calder Cup
Atlantic Division finals for the first time in club
history. Manchester beat the Worcester Sharks, the
AHL affiliateof the San Jose Sharks, in the series,
4-2, winning the first three games of the series and
then dropping the next two beforeBoyle ended Game
6 and helped the Monarchs avoid having to play
a seventh game. Manchester lost its first game of
the divisionfinals Tuesday night to the Providence
Bruins by a score of 6-3.
Skinner receives award in New York
Men'sbasketballhead coach Al Skinnerreceived
high honorsearlierthisweek when hereceived the Al
Arbour CoachAward at the Nassau County Sports
Commission's 13th Annual Award Dinner at the
Chateau Briand in Carle Place, N.Y.
The award came on the heels of Skinner's 10th
season as the head coach of the basketball team,
commemorating a career in which he has compiled
an unheralded 196-120 record.
He has ledthe Eaglesto four NCAA Tournament
appearances in the past four years and six in the
past seven years. In the 2000-2001 season, Skinner
brought theEagles from last place in theBig East to
first place. Since then, they have been consistently
near the top oftheir division.
Prior to his coaching career at Boston College,
Skinner was at the helm of the UniversityofRhode
Island teamfor nine years.

ESPN.com's Page 2 columnist AlanGrant added
some interesting and somewhatcontroversial insight

aboutformerheadfootballcoachTomO'Brien's final
season at Boston College.According to senior safety
Ryan Glasper, who went overlooked in lastweekend's
NFL draft, O'Brien completelymismanagedasevere
hip injury Glasper sustained in the2006 offseason,
which may have cost him a career in the NFL. As
toldto Grant, Glasper discoveredthathehad a torn
acetabular labrum in March 2006, a hip ligament
injury thatwas operated on one monthlater.He was
thencounseled by his surgeon to sit out for a year to
recover, so he requested a medicalredshirt. Apparently, O'Brien was not on the samepage as Glasper;
halfwaythrough the2006 season, O'Brieninformed
Glasper that he was "choosing not to play" so he
should try and expeditehis recovery time. According to O'Brien, Glasper hadbeen cleared to playby
a different doctorthan the one who had originally
performed the surgery, so the medicalredshirt had
never been granted, said O'Brien.
Apparently,nobodybotheredto let Glasper know.
He told Grant, "I respect allpeople and I've always
been a team player, but whenhe said all that, I just
wanted to punch that dude I won't dwell on it,
but I trusted him, and he could have really f?ed
up my career."

...

Women's Lacrosse falls to Dartmouth

Wednesday night, the Eagles fell to the Dartmouthwomen'slacrosseteam 13-9, inHanover, N.H.
BC fellbehind early,as Darmouthraced outto a 7- 0
leadto open the game. At the half, theBig Green led
8-1, and their lead was stretched to 9-1 early in the
secondhalf. But the Eagles ralliedfor a flurry ofgoals
later in the half to cut thelead to four with just over
three minutes remaining.
BC, however, would get no closer, and the score
remained 13-9.Leading the scoring barrage for the
Eagleswere sophomores JennaMcCabe andLauren
Fitzpatrick, who notched two goals apiece for the
Eagles.

Jared Dudley: Male

Athlete of the Year
By Jeffrey Weinstein

Sports Editor

Ifyou tookall of the top NBA draft prospects and
askedthemthe questionthatJaredDudleywas asked
on Saturday, you could pretty much predict all of
theirresponses except for Dudley's.
During his entire basketball career, Dudley has
relied on his unpredictability.
Coming out of high school, scouts said he was
unathletic, too overweight to play at a major Division I-level school.
Dudley proved them wrong, soaring up depth
charts with his performances late in the recruiting
game, and earning a scholarship to Boston College.
The unpredictable essence ofhow the 6-7, 225-pound small forward plays lulling taller, more
athletic players into leaning just the wrong way
before plowingup, under, over, or aroundfor a layup
how Dudleybecame one ofthebest players in the
history of BC men's basketball and why he is The
Heights' MaleAthlete of the Year.
When Dudley droppedby the WZBC press box
to do some color commentary, in the middle of the
second quarter of the Annual Jay McGillis Spring
football game, he was asked by one of the student
broadcasters, "Where would you like to play next
season?"
The stock response for this question is, "Well,
I'llplay for any team that wants to have me, a team
that I can contribute to right away,"
YetDudley answered candidly, "A team that can
win right away, like the San Antonio Spurs or the
Los Angeles Lakers."
When asked the same question again, the Californian listedmore teams, most of themcloser to his
home in San Diego than Boston.
"Any team that needs a smallforwardin a winning
Utah, Houston, Detroit, any team
organization
that needs me," said Dudley.
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Being "needed" was not a problem for Dudley at
BC this season.
While the seniorknewhe wouldbe the main scoring option, there was no way ofpredicting howmuch
Dudleywould have to carry the Eagles in orderfor
them to be an NCAA-caliber team again.
With the dismissal ofScan Williams, just as the
junior center was rounding into a complete player,
and Akida McLain, Dudley had to assume more
scoring and leadershipresponsibilities to keep the
team together, all whilebeing hampered by a stress
fracture in his foot.
While Williams and Dudley enter the NBA draft
this year as potential first-round picks, Williams'
antics are not far from Dudley's memory, nor is
the burden that the center's loss put on the senior
lookingto end his career on a positive note, with an
extendedrun in the NCAA Tournament.
"He'shis own man. Whathe doesis what he does.
I haven't talkedabout [the draft] with him at all,"
said Dudley.
Behind Dudley's memorableefforts 30 points
against Virginia Tech, 23 points, including a fourpoint play in the final minute against Florida State,
and23 points against Clemson on SeniorDay the
Eagles got themselves a bid to the NCAA Tournament, and gaveFinalFour-bound Georgetownarun
for their money in the secondround before bowing
out graciously, 62-55, to the Hoyas.
Just over a month later, Dudley finds himself in
transition between two worlds: the comfort of BC,
and the new, exciting, unpredictable world of the
NBA.
"I've been working out, getting ready for the
draft.For one, I started working out with the new
basketball they have. I've been doing different
drills, shooting, conditioning. Basically, since we
finished playing it's been a little hectic lately,"
said Dudley.
Yetfor someone who thrives on unpredictability,
on and offthe court, the NBArepresents an exciting
?

?
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new opportunity, in a new city,

with a new group of

teammates.

Though there is a chance that Dudley could be
reunited with his former teammate Craig Smith in
Minnesota, he knows he will be comfortablewith or
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JaredDudley's stellar yearof leadership on the hardwood made him an easy choice for MaleAthlete of theYear.
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withoutfamiliarfaces.
"Evenif I don'tknow anyone it'll be a dreamcome
true just to make it," said Dudley.
From Dudley, that was an unusuallypredictable
response. \u25a0
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The Heights

The Week Ahead

Standings

This week, the baseball team heads
down to South Carolina. Softball
battles a former Big East rival before

JeffWeinstein

40-24

NickTarnoff
JessicaIsner

37-27
37-27

Heights staff

32-32

headingto Maryland. In NBA action,
the Warriors need one more win to
shock the Mavericks, and in the NHL,
the Rangers andSabres are tied.

B9

BCnotes

Recap from Last Week
The baseball team continued its winning ways with a series victory over
Virginia Tech, then they downed Quinnipiac, 13-2. Softball losttheirseries
in Blacksburg but managedtowin the
last game of the series, and the Red
Sox beat up on theYankees.

Guest Editor:
Tula Batanchiev
Assoc. Copy Editor
"Is itfootball season yet?"

Men'sclub lacrosse
The Boston College men's club lacrosse team (No. 15)
finishedoff its regular season in style on Sunday, dispatching
the No. 11 Northeastern Huskies for the PCLL Championship at UNH. Sophomore midfielder Matt Johnson netted
the game-winning goalwith just two seconds left to play,
breaking a 5-5 tic to give the Eagles a 6-5 win in what was a
defensivebattle.
The Eagles finished the season with a 12-1record, one of
thebest campaigns in the history of the program. The Eagles
will now advance to the Men's CollegiateLacrosse Association Championships, to be held in Frisco, Texas, starting on
May 15.

Softball

Jeff Weinstein

This Week's Games

Sports Editor

Baseball: Boston College at Clemson (series)
Softball:Boston College vs. Providence
Softball:Boston College at Maryland(series)

ciemson

Jessica Isnet
Assoc. Sports Editor

Nick Tarnoff
Asst. Sports Editor

Tula Batanchiev
Assoc. Copy Editor

Ciemson

Ciemson

ciemson

BC

bc

bc

Providence

BC

Maryland

Maryland

Maryland

NBA Series: Dallas Mavericks vs. Golden State Warriors

Dallas

Dallas

Golden State

Golden State

NHL Series: New York Rangers vs. Buffalo Sabres

Rangers

Rangers

Sabres

Rangers

The Softball team lost a heartbreaker Tuesday afternoon
when it surrendereda 1-0 contestto UMass. Freshman Taylor
Peyton registered a complete game and let up just one run
on four hits, but UMass proved to have all it wouldneed to
come away with the victory. Britney Balschmitter went to the
mound for UMass and was just dominant enough to holdthe
Eagles scoreless over seven innings, allowing three hits and
registering five strikeouts. BC had a chance to come back
in the seventh inning when Dani Weir shot a two-out single
through the right side, butBalschmitter induced a groundout
to get out unscathed.

A walk-on inspires a campus
Aponavicius, from Al
The Story

By now, we allknow the story. Aponavicius' introduction to BC football came in the stands in his
Superfan shirtand a sombrero. A defenseman on his
high school soccer team, Aponavicius was discovered
kicking field goals one evening by a team assistant
and was offereda chance to walk on to the football
team. The rest is history: a perfect two-for-two on
field goals and two extra points in his first-ever
game of organized football against Virginia Tech,
the assumption of the starting kicker role with the
dismissal of Ryan Ohliger, and the winning field
goal as time expired in the Meinike Car Care Bowl
against Navy.
It was the stuff of legend.
"Once I found out that I was going to be playing,
it was reallyjust a rush of emotions," said Aponavicius. "I went from beinga fan to beingeighth-string
kicker to actually playing. And to do it against a
top 25 team and one that's known for its special
teams, I couldn't really have writtena story better.
To go from never playing football to that was pretty
unbelievable."
"But going out for that first extra point, I took
my stepsbackandlooked up at theJumboTronright
behind the uprights. To see my picture on that was
really kind of the first time I realized that this was
actually happening. It went through the uprights,
thankfully. It was a crazy feeling like nothing I've
ever felt before."
The media-friendly story exploded on the national scene. According to Chris Cameron, BC's associate athletic directorin charge ofmediarelations,
calls came in from CNN, ESPN, Sports Illustrated,
and evenEllen DeGeneres.
"It's rare for a popular story to get this sort of
attention," said Cameron.
The attention caught Aponavicius unprepared.
He amused reporters (who were ever referring to
him as likeable,fresh faced, and grinning) with his
exuberantbehavior on thefield and with the media,
coming overdressedfor his first postgame news conference in a coat and tic.
"I was all so strange to me," said Aponavicius."I
didn'tknow how to dealwith it, going from nothing
likethatbefore. I made thelocalpaper before in high
school for hitting a single in baseball or having an
assist in soccer, but nothing likethis. It was strange,
but obviously an awesome thing to happen It was
just funny, allthe things that happenedand just how
quickly things change."

...

What hasn't changed is Aponavicius. On andoff
thefield, hehas maintainedthe smileand personality
that won him so many admirers.
Kevin Murphy, A&S '09, whofirst met amaroonand-gold-paintedAponaviciuslast yearon theirway
to the Army game, now shares aroom in Walsh with
him. While he said that Aponavicius uses his story
"all the time" to impress girls, he said Aponavicius
never let success go to his head.
"He didn'tget carried away with it. He was never
like 'Oh, look at me, I'm a superstar now.'He stayed
very down-to-earth,"said Murphy.
"Not much has changed," said backup kicker
Sam Lovett, A&S TO. "Same guy, same workouts,
same routine. The guys respect him a lot and feel
confident playing withhim."
The Person
From Easton, Pa., Aponavicius is the grandchild
of Lithuanian immigrants (from whom he takes his
distinctivelast name) who fledSoviet occupationto
America.He creditsthem with inspiring himthrough
hard times and expandinghis culinary taste.
"I got to eat some disgusting food as a kid," he
said. "Growing up, that was a part ofmy experience.
Seeing where they came from, having no choice but
to leave their country, it really helped me put things
into perspective so that when little problems come
along, [I can think], well, I'm not being forced out
of my home and having to travel thousands and
thousands ofmiles."
Aponavicius said that his family has been instrumental in the development of his personality.
When asked why stories constantly referred to him
as "likeable guy," he creditedhis mother.
"Coming from where I did, I have no choice. I
think my mom wouldkill me if I changed into a cocky
football player," said Aponavicius."I couldn't ever
imagine being like that. I really enjoy being around
people."
"Ithink he understandsthat it'slike reality," said
Steve'sfather, Ben Aponavicius. "Youcan fall just as
fast as you can rise up."
"It's always been Steve's personality. He's always been very easygoing," said his mother, Jan
Aponavicius.

Outside of football, Steve's life looks very much
likethat of any student. He's not sure whathe wants
to do with his life, he has no money left on his meal
plan, and he has to balance his extracurricularactivities with a full load of courses. With a financeand
marketing concentration in Carroll SchoolofManagement, Steve earnedAll-ACC academichonors for

SONNY FABBRI / HEIGHTS STAFF

Against Virginia Tech, a team known for blocking kicks, Aponavicius did the improbable, nailing every field goal.
maintaining a GPAabove a 3.0. Aponaviciussaidthe
biggest change going from student to student-athlete

has been the timecommitment.
"The time commitment is different. Everyday life
is really mapped out now with football. Especially
come fall, we get a schedule with just about every
minute of every day as to what we are going to do,"
said Aponavicius. "In some ways it cuts into study
time, but it forces you to be good at time management. It is a lot of time, but we do have enough
time to finish work and stuff. There are days when
I'm tired from lifting and all that and it becomes
increasingly more difficult to do that problem set
or write that paper."
This summer, when many CSOM majors will be
doinginternships and buildinga resume, Aponavicius willbe on the practice field doingtwo-a-days. As
one of the thousands ofNCAA players who willprobably be going pro in something other than football,
Aponavicius saidhe hopes that future employerswill
look at his football experience as a positive.
"I'mhoping that prospectiveemployers will look
on the fact that I playfootball as apositive and not

as a negative. It is tough that you can't do internships
over the summer," said Aponavicius.

For allthe timecommitmentand sacrifices, Aponavicius knowshe is living a dream. With a top-rated
kicker coming in from California, he knows he will
have to fight to stay in the starting role. Still, he's
relishing an opportunity he never thought he'd have
- the opportunity for people to know his name.
"After the games when we come out from the
lockerroom thereis always a group of peoplewaiting.
Sometimesthere willbe a lotofkids there asking for
autographs. It's just so strange for me to be doing

that, butit's a lot offun," said Aponavicius."I always
think, people cannot really want my autograph. It
takes so long to sign, too, with my last name, but I
can never turn that down."
"I think I've been exposed to a lot more just as
any collegekid is - livingon your own and that sort
ofthing. And thenthrough football, just seeing what
this part oflife is like that I never thought I would
get to see is just cool. I keep saying 'awesome,'but
that is the best word I can use to describethe situation." \u25a0

Baseball beats up on
Big Green early
back and watching my pitchers work."
The bullpen's strength gave life to an Eagles offense that had struggled recently until exploding
left fieldwall.Belfiore'sthirdhome run ofthe season for 13 runs on Tuesday against Quinnipiac. For the
tiedthe score at two, before BC added anotherrun second consecutive day, the Eaglespounded out 18
off of Dartmouth starter Chase Carpenter to take hits. BC second baseman Joseph Ayers blasted a
the leadfor good. "He [Carpenter] just threw me a home run to left field in the fourth, followedby Jared
McGuire's shot in the sixth. The round-trippers
straight fastball, and I drove the ball. I've been seeing the ball well lately, so hopefully I'llkeep it up," marked the fourth of the week for BC.
said Belfiore afterthe game. Carpenter's record fell
"Itreally looks likethe offense is coming around,"
to 0-7 on the season.
said Belfiore. "I know Quinnipiac and Dartmouth
BC's bats then erupted for eight hits in the secdon't have the deepest pitching staffs, but we're
ond inning, including leadoffback-to-back-to-back swinging the bats - andthat's the key."
doubles by Brandon Ziemann, Harry Darling, and
The win over Dartmouth gave BC its 20th win on
Ryan Hutchinson. Three singles and a double later, the season and much-needed momentum heading
the Eagles hadtaken a commanding 9-2 lead.
into a tough weekend series against No. 18 ClemHayer's woes continued in the top of the third, son. The Tigers, 13-8 in ACC play, have not lived
and he was pulled after allowingeight walks, three up to heady preseason expectations. Several polls
hits, and five runs.
originally hadClemsonas the No.l team in America.
Despite therocky start, the sophomore earnedhis Despite a midseason slump the Tigers rebounded
first career win. After his exit, reliever Geoff Oxley by beating South Carolina and winning a series
scatteredfive hits over three innings for the Eagles. against GeorgiaTechlast week. Clemson's outstandThe freshman struck out three Dartmouth batters, ing pitching should prove a tough test against the
and keyed the Eagles strong bullpenperformance, Eagles' hitters.
which has been a recent trend for baseball head
Belfiore added, "We know we're going down to
coach Mikio Aoki.
Clemson as the underdog. Their ace, Danny Moskos,
"Our bullpen has been great lately. It's awesome is tough. He's a lefty that throws in the mid-90s. I
to see the guyspitching well, especially Ox [Oxley]," heardhe may be a first-rounderthis year. But, we're
saidpinch-hitter Tony Sanchez about hisroommate. going to prepare and go out andplay ball. I think if
"To win in this league, you've got to have pitching we do our thing, the hits will come. We're justtrying
depth. It makes my job easier, too," the every day to reach that goal of the ACC Tournament. Then,
catcher added. "I'm a lazy guy, so I love just sitting anything can happen." \u25a0

Baseball, from 810

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Ryan Hutchinson was a part of the earlyhitting barrage that gave the Eagles a big lead against Dartmouth.
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Numbers to Know

14
Saves made by women's lacrosse goalie Katie Monaghan
in Thursday's loss to UVA.

LDoTubhle ife

7
Innings pitched by softball
freshman Taylor Peyton in
Tuesday's 1-0 loss to UMass.

3
Consecutive series in ACC
play thathave been won by the
baseball team.

2
Number of BC offensive linemen taken in the first four
rounds of last weekend's NFL
draft.

Talk of the Heights
"Education is really
important to me,"
"If I didn't want to go
to school, I would have
stayed in France to play
there. I wanted to get a
good education and
a great experience here
at BC ."

-Laura Georges,
BC women's soccer
player and member of the
French national team

ACC
Standings
Baseball
Atlantic Division
Florida State
Clemson
NC State
Wake Forest
Boston College
Maryland
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By

Jessica Isner

Assoc. Sports Editor

M

\u25a0
\u25a0 ost of us know Johnny Ayers as the guy who roped a double off
of the first pitch Dice-K ever threw in
America.
The rest of us know him as that kid
who plays football and baseball.
And those ofus who don'tknow that
have been livingunder a rock.
While most of Boston College was
embarking on spring break excursions
last March, the BC baseball team was
down in Fort Myers to join the Boston
Red Sox in the early stages of spring
training. It just so happened that
Daisuke Matsuzaka's first preseason
start was scheduledfor thatFriday, and
Ayers was the Eagle lucky enough to be
batting leadoff.
Well, "lucky" may be the wrong word;
facing the nation's most anticipated
starting pitcher in his first-ever appear-

ACC
17-4
13-8
12-12
11-13 BASEBALL
11-13
7-17

kicker for the football team. So when
ance in a Red Sox uniform would problike Daisuke Matsuzaka.
"I think it was great for our program he's not leading the baseball team in
ably have made Albert Pujols squirm.
So imagine the astonishment that to get this kind of exposure in Boston batting average or ranking as the fifthswarmed the country when Ayers, a and, to a lesser debest kicker in the ACC,
what's he doing?
junior infielderfrom Oakton, Va., from
gree, nationwide,"
nights
a team whosefield is used as a parking
Does the phrase
Ayers said. "[Ryan There are a lot
"group project" mean
lot during football season, rocketed a Hutchinson, Jared
when all your
first-pitch fastball down the left-field McGuire] and I were
anythingto you?
are out partying and
line with all ofAmerica watching.
the first three to face
"Juggling both
sports and CSOM
"I made it pretty clear I was going him, and we all just you have to stay in, or
to hunt the fastball," said Ayers. "First lookedforwardto the
doesn't come without
you're on a road trip
sacrifices," he admitpitch was a fastball, so I took a hack."
opportunity to face
Well then, it was quite ahack; Dice- a pitcher of Diceand you have to sit in ed, "There are a lot of
X's fastball left even A-Rod looking X's magnitude. All
nights when all your
a hotel room. That's
friends are out partying
dazedand confused last Friday.
the reporters calling
Gene DeFilippo should send Ayers a our cell phones, all
and you have to stay in,
justpart the price
you're on a road trip
thank you-note. For a baseball program the media requests
when you sign or
that gets relatively no attention comand you have to sit in a
- it was definitely you pay
up to be a Division-I hotel room. That's just
pared to other ACC powerhouses like an exciting time in
part oftheprice youpay
Clemson and Florida State, the press my baseball career,"
athlete.
when you sign up to be
coverage that ensued after the Dice-K he said.
-Johnny Ayers,
Oh, and that's
double was, in a word, unbelievable.
a Division-I athlete.It's
BC baseball/football star
ESPN, Fox, USA Today, CNN, TheBoston just his baseball careallyjust all about time
Globe, NESN - they were allthere.
reer. There's a footmanagement,"he said.
Must be pretty flattering to see your ball one, too.
name in the same sentence as somebody
You may recognize Ayers as the place
See Ayers, B8

of
friends

of

SOFTBALL

Eagles split series with BU

Softball

By

ACC
15-5
15-6
14-6
13-7
11-9
6-11
3-14
1-20

Team
Virginia Tech
NC State
Georgia Tech
Florida State
North Carolina
Maryland
Boston College
Virginia

Game to Watch
Softball
IAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Michael Belfiore continued his impressive freshman campaign with a two-run homer.

Bats stay hot in big
win over Dartmouth
Boston
vs. Maryland
J
College
Maryland comes into the series having
lost three in a row, while BC just split a
series with BU. The Eagles won two of
threefrom the Terps last season.
Fri. 1 p.m., Sat. 3 p.m., Sun. 1 p.m.

Joe Gravellese

Heights Staff

By David Amstutz

Heights Staff

The baseball team won its third
straight game on
BCI2
Wednesday afterDartmouth 6
noon against the hapless Dartmouth Big
Green. A sparse crowd witnessed the
12-6 slugfest at sunny Shea Field.
The Eagles fell behind early in the
contest as Boston College starting

INSIDE SPORTS
THIS ISSUE

pitcher Kurt Hayer struggled to locate
the strike zone. The right-hander got
the first two Dartmouth hitters out in
the first, before walking the next three
batters. That loaded the bases for Big
GreenleftfielderAndrewNacario, andhe
responded with a two-run single.
The Eagles struckback in thebottom
of the first whenfreshman firstbaseman
Mike Belfiore hit a two-run shot over the

BC news and notes

See Baseball, B9

Brian Boyle, Al Skinner, Ryan Glasper, and
TomO'Brien all made news this week.B8

Things looked good for the Boston
College softball team in the bottom of
the seventh in game two against Boston
University: Trailing 5-4 with one out
and a runner on second base, Katrina
Vazquez hit a little bloop pop up that
appearedto be asure out, but droppedin
between the centerfielderand thesecond
baseman. Suddenly,BC had two runners
on with one out and, arguably, theirbest
two hitterscoming to theplate in Jenna
Macchi and Britney Thompson.
BU's Brittany DeBUS
twiler got Macchi
to pop out weakly
BC4
to third base. Then,
BC3
Thompson grounded
BUI
out to second to end
the ballgame, giving
Detwiler a complete game victory. Taylor Peyton took the loss for the Eagles.
The win gave BU a split of the day's
doubleheader against the Eagles, who
took game one by a score of 3-1. The
split moved the Eagles to 12-27 on the
season.

Early on in game two, BC looked
to possibly be on their way toward a
doubleheadersweep. The Eagles led 2-1
on the strength ofa second inning home
runby Dani Wier and strong pitchingby
Peyton. But in the fifth, BU lashed out
to score three runs and take control of
the game. Shortstop Melissa Dubay got
it started for the Terriers with a laser
shot leadoff home run. Two outs later,
Molly Gallagher earned a walk. That

Male and Female athletes of the year

In our last issue of the semester, we reveal our choices
for BC's best ofthis past year in sports. 87, B8

set the stage for a Brandi Shields tworun blast, which gave BU theirfirst lead
of the game, 4-2. The Eagles got one
back in the home half of the fifth, as

Amanda Booth drove in Ashley Obrest
with a lined single to center field to cut
the deficit to 4-3. But in the top of the
sixth inning, Eagles reliefpitcher Savana
Lloyd alloweda one-out solo home run
byRachel Hebert torestore theTerriers'
two run lead. BC once again closed to
within one in the bottomof the sixth on
a lead off home runby Macchi, her ninth
blast of the season, which made it 5-4
and set up the dramaofthe seventh,but
BU would escape to get the win.
BC won the day's first game on the
back of another dominating pitching
performanceby Thompson. Thompson
went the full seveninnings, yielding one
run on just four hits and fanning six to
improve her record to 8-13.
Megan Currier was also impressive
for BU, going thedistanceand giving up
three runs on just six hits. Unfortunately
for her, one of those hits came at a very
inopportune time. With the score tied
at one in the bottomof the sixth inning
and Thompson on second base, Obrest
muscledup andblasteda two-run homer
to left center, giving BC the 3-1 lead,
which wouldhold up in the seventh as
Thompson retired BU 1-2-3. Thompson
was the star of the day for the Eagles,
who combined her complete game victory in the circle with a solid offensive
day. She went a combined two-for-six
with two runs scored - including the
game tying run in game one - and an
RBI.i

Editor's Picks
BC Notes

B7
B7
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BRAND NEW AT THE AVALON [41
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Arts

rheTop 5 things to do

when the folks come
to help you move out.

Festival Winners 2007

WcULPTURE CDMPETITDN
AFRICAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION WINS SCULPTURE COMPETITION

FIVE
TOHEP
(Right): Jeffery Howe, Chair
of the Arts Council and Ayana
Saunders, was lead designer
for the African Student Organization sculpture

\u25a0

COURTESYOF CATHI lANNO FOURNIER

>-

PHOTO COURTESY OF KEN HOWARP

BLUE MAN GROUP
Struggling to do something "unique" with your parents? Tired of Shakespeare,bored by
ballet, but enthralledby rock operas, loud noises, and feats ofphysical prowess? Here's the
important question: Do you like the colorblue?
If youanswered "yes" to any of the above, then the Blue Man Group might be just the
($5B) ticket you're looking for. With performances Wednesday through Sunday at convenient afternoon and evening times,it's a surprisinglyengrossing hourand40 minutes during
which youwon't have to talk to the folks.
With shows in New York, Las Vegas, Chicago, Berlin, London, and of course, Boston
(at TheCharles Playhouse), thenumbers don'tlie:People ofallages and tastes dig the Blue
Man Group. It's not hard to understand why. Rock-out sessions on drums, paint splattering, marshmallow tossing, and, of course, the comedy. The blue trio may not speak, but
some of the show's jokes are as funny as any stand-up routine (and perhaps more socially
insightful).
One instance takes place in an Internet coffee shop, "where people can sit silently, surrounded by others to whom they will not talk, while communicatingvia computer to individuals in another location."Others are just ascreative, andwhen you'renot laughinghysterically,
you're mesmerizedby any number ofcrazy antics the Blue Men are performing.

<ij|'SBEST
JAY LEONARD, WCAS '07
named best singer/songwriter
THE PROJECT
Edges out Icy Hott and
wins Modstock performance
(See pg. 3 for more on The
Project with frontman Andrew
Furth).

(Left): Jay Leonard

3. SWAN BOAT RIDE

iJIjT CDUNCIL

fflfl

AWARDS

\
SENIORS
Myra Chai - studio art, photography
Tina Dimonda - music
Jarret Izzo- music
Christpher Leuchten - music
William Przylucki - film and music

Everybody loves John F. Kennedy (these
days) so give - brace yourself - a MUSEUM a chance. Nothing like a stroll
through this world-famousdestination to
convince your parents that you actually
learned something this year.

Open seven days a week for an easy-going, 15-minute aquatic meander around
thePublic Garden Lagoon. Sure, it might
involve someconversation, but yourfolks
will thank you for the cheap $2.75 it's
costing them.

JUNIORS
Jeff Augustin - theater
Andrew "Curly" Glynn -theater
Jamie Deangelo - fine arts
Christopher Hopkins - music
Emily Reeves- music

SOPHOMORES
Cara Campanelli - Music
MatthewPorter - Theater

4. HOWARD YEZERSKI
GALLERY

Mark Woodall- Music

ARTS COUNCIL FACULTY AWARD
Sebastian Bonaiuto,
Director of Bands

V
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Tired of shopping on Newbury Street? Try the
HowardYezerski Galleryon Newbury Street and
check out a Boston College professor's workin-progress, "Every Day." Admission's free, but
shopping's not.

GO HOME

MUSIC

oinn usic
Mm
By

Jeff Wallace

Heights Staff

The end is in sight. Classes are nearly over, but this is just
the eye of the storm. Finals lurk like an uninvited guest at a
house party. Despite your best efforts, they will not disappear, and maybe theywill even eat a thing or two out of your
fridge before they are on theirway. For some, caffeine will be
the unsung hero during this home stretch; for others, it may
involve more elaborate means to keep the brain functioning,
perhaps something that only a doctor can prescribe. For me,
the only prescription necessary is a set of headphones and a
solid library of tunes.
Music can workin two ways during the cramming process.
For example, when I am reading, I find it difficult to get any
meaning out of the text when I have Snoop Dogg rapping directly into my ears about the gangsta lifestyle. I am sure John
Locke wouldbe appalledifall 1took from his SecondTreatise
was "With so much drama in theL.B.C. / It's kinda' hardbeing
Snoop D-O-double-G."
To complement this type of studious adventure, I would
recommend something that lacks vocals. You want something
that has enough presence to keep you moving but does not
beg you to get involved. Jazz is the way to go. John Coltrane
wouldbe a great start. Also, ifyou are one of those different
sorts ofpeople, like me, you willfind no shortage ofjambands
capable of this task.
There will be numerous timesthroughoutthe coming week
when distractionsare welcomed.When you begin to feel helpless in your quest to decipher the meaning of something that
will not matter in life, a brief sing-along or an air guitar solo
is a great escape.
I offer one word of adviceto avoid an awkwardsituation:
Pay attention to your surroundings. Singing "Killing in the
Name" byRage Againstthe Machine in the library couldresult
in a call to thepolice. Forthese festive setbacks, my suggestion
is to go with anything that makes you happy. We allknow that
the nexttwo weeks will be highly stressful. But ifyou spend a
fewminutes lost in a song,rather than lost in space, I guarantee
that you will come back feeling refreshed. \u25a0

.

A group 'Project' worth getting excited about
AlexNordenson
Assoc. Arts & Review Editor
OK, we have Chris O'Donnell and Doug Flutie.But Boston Collegehas long needed a musical act to callits own.
Harvard has Weezer; Tufts has Guster. BC has er, a lot of a capella groups.Enter theboys from The Project, BC's
latest musical hopefuls and maybe the best chancewe've got for rock band braggingrights. Fresh off a victory at the
"BC's Best" music competition at Arts Fest and slated to play at Modstock today, The Project has done a fair bit of
damage around campus since conquering this semester'sBattle of the Bands. Very impressive for a band that's only
been together for two months (Battle of the Bands was The Project's first gig).
The foursome wasbrought togetherearlier this spring by current frontman andcreative pilotAndrew Furth, A&S
'09. Hailingfrom the vibrant music scene of Chicago, Furth had previously been working on his own solo career as
a singer-songwriter. He played several showsaround the city and on campus last year and evenrecorded a full-length
album.But he got bored and lonely. Thisyear, Furth decidedto seek out musicians at BC and try to get a band started.
He eventually connected with Shane Becerra,The Project's lead guitarist and CSOM '09, viatheInternet andthe two
aspiring musicians began to play together. When they liked what they heard, they added a drummer (Furth's friend
and roommate Andy Pelissier, CSOM '09), and a bassist (Phil Logan, A&S '09) to spawn The Project.
The band's first few tunes were reworkings of some of Furth's laidback, acoustic solo stuff. As they continue to
work with one another and collaborate, each of the members is influencing the sound to create a style the band can
call its own. Though Furth claims thatThe Project doesn'ttarget a particular style or genre in its music, he classifies
the outfit as a pop-jam band, citing influences such as Dave Matthews Band, Jack Johnson, The Allman Brothers,
and The Beatles.
The Project's goal at this point is to record an albumand to establish a significant fan base on campus and around
Boston. Before parting for the summer, the guys plan to head into the studio sometimein the next couple ofweeks
to begin the self-production of a five-song EP. Furth hopes that the positivereception of this disc will be enough
to boost the band's reputation for next year, when it will pursue residencies at a number of local venues. As for
Modstock this week, it is by far the biggest performance in The Project's young career. Needless to say, the guys
are pumped. They take the stage at 4 p.m., but if you're alreadyintrigued, check out the band's Web site at www.
theprojectboston.com. \u25a0
By

Chart-Toppers
TOP SINGLES

TOP COLLEGE ALBUMS

Avril Lavigne - "Girlfriend"

y

A

Modest Mouse -We Were Dead BeforeThe Ship

MTU8
sIutpAoendsalrbeyut,m

...

Timbaland - "Give It To Me"

*y

Led Soundsystem - Sound OfSilver

Akon - "Don't Matter"

"<

Arcade Fire - Neon Bible

A

Ted Leo andThe Pharmacists - Living With The Li...

\

I'm From Barcelona - Let Me Introduce My Friends

Fergie feat Ludacris - "Glamorous"

-

T-Pain feat. Yung Joe "Buy U A Drank (Shawty..."
Gwen Stefani feat Akon - "The Sweet Escape"

£

111 - Myth Takes

/

Bone Thugs-N-Harmony feat Akon -"I Tried"

7

Panda Bear - Person Pitch

Q

Mims - "This Is Why I'm Hot"

Q

Low - Drums And Guns

Q

Pink-"U +Ur Hand"

Q

Air - Pocket Symphony

IQ

Gym Class Heroes - "Cupid's Chokehoid"

IQ

The Fratellis - Costello Music

Travis
The Boy With No Name

Bone Thugs-N-Harmony
Strengh & Loyalty

Radiohead
Com Lag (2Plus2rsFive)

Data compiled by www.billboard.comand www.cmj.com
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Brilliant, shrieking,
New in concert
By Frank

.

Gatto

Heights Staff

As you may know, Stephen Colbert is in a "metaphor-off'with therecently outspoken
Scan Perm. For one night only, 1 will enter the fray. This should be interesting
If the membersof Brand New are a bunch ofmad scientists, then they blew up the
lab on April 24 at their sold-out Avalon show. Simultaneous masters of emotion and
destruction, the Long Island natives brought the fury and nearly losttheir wits throughout the evening. Very quickly, the audience got the sense that this was more than just a
concert for Brand New; this was their lives on exhibit.
Time has been very kind to Brand New. In 2001, the band debuted with a tasty emo
morselcalled Your Favorite Weapon. While the albumhad its sweet spots, it was relatively forgettable compared to the band's future work.
Brand New's sophomorerelease, Deja Entendu, was released four years ago. If Your
Favorite Weapon was made in the daylight, thenDeja Entendu was a product of twilight.
The album was filled with irresistiblehooks with a dark, angsty twist. Clearly, Brand
New had changed its course, and luckily, its fans were down.
Just six months ago, Brand Newreleasedits finest work yet, TheDevil and GodAre
RagingInsideofMe. The albumfollowedtheprogress ofits predecessor,leavingbehind
a trail of jaunting,epic choruses and a knack for turning emotional instability into a brilliant dance. The widelyrespected albumfound its way into a diverse set of hearts. Even
those who wouldtypically scoff at the tagline "emo" generouslypraise the latest work
of Brand New, as ifYourFavorite Weapon had never happened.
As kings of the stage, themembersofBrandNewbrought alloftheirtwo-dimensional
volatility into the third album. Lead singer Jesse Lacey's broken voice tore apart the
sound spectrum; he howled, crooned, and bickered with his inner demons. But he did
so with meticulous grace.Atruly charismatic frontman, Lacey knew justwhich buttons
to press, trapping the crowd in his tractor beam of explosive allure.
The rest of the band,no doubt, held its own as well. LikeLewis and Clark, guitarists
Vinnie Accardi and Derrick Sherman orchestrated colossalbreakdowns that explored
the threshold ofsound. On rhythm, Brian Lane beat the life out his

LCD Soundsystem'ssecond album, Sound
ofSilver, is groovystuff- pop music at its
finest. It has a perfect balance between
dance and rock and is alsolaced with a
myriadofsoundsreminiscentof disco,
post-punk, andKrautrock.
James Murphy, the man behind
LCD Soundsystem, was born in
1970.He grewup with experimental
pop artists such as David Bowie,
The Fall, Roxy Music, Talking
Heads, and New Order. Channeling
the artistic pretentiousness of the
'60s counterculture, these musicians
viewedthemselves as something more
By Michael O'Brien
than just pop. Instead ofreleasing pop
Heights Editor
albums, they madepublic "statements"
about life,society, and other topics ofthe
armchair-philosophybreed.
In the age of Madonna, Britney Spears,
andAmericanIdol, a deejay-producerwho cares
about writing mature yet danceable music is quite
rare. Murphy first hit it big in 2002 with his LCD

tracks
from the

underground
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drums as bassist Garret Tierney anchored downwithout a budge.
Brand New's set exclusively featured songs from its latest two albums. In fact, the band
kicked offthe show with eight straight songs from Deja Entendu and closed with The Devil and
God in its entirety (minus "Untitled").Like a loyal lover, Brand New remainedfaithful to its
studio renditions but fell to temptation while exploring unchartered territory. The band fleshed
out moments of spontaneousimprovisation that arose out of the ether andcrossed the border of
shoegazingwithout documentation.
Although the entire night was filled with brilliant fits ofmelodic genius, there were several
moments where the band deliciously lost all control. Particularly, "You Won't Know" found
Lacey shrieking for what seemed like hours beforereaching some sort ofresolution in his head.
It was hard to say this was just an act.
This little event, however,was just a smallflame compared to the infernal moment thatwas
"Welcome to Bangkok." The song, an instrumental, featured over 15 band members(thanks to a
little help from openingacts Manchester Orchestra andKevin Devine) absolutelytearingthe stage
apart in a polyrhythmic, heavily distorted masterpiece.And just whenyou thought the end ofthe
world was in order, up rose the sun, and Brand New slipped into the shadows of theAvalon. A

Soundsystem single"LosingMy Edge." In 2005, he
released a self-titledalbum thatreceived vast acclaim
and reached the UK's top 20. Compared to LCD
Soundsystem, however, Sound ofSilver ismuch more
refined - sleeker,moremature, and more fun.
The first track, "Get fnnocuous," - is a great
opener and one of my favorites on the album. For
the duration of the song, there's a bunch of enticingly raucous electronic samples and a cacophony
ofpercussion on loop.Murphy's slurred,psychedelic
vocals - reminiscent of Brian Eno and Bowie - are
ambiguous, yet encouraging: "Alone and prone in
the half-light / And late, late to thereal-life / If you
find a way into the goldrush / You will stay untilthe
morning comes / You can normalize/ Don't it make
you feel alive!"
Interestingly, one of the best songs on the album,
"Someone Great," is a melancholictrack that, while
musically danceable, shouldn't be played in a club
or at a party. With pulsing synthesizers and swirling
samples, this is definitely Murphy's most emotionally compelling song yet: "I wake up and the phone
is ringing / Surprised, as it's early / And that should

be theperfect warning / That something's a problem
/ To tell the truth I saw it coming / Theway you were
breathing / But nothing can prepare you for it / The
voice on the otherend."
Murphy is, at heart, a NewYorker. The last track
- "New York, I Love You But You're Bringing Me
Down" is his statement, lamenting: "New York,
you'reperfect / Oh pleasedon't change a thing /Your
mild billionairemayor's now convinced he's a king
/ And so the boring collect /1 mean all disrespect /
In the neighborhood bars I'd once dreamt I would
drink."
In conclusion, if you're going to take one thing
from this article let it be this: Throw out all your
American Idol-type records and get LCD Soundsystem's two albums. At the least, your Friday and
Saturday nights will be much better.
Also, if you'rearunner, I suggest you check out a
song45-minutes long,which Murphy composed and
produced for Nike'sNike+ product. The lattersynchs
upone's iPod with a wirelessreceiver in Nike+ shoes
andtracks various running statistics. It's a cool song
and a marvel of technology.
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Gulp of Mexico

We all love to celebrate Cinco dc Mayo, but what
are we actually partying for? Many people think its
Mexican IndependenceDay, but that's Sept. 16. Cinco dc
Mayo actually commemoratesthe victory ofGeneral Ignacio
ZaragozaSequin and his army over the French in the Battle of
Puebla of 1862. So in honor ofGeneral Sequin and our favorite fiesta of the year, T
give you the Gulp ofMexico.
This plethora of spirits combines to make a delicious treat. Between shots of Jose
and sips of Corona, take a chance on this Mexicanbeverage. (It might not have originated in Mexico, but you'll be hard-pressed to find a Mexican that's goingto turn it
down. Or anyone else over21 for that matter.)
Chill a highballglassbeforehand.Pour all ingredients in, saving the Sprite for last.
Stir gently and serve. Toast to the good generaland gulp down some Mexico.
Skip the tequilafor a NationalAquarium.
I have no idea how it got the name, other
than its blue and resembles aqua. Not into
?
the crazy mix? Opt for just the vodka, blue
1/2 ounce vodka
curacao, sweet and sour, and Sprite for an
«l/ 2ounce light rum
?
electricblue lemonade. I'drecommend light
1/2 ounce blue curacao
*l/
2ounce gin
cubes for this drink. Youknow what... go
out and buy light cubes for alldrinks because
* 1/2 ounce tequila
*2 ounces sweet & sour mix
really, who doesn't want a laser light show
*2 ounces sprite
in their Coke and rum? Drink up!
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Khao Sam Cuisine
By Erika Vargas
Heights Editor

Drink Here

By

Scan Goldthwaite

Heights Staff

What do you call a bar that requires you to arrive two hours before happy hour
starts in order to actually get a table to enjoy the festivities? A bar where most of
the food items are regularly overpriced?($5 for a bowl of soup? Seriously?) A bar

where, ifyou arrive when happy hour actually starts, you'll be waiting in line for at
least 20 minutes? A bar where you can't even get a shot of Jack? Why, you call it
one of the best bars in the world.
Happy hour at Roggie's is a weekly tradition that many of us hold close in our
hearts, just likethe 10:15 p.m. Sunday Mass or the Sunday afternoonhungover homework session. The 25 cent wings and $11 "Beerzillas" from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. are the
reason many of us found out aboutthe wonderful $6 soup, sandwich, andbrew from
1 p.m.-4 p.m. It's a reason to buy a waterproofdeck of cards. People schedule their
classes around it. (Note: Juniors, if you'retaking a class that gets out past 3 p.m. on
a Friday afternoon, reconsider yourpriorities.)
The typical relationshipwith Roggie's, however,is truly
that of love/hate. It's only open until 1 a.m., but getting
pizza from the food counter next door at 2:45 a.m. totally makes up for it. Some find it lame that you need
two people to order a Roggie bowl and four to order a /
Beerzilla, but they're justtrying to keep us sociable. I
(And they look the other way ifyou down a bowl or 1
two on your own.) Roggie's has ruined more than its
fair share of Friday nights for all of us - but oh, that
afternoon delight.
For all of us who go to happyhour onrandomafternoons
for a midweek pick-me-up, for all of us whorecognize at least
half ofthe waitresses working at any given time, for all of us with
the take-out menu close at hand, our lives would truly not be the same without that
crazy ol' '"new age grille." A

'

Located on Harvard Street just across from the quaint Coolidge Corner, Khao Sam
Cuisine offers delicious Thai dishes and drinks, quick and caring service, and a comfortable, calming atmosphere. Offering a wide variety of traditionalNorthern Thai plates,
Khao Sam is relatively affordable for college students, averaging about $12 to $14 per
entree, and is easily accessiblevia the C Line. The restaurant's interiorboastsred and tan
hues; eachtableexudes elegance,featuring a white tableclothand maroon cloth napkins.
The dim lighting and subtle, ethnic background music makesfor a serene setting, perfect
for a date or a family dinner.
Even the most avid meat-lovercouldn'tresist this restaurant's vegetable tempura. The
appetizeris loaded with a mountain of lightlybattered broccoli, taro, onions, string beans,
and sweet potatoes, completewith a tangy, nutty dipping sauce - beware, this addicting,
delicious sauce quickly disappears, so be prepared to ask for more. Wash this down with
theirThai iced tea - an icy blend ofnative herbs and sweet half-and-half.
Though choosing a single entree from the extensive menu is difficult, the gang leung
(yellowcurry) andmangocurry chicken are highly recommended.The gang leung comes
with your choice of chicken, beef, pork, or vegetables ($12.55), shrimp ($12.95), or roast
duck ($14.95) andoffers a mix ofcurry sauce, coconut milk, pineapple,onions, and summer squash. This dish, cooked to a perfect temperature, is spiced up by the excess sauce
on the side of Jasminerice. The mango curry chicken is a colorful assortment ofmango,
red peppers, onions, and chicken, which serves as a sweet and spicy delightto the taste
buds.
Unlike otherrestaurants, the fooddoes not becomecold as you try to flag down a server
to ask for more sauce or order another dish. The servers constantly check on the table to
refill water, inquire about the meal, and dealing with the payment promptly. On the way
out, any server who you encounter will thank you andsay goodnight, creating a welcoming, homeyatmosphere,leaving you yearning to return for more.
Though the individual costs may result in a bill higher than you expect ($2.75 for one
Thai iced tea, $3.50 for a bowl of jasminerice), the experience is worth the bill. Coupled
with the appetizer, there will likely be leftovers, so plan on a late-night snack from the
heart ofThailand.
The restaurant also features lunch specials, which are a bit cheaper than the dinners.
Nothing on the lunch menu costs over $8, however, making for morereasonable options
ifyou're looking to save some cash. A
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Rule of Thirds

By

Stuart Pike and Chris Dewey

Arts ReviewEditor and Heights Staff
Take a deep breath.
Ready?
GoOcean s Thirteen, Harry Potter and the
Order ofthePhoenix,Live Free or Die Hard,
Rush Hour 3, Fantastic Four: Rise of the
Silver Surfer, Evan Almighty, The Bourne
Ultimatum

- whew, that's pretty much it.
Franchise, much? Not to mention the
mega offerings in the month of May alone:
Spider-Man 3, Shrek the Third, and Pirates
of the Caribbean: At World's End.
Those three - all thirdsin theirrespective
trilogies- arepotentially theheaviesthitters
of 2007, which is saying quite a lot amid a
season of teenage wizards, super-spies, and
GeorgeClooney. And, although it's always
fun toroot for the underdog why ignore
the inevitable? Here's a quick spin through
May's super-hyped top dogs:

.

Spider-Man 3
The second Spider-Man did something
6-7
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few sequels manage to do successfully: It
surpassed the original in every way (except in box office revenues), ft wasn't a
revolutionary step up from the first, but it
took everything thatmade it great (thewebswinging, the Everyman angst) and for the
most part, fixed what didn'twork so well.
While number two certainly isn't anywhere
near the bestcomic-bookblockbusterever, it
has to be one ofthe most memorablein terms
of sheer enjoyment. Director Sam Raimi
backed up the hefty dose of action with
enough heart and fun to please a wide demographicof tastes and ages; number three
looks to provide all the same and more.
Plus, he supplies an additional two
villains. Aside from Sandman (played by
Thomas Haden Church), Raimi and company saw fit to also pack in Green Goblinwannabe Harry Osborn(James Franco),and
fan favorite Venom (Topher Grace).
With three baddies to bat down, things
are hardly lookingup for ol' Queens native
Peter Parker (Tobey McGuire) - unless you
count the introduction of a potential alternative to Mary Jane (Kirsten Dunst) in the
guise of babelicious blondie Gwen Stacey
(Bryce Dallas Howard). Of course, that
mightjust complicate matters for his sex life,
and if the greasy-black emo hair look from

the trailers is any indication, things will be
complicated enough for Spidey.
Naysayers of the three-villain, subplotheavystoryline for the web-slinger's newest
entry point to previous mammothssuch as
Batman and Robin cite tales of caution.
That epic disaster, as well as the likes of
Superman 3 &4 and X-Men: TheLast Stand,
proved that a "bigger" superhero movie
does not necessarily equate with a "better"
superhero movie.
Luckily for those interested in "soulful"
popcorn fare, Spider-Man 3 still looks like
theirbestbet for 2007. Giant mighty-morphing machinesfrom outer space are all nice
and dandy, but when it comes to kick-ass
action with a little "Chicken Soup for the
Summer Blockbuster Soul," Spider-Man's
always your best bet (sorry, Transformers).

ShrektheThird
It's not easy being green - or perhaps it
is. With the first two films of the franchise
grossing a total of $704,123,052 in the
United States, it wasa no-brainerfor DreamWorks Studios to resurrect all ofourfavorite
fairy-tale characters for Shrek the Third.
Shrek (Mike Myers) andhis wife Fiona

(CameronDiaz) are livinghappilytogether
in the land of Far Far Away until Fiona's
father, King Harold,becomes sick. With the
future ofthe crown to be determined, Shrek
panics.Knowing thatthe life of a king is not
for him, the swamp-loving ogre sets out with
his buddies Donkey (Eddie Murphy) and
Puss in Boots (Antonio Banderas) to seek
out Fiona's cousin Artie to take his place
as king. At the same time, Prince Charming (Rupert Everett) has returned to lay his
claim to the throne. As if all of this wasn't
enough, Shrek and Fiona also have a baby
on the way.
Artie, the newest addition to the series,
is voiced by none otherthan pop star Justin
Timberlake, who managedto work his way
into the franchise via his now-ex-girlfriend
Diaz. Additional voice actors joining the
series are Eric Idle, Amy Poehler, Regis
Philbin, and John Krasinski (star of The
Office).
With a Christmas specialin pre-production for the holiday season and a fourth
entry already slatedfor 2010, it's hard to see
Hollywood's favorite ogre taking a break
anytime soon. Althoughendless sequelsmay
seem unnecessary, justrealize thattheywill
effectively distract Myers and Murphy from
other projects along the lines ofThe Cat in

This time around, however, the undead captain has decided to aid our protagonists in
Pirates of the Caribbean: At World'sEnd
their journey,though his motives for doing
so are still unknown. Chow Yun Fat joins
Johnny Depp and crew pick up where the cast as Captain Sao Feng, an infamous
Dead Man's Chest left off and present Chinese pirate who the members of the
viewers with a boatload of new faces and Black Pearl seek out for assistance in their
surprises. After the previous sequel's frusquest for survival.
trating cliffhanger ending, audiences were
Additionally,it has been guaranteedthat
left wondering what had become of Jack we will finally get to see Rolling Stones'
Sparrow(Depp) andwhat lay aheadfor Will guitarist Keith Richards in a cameoas Jack
Turner(OrlandoBloom) and his bride-to-be Sparrow'sfather, TeagueSparrow. Richards,
Elizabeth Swarm (KeiraKnightly).
reportedly thefigure who Depp modeledhis
In World's End, the crew of the Black character after, has been rumored to make
Pearl is faced with the dual opposition of a surprise appearance in the franchise ever
Davy Jones (Bill Nighy) and Lord Cutler since the original film premiered in 2003.
Becket of the East India Trading Company. Let's just hope this aging pirate manages
The villainous duo has set out to put an to avoid any more mishaps that involve
end all pirates who commandthe seas and palm trees.
threaten their respective reigns. In order to
preservetheirkind, Sparrow andhis friends
Not all of these are three-quels, but we figured
must voyage to all corners ofthe ocean to reyou wouldn't really care. Clockwise from top
cruitswashbucklersfor onefinal showdown.
left: Bruce live Free or Die Hard' Willis and
Clocking in at nearlythree hours, audiences
the guyfrom the Mac commercials; 'Evan
can expect a film of epic proportions comAlmighty' with Steve Carrel; the surfer himself
plete with Depp's memorableone-liners, a
from
'Fantastic 4: Rise of the Silver Surfer;'
trip to Singapore, and plenty of swordplay.
Jackie
Chan and Chris Tucker in 'Rush Hour 3;'
Don't worry, the monkey will also return.
the
hunks
from 'Ocean's Thirteen;' and 'Harry
This entry marks the return ofGeoffrey
Potter' gets his groove on with Cho Chang in
Rush as Barbossa, the originalfilm's villain.
the Hat and Norbit.

'Order of the Phoenix.'
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Lance Bass (Out ofSync) said:

"It's nice to be able to just date, because I had never
been on a date in my life."

LIKE
THE

-

Wall-to-Wall Write on Lance's Wall -Message

Pink (I'm Not Dead) said:
"There's more to rock and roll than getting smashed
and partying? No one told methat."

ARTS

-

Wall-to-Wall -Write on Pink's Wall Message

Marc Anthony (Sigo Siendo Yo) said:

"I pick out all her dresses. I'm the Simon Cowell of my
household. I'll only dress her increams and lightblues,"
of his wife Jennifer Lopez.

-

Wall-to-Wall -Write on Marc's Wall Message

\u25bc

Email:
thomsenm@bcheights.com
About Me: Meghan Thomsen is a staff columnist forThe Heights. She welcomes
comments.
"If you are not in fashion, you are
drug scandal, Moss has returned with
nobody," Lord Chesterfield once said.
a vengeance, landing some of the
Apparently, no one informed Gisele
industry's biggest ad campaigns. Her
Bundchen of this rule. On Tuesday, it was
latest venture has been designing a line
announced that the Brazilian supermodel
of clothing for the British store, Topshop.
will no longer wearVictoria's Secret. Due
On Monday night, she caused quite a
to the inability to agree on a contract,
stir by modeling as part of the window
Gisele will be hanging up her angel wings. display. About 2,500 customers lined
Bundchen askedfor more than a measly
the streets waiting for their 20 allocated
$5 million a year to prance around in
minutes of shopping bliss. Many people
her underwear, but the big wigs at the
had been standing since 1 p.m. as the
doors opened at 8 p.m. Moss, however,
lingerie conglomerate wouldn't budge.
The announcement of the divorce was
left a few minutes after the store opened.
revealed when Gisele's sister, Patricia,
Topshop owner Philip Green said, "She
confirmed to a Brazilian Web site that
is excited and nervous. Until it's out
contract talks were finished. According to
there, you just don't know, do you?" If
Page Six, a source claims, "her demands
you are interested in Kate's line, but
were outrageous. She got a new lawyer
won't be going to England anytime
soon, no worries. Moss's designs will be
who was unrealistic. Victoria's Secret
doesn't care. They have five new, hotter
available in Barney's beginning May 8.
girls debuting next year." So there, Gisele.
Not to be outdone, and I don't think
There has been speculation, however,
she ever could be, Sarah Jessica
that Bundchen would not be returning.
Parker is soon to release her own line of
Bundchen told People Magazine last
clothes. Bitten, the name Parker chose,
will be available at the mall chain Steve
Novemberthat she was in the moodfor
a change. "I would like to have different
and Barry's. The only difference, however,
chapters in my life. I mean let's be honest
is that everything in the line will cost $20
or less. In an interview with Glamour,
- I do this because it's my job." No
offense, but like modeling is that hard.
Parker talks about how she grew up in a
large family nowhere near as well off as
Let's trade places, Gisele. I can look like
she is now. It was those early experiences
you and run around in my underwearand
that inspired her. "You're going to be able
you can take my five exams next weekfor
me. Deal? Oh, no? Stop complaining.
to buy $200 worth of clothes, leave that
One woman who has been working
store with six bags, and be able to pay
very hard to stay relevant in thefashion
your utilities and take your kids someplace
world is Kate Moss. After a very public
special for their birthday," said Parker.
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After a less-than-stellarreception
of her 2005 album, Rebirth, Jennifer
Lopez released her first album in nearly
two years - Como Ama una Mujer- on
March 27. The catch was that it was
her first full-length Spanish-language
album, a dream project since she burst
onto the world music scene in 1999.
With an established career and
this risky transformation, insiders
speculated over the outcome of
sales. Her Web site lists the disc as a
triumph: "She also makes history with
the highest sales of a Spanish album
debut, inclusive of English and Spanish
artists. With this chart-topping debut,
Lopez join an elite number of only five
artists to ever land in the top 10 with
Spanish language albums," it said.
Yet, while Forbes magazine has

short-listed her as the most influential
stateside Hispanic, Lopez serves as a
somewhatpolarizing figure to much of
her Latino audience. She was J. Lo, an
American hip-hop hybrid, before she
was Jennifer married to Marc Anthony.
While finding initial success in the Latin
music market in '99, her debut album
On the 6's Spanish language track "No
Me Ames" featuring Anthony, Lopez
dropped her promising future, seeking
commercialsuccess for her next
album. Through a series of tabloidladen relationships (especially a shared
gun felony charge with P. Diddy), she
became a symbol of the clash between
American culture and Latin American
identity. Lopez is also criticizedfor
misrepresenting her upbringing,
which is said to be in a middle-class

home, unlike the impoverished one in
autobiographical anthem "Jenny From
the Block." The on-location music video
shoot in the Bronx left many enraged.
While her album hassold well, her
singles have continued to struggle.
After spending the past 10weeks on
the Billboard Hot Latin Tracks chart,
Lopez found herself stalled at a peak
position of 12. Things changed when
she rocketed to the top position this
week following a well-receivedguest
appearanceon American Idol.
Lopez struck gold with her debut;
her lush vocals legitimize her as an
artist. Had she released a Spanishlanguage album at the onset of her
career, it would be in a different place
right now. Only time will tell if she will
become a Latin music icon.

Joseph Neese is theAssistantArts and Review Editor for The Heights. He welcomes comments at neese@bcheights.com.
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MOVIES

A last glance at

SneakPek
I am here to finally put to bed the
myriad of rumors that have been zooming around. The answer is yes: I am the
greatest journalistin human history. My
journey to become the ultimate Sneak
Pecker was assistedby medically unsafe
amounts of Bagel Bites and LSD, and
they deserve as much praise for my successes as anything else. My first editor
Ryan Keefe
was a man-beast named Pat Irish who
gave me free reign. He was succeeded
by Stuart Pike (who wrestles with thunder in his free time),and Stuart has done a fine
jobwith the new format.
Was I ever read by great numbers of people?Probably not. If I was, it was most
likely because this column is near the Sudoku, which people always pull out during
class. But I have appreciated the few and the proud who have at least come up to me
and said, "Hey, is that you in the paper?" or "You should really bathe more often." I
always cover moviesbefore they come out, so this time, let's try something different.
For what it's worth, may I present some universal categories and the
gems in them that truly deserve your attention.
OlderFilms: TheSting, The Deerhunter, CoolHandLuke, Papillon
Animated Films: The Incredibles, Aladdin, Finding Nemo
Films about Sex: RogerDodger, Saved!, March

of the Penguins

Action Films: Last of the Mohicans, Die Hard, The Rock

Foreign Language Films: City of God, Ridicule, A VeryLong Engagement
Films about Teenagers: American Graffiti,Rushmore
Documentaries, Real or Otherwise: Super Size Me, Invisible Children, AmericanMovie,
Best in Show

Time TravelFilms: Back to the Future, Terminator 1 and 2
Scary Films: The Omen (original), War of the Worlds
CriminalFilms: Goodfellas, Snatch, TheLookout, Narc

Little Miss Sunshine

Comedic Films: Dumb & Dumber, Little Miss Sunshine, Borat, Dirty Rotten Scoundrels

Watchany and all of these, and you will be a betterperson for it. Sneak Peek, The Scene,
The Heights, BoCo, Beantown, New England: It's been something else.
Gratias: My family,my friends, manyofmy professors and a few TAs, MoCo, Chipotle,the
undergraduate admissionsof the University of Michigan for gettingright what Boston College
so flagrantly got wrong: CongratulationsGarrett ThomasKeefe, swimming with manatees, the
sun, spicy buffalo chicken pizza, the comedicstylings of the Global Justice Project, naps, rock
V roll, water, and anything else I may have left out.

"I can'ttell you how or when
But I'll be seeingyou again
The next time I'm in town."
- Mark Knopfler
Ryan Keefe is a staff columnistfor The Heights. He welcomes comments at keefer@
bcheights.com.
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Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9
grid. In each row there are 9 slots, some ofwhich
are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain
the numbers 1 to 9. You must follow these rules:
Number can appear only once in each row
Number can appear only once in each column
Number can appear only once in each 3x3
box
The number should appear only once on row,
?
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Sudoku Answers See Page 11
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-Rooter
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38 In most cases
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See Before Graduation
By

James Fagan

Heights Staff

OK, Seniors, listenup. With time ticking

down and the end of the end fast approaching, there is something that we truly must
address:
You are too dumbto graduate.
But never fear: The Heights, leaders in
campus news since 1919, has that last little
checklist ofknowledge you needbefore you
toss your caps in the air and your lunch in
the Mods:
The top 10 movies you have to see
before you graduate. Missing from this
list are notable sophomoric classics such as
AnimalHouse or Ferris Buehler 's Day Off.
Ifyou'vemade it out of high schoolwithout
checking these out, then you're already way
behind.
Also missing are some of the heavy
classics, such as The Godfather, Lawrence
ofArabia and Jaws These are movies that
you must see, and soon, but nobody is going
to kill you for it just yet. Maybe file those
under "movies you need to see before you
bite it."
Oh, one last thing for those of you who
think you'reclever and feel theneed to point
out thatthere are clearly more than 10movies on this list -1 say, "Yourmom."
OK, let's get started:
10. Rosemary's Baby: Every top 10 list
needs something that is goingto absolutely
scare you stupid. Rosemary's Baby, Roman
Polanski's demon flick, will leave you terrified long into the night. One of the few
movies on this listthat needsa full night left
alone to be appreciated, Rosemary's Baby's
power comes in its psychological impact
- see it, sit in a dark room alone, then cry
yourselfto sleep.
9. Casablanca or Citizen Kane: 1hate to
give you the option to see one or the other,
because you really have to see both. The
timehas come in your life, ifyou are going
to claim to be college-educated, that you
see two of the greatest movies ofall time.
CitizenKane has everything - drama, comedy, mystery. Plus, it includes greatfilming,
performance, and lighting -possibly thebest
ever seen. Casablanca is the ultimate war
and love story, with spine-tingling moments
ofconflict andthat goodol'patriot swellyou
feel whenever peoplestand up to Nazis. See
these movies.Ifyou see nothing else on this
list, I recommend seeing these.
8. Old School/Anchorman/Dodgeball,
but never ever Wedding Crashers, Talladega Nights, or You, Me and Dupree:

.

Old School came out the summer before
our freshman year, so really you should
have seen it then. If you somehowmade it
throughfour years here withoutunderstanding the quotes "We're going streaking!" or
"It's so good, once it hits the lips, it's so
good!" or maybe, "earmuffs," then you really need to get your act together and pick
up this new-style comedy classic. As far as
theother two go, it's simple: Theyrepresent
the Will Ferrell, Wilson brothers, Ben Stiller,
and Vince Vaughn empire at the height of
its power. It's like having the Romans on
tape right after they built Hadrian's Wall.
The other three movies here represent the
steady decline that has gone on ever since,
so just close your eyes and pretend it isn't
happening.Better yet, rent the Old School/
Anchorman/Dodgeballtrioagainand again,
since theywill foreverrepresent the comedic
sensibility ofyour college years.
7. TeamAmerica: WorldPolice followed
by Amelie: Every purebred, apple-pie-eating, college-educated American student
needs to experience two types of movies
before he can turn the tassel: The first is a
biting satire about everything American,
the second is at least one of the two most
beautifully crafted foreign films made in
the new century. Team America has it all,
attacking American pop culture, foreign
policy, and way of life; plus, it has puppet
sex and an entire song about how much
Ben Affleck sucks. After you've chewed on
the fat ofAmerican popular entertainment,
sink your teeth into the meat that Amelie
has to offer. With a far more subtle sense of
humor than the creators ofSouth Park and
Team America, Amelie is quite touching. It
may lead you to a wonderful eye-opening
revelation: "Other countries have films,
they're artistically satisfying and highly
entertaining, and subtitles aren't actually
that hard to follow!"

6. Sequel Night! Weekend at Bernies that you need when conquering corporate
II and TeenageMutant Ninja Turtles II: America, the Peace Corps, or living in your
The Secret of the Ooze: This is one of the mom'sbasement.
last times in your life when you will everbe
3. Boogie Nights and Pulp Fiction:
able to turn these two movies on and find Gritty and funny, violent and dirty, these
them completelyhysterical. Try and notice two movieshave more in commonthan first
meets the eye. Quentin Tarantino even looks
when Splinter gets caught in a compromising position while "meditating"on the roof, a bit like Paul ThomasAnderson, in thatugly
or perhaps enjoy the sweet "computer lab" half-brother sort of way. Not only that, but
scene filled withblinking lights. OK, look, they include two of the best casts money
we all know why we really need to see this can buy - not including Tarentino himself,
movie one last time: Vanilla Ice. Enough of course. Fast and fun, both will include a
Said. Weekend at Bernie 's 111 The dude few life lessons thatyour Freshman Writing
gets shot in the head with an arrow! Just Seminar and Halftime retreat left out.
turn on some killer beats and he continues
2. An Inconvenient Truth followed by
to dance
with an arrow in his dead head, all 11 installments of Planet Earth: The
underwater. OK, so "special"brownies and time has come for you to open up your
socially unaware mind and take a gander
a 30-rack can't hurt the experience.
5. Torment your significant other at Al Gore's comedic triumph. Seriously,
night! Snakeson aPlane followed by How ifyou don'tknow why Leonardo DiCaprio
practically made out with the former vice
to Lose a Guy in 10Days. OK, I'm justkidding. I mean, see Snakes ona Plane. Ifyou president's face at the Oscars, then turn on
are never going to see another movie, see this flick and find out for yourself. Then,
Snakes ona Plane, but you'llprobably surcheck out the Discovery Chanel's groundvive graduation daywithout these. I tell you breaking 11-part series to see whatyou'd be
what: Put them both on in the background saving. The camera work is revolutionary,
and then just hook up for an evening, and the footage is breathtaking, and the star?
we'llcall it even.
Well, she's one of a kind.
4. All the Rocky films, barring Bal1. Strangers on a Train: Psycho, North
boa, in one evening, or, ifnecessary, one By Northwest, Rear Window: all must-sees,
weekend: The first one is a winner in every but Strangers on a Train is Hitchcock at his
way. Moving, funny, inspiring,Rocky I is a finest.The ideaof a chance meeting destroyclassic. II through IV have their twists and ing your life gives Strangers a realistic fear
turns and serve as fun continuances of the appeal,something thatsome ofHitchcock's
ftalian Stallion's saga. Now, everyone is otherfilms, such asBirds, don't capture. So
going to tell you to ignore Rocky Y. Rocky when you get out into thereal world, whatV is "terrible, tasteless, they never should ever you do - don't talk to strangers.
have made it." OK, it may not be a good
movie,but its endingispriceless. 1 guess just
There you have it. It has been a pleasure,
watch the last five minutes of this episode 2007. Go forth and prosper, for today (or
and you won't feel like it wastedyour time May21), you joinmainstreamsociety. With
too much. The point is, Rocky Balboa - the thesefilms in yourrepertoire, you'llhavethe
character, not the movie - might just give tools you need to succeed, mildly. See you
you that David-versus-Goliath inspiration at thereunion.

.

